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Abstract

All eukaryotic cells possess a complex system of endomembranes that functions in traffick-

ing molecular cargo within the cell, which is not observed in prokaryotic cells. This membrane

trafficking system is fundamental to the cellular physiology of extant eukaryotes, and includes or-

ganelles such as the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and endosomes as well as the plasma

membrane. The evolutionary history of this system offers an over-arching framework for research

on membrane trafficking in the field of cell biology. However, the evolutionary origins of this

system in the evolution from a prokaryotic ancestor to the most recent common ancestor of extant

eukaryotes is a major evolutionary transition that remains poorly understood. A leading paradigm

is described by the previously proposed Organelle Paralogy Hypothesis, which posits that coordi-

nated duplication and divergence of genes encoding organelle-specific membrane trafficking pro-

teins underlies a corresponding evolutionary history of organelle differentiation that produced the

complex sets of membrane trafficking organelles found in extant eukaryotes. This thesis focuses

on investigating the evolution of families of proteins that sustain membrane traffic by organizing

vesicle transport between specific compartments.

Comparative genomics and phylogenetic analysis methods were applied to trace the evolution

of subunits of the Adaptor Protein complexes, which function in vesicle formation, revealing that

losses of genes encoding these subunits in Fungi and duplications in plants are relatively recent

events, consistent with a highly conserved role of members of this protein family in organizing

the membrane trafficking system. Similar methods were applied to the golgin proteins, which

extend from membranes of the Golgi apparatus to recognize and tether specific vesicles. This re-

vealed considerable conservation of golgins specific to different regions of the Golgi, consistent

with ancestral complexity of the Golgi inferred from conservation of morphological complexity
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among eukaryotes. The Soluble N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor Attachment protein REceptor

(SNARE) protein superfamily comprises numerous proteins forming complexes that mediate vesi-

cle fusion at specific locations in the cell. An extensive analysis of the SNAREs revealed evidence

for additional SNARE proteins present in the last common ancestor of eukaryotes. Finally, the evo-

lution of the four constituent families within the SNARE superfamily was explored and relevance

to various potential scenarios of early evolution of the membrane trafficking system are discussed.

Taken together, the results of this work shed light on the connections between protein evolu-

tion and organelle evolution, and provide novel evidence for distinguishing between alternative

scenarios for the evolution of the membrane trafficking system.
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Preface

Chapter 2 (exclusive of the preface and afterword) has been published as Barlow, L.D., Dacks,
J.B., Wideman, J.G., 2014. From all to (nearly) none: Tracing adaptin evolution in Fungi. Cellu-

lar Logistics 4, e28114. https://doi.org/10.4161/cl.28114. This is an open-access article
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/). All text in Chapter 2 (exclusive of the pref-
ace and afterword) is unmodified from this publication, with the exception of some additional detail
added to figure legends. JGW and JBD conceived of and designed the study. JGW performed most
of the similarity searches and drafted the manuscript. I performed all phylogenetic analyses, gen-
erated figures, and contributed to writing the manuscript.

Chapter 3 (exclusive of the preface and afterword) has been published as Larson, R.T., Dacks,
J.B., and Barlow, L.D., 2019. Recent gene duplications dominate evolutionary dynamics of adaptor
protein complex subunits in embryophytes. Traffic (in press) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/doi/abs/10.1111/tra.12698. I obtained permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc. to re-
produce this work in this thesis, and the license number is 4695550381953. All text in Chapter
3 (exclusive of the preface and afterward) is unmodified from this publication (with the exception
of a minor correction to the definition of the acronym HSP). With my mentorship, RTL performed
similarity searches and phylogenetic analyses for this work as part of one of her undergraduate
projects in the Dacks laboratory. JBD initially conceived of the study. RTL and I designed and
performed the analyses, and wrote the manuscript. I conceived of and wrote all computer scripts
used for performing the analyses. RTL and I prepared figures.

Chapter 4 (exclusive of preface and afterword) was published as Barlow, L.D., Nỳvltovà, E.,
Aguilar, M., Tachezy, J., Dacks, J.B., 2018. A sophisticated, differentiated Golgi in the ancestor of
eukaryotes. BMC Biology 16. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12915-018-0492-9. This article
was distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). All text in Chapter 4 (exclusive of pref-
ace and afterword) is unmodified from this publication, with the exception of changes applied as
indicated in the published correction to the article (https://rdcu.be/bR35t). EN and JT de-
signed, performed and interpreted the experimental work on Mastigamoeba balamuthi, and also
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wrote the relevant manuscript sections. MA and I performed genomic analysis of M. balamuthi.
I performed all molecular evolutionary analyses. JBD and I designed the molecular evolutionary
analyses, interpreted the results, and wrote the manuscript.

Bioinformatic analyses in Chapter 5 are in preparation for eventual submission as a first-author
publication with Joel B. Dacks. The idea for this project was initially conceived of by JBD. I per-
formed all the work, including conceiving of and writing all computer scripts used for performing
the analyses. Though intriguing, experimental work done with Dictyostelium discoideum in Chap-
ter 5 is inconclusive and therefore is not currently intended for publication with the phylogenetic
results. I performed this experimental work during a 6 week visit to the laboratory of Robert R.
Kay at the Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology, where I was instructed in
experimental methods primarily by Gareth Bloomfield. Therefore, it is important to note that this
experimental work was done in collaboration with RRK and GB.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The membrane trafficking system and the protein machinery behind it

A fundamental aspect of the biology of eukaryotic cells including human cells, plant cells, and
the cells of numerous parasites is a complex system of internal membrane-bound organelles that
populate the cytosol. A subset of these organelles undergo dynamic division and fusion processes,
allowing various molecules to be transported among the organelles and exchanged between or-
ganelles and the cells environment. This is termed the membrane trafficking system, and it is the
focus of much research in the field of cell biology as it is necessary for sustaining essentially every
cellular process in eukaryotic cells (Figure 1.1).

The overall flow of material within the membrane trafficking system may be generally divided
into the secretory pathway and the endocytic pathway. The secretory pathway is responsible for
transporting proteins from their site of synthesis to the specific locations in the cell where they are
required, or releasing them from the cell (Novick et al., 1981). Integral membrane proteins and se-
creted proteins are synthesized by ribosomes on the membrane of the rough endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) (Redman et al., 1966). These proteins may then be transported in membrane-bound vesicles
to the Golgi apparatus, which comprises a series of compartments where proteins may be modi-
fied by addition of sugar polymers. Subsequently proteins may be transported to the cell surface,
possibly passing through endosomes on the way. Coated transport vesicles are involved in traffick-
ing at both the ER-Golgi stage and the post-Golgi stage of the secretory pathway (Rothman and
Fine, 1980). In many cells this secretory pathway is considered the default trafficking itinerary for
proteins after synthesis (Rothman, 1987). In addition, proteins that function at specific organelles
may be retained in these organelles rather than proceeding through to the cell surface.

The endocytic pathway diverges from the secretory pathway at the endosomal stage–specifically
early endosomes, and proceeds through late endosomes to lysosomes (Helenius et al., 1983; Schmid,
1988). Early endosomes are the delivery point for membrane and cargo internalized from the cell
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surface via membrane-bound vesicles (Prescianotto-Baschong and Riezman, 2002). The next step
in the endocytic pathway is the late endosomes, which typically move membrane and membrane
proteins from their surface into their lumen via the formation of intralumenal vesicles (for this
reason late endosomes are also termed multivesicular bodies) (Felder et al., 1990). Late endo-
somes then deliver their contents to lysosomes (or vacuoles in the case of yeast cells and plant
cells), which contain hydrolases for protein degradation (Futter et al., 1996). In mammalian cells,
mannose-6-phosphate receptors play an important role in diverting lysosomal enzymes from early
endosomes to lysosomes after delivery from the Golgi to early endosomes (Griffiths et al., 1988;
Ludwig, 1991). In some cases, lysosomes may eventually fuse with the plasma membrane, re-
leasing any remaining contents outside the cell (Andrews, 2000). The endocytic pathway is also
responsible for digestion of cytosolic components collected in autophagosomes and of larger vol-
umes of material gathered from the cell exterior in phagosomes.

The flow of traffic in both the secretory and endocytic pathways, and the control of protein
location, may be understood essentially in terms of organelle maturation with selective recycling of
membrane and proteins in the opposite direction to maturation. In the secretory pathway, proteins
are delivered from the ER to cis-Golgi cisternae which then mature into trans-Golgi cisternae
before proteins are exported to endosomes or the cell surface. While Golgi maturation was once
a matter of debate, with some researchers arguing for stable cisternae (Orci et al., 2000), the field
of cell biology has now reached a consensus favouring the maturation model (Glick et al., 1997;
Matsuura-Tokita et al., 2006; Glick and Nakano, 2009). Similarly, early endosomes mature into
late endosomes which subsequently mature into lysosomes (Helenius et al., 1983; Murphy, 1991;
Rink et al., 2005). Thus to sustain organelle maturation, maintaining the flow of cargo along the
secretory and endocytic pathways, proteins are transported in vesicles which form at one organelle
and fuse with another at an earlier stage in the secretory or endocytic pathways.

The mechanisms by which transport vesicles are formed and delivered to specific target mem-
branes in the membrane trafficking system are therefore of central importance to understanding the
membrane trafficking system and the cellular processes that it sustains. Discoveries of the protein
machinery mediating these processes began in the 1980’s, and resulted in several cell biologists
being awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine (Bonifacino, 2014). Work to
date on the molecular machinery of the membrane trafficking system spans 100s of proteins or-
chestrating a multitude of vesicle transport pathways in a variety of model eukaryotic cells, which
necessarily makes 100s of primary sources relevant. For this reason, comprehensive review articles
on this topic are referenced (in the following paragraphs), and more detailed primary literature will
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be referenced in subsequent chapters where relevant. Work to date reveals that the processes of
vesicle formation and of vesicle fusion often involve comparable (analogous or homologous) pro-
teins playing similar roles but in distinct vesicle transport pathways (Figure 1.2) (see Bonifacino
and Glick (2004) for review).

Vesicle formation begins with nucleation, which involves lateral aggregation of membrane pro-
teins to be included in the nascent vesicle (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004). These proteins may in-
clude transmembrane receptors that bind to vesicle cargo in the lumen of the organelle. Peripheral
membrane proteins including vesicle adaptors are also recruited to vesicle nucleation sites, and
these bind to transmembrane cargo proteins and to proteins that form vesicle coats. Key vesi-
cle adaptors are the homologous family of Adaptor Protein complexes, which are related to the
Coatomer Protein I (COPI) (Schledzewski et al., 1999) and TSET (Hirst et al., 2014) complexes
(see Dacks and Robinson (2017) for review). These protein complexes are discussed in much
more detail in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. Important vesicle coat proteins include subunits of
the COPII complex which coats vesicles budding from ER membranes (Barlowe et al., 1994), and
clathrin heavy and light chains which coat vesicles budding from the trans-Golgi network, early
endosomes, and plasma membrane (Pearse, 1976). The Retromer complex mediates formation
of vesicles at late endosomes for recycling of proteins back to the trans-Golgi network (Seaman
et al., 1998; Haft et al., 2000). Vesicle budding occurs as the aggregation of coat proteins deforms
the membrane. Budding vesicles are separated from the donor organelle membrane by proteins
that mediate membrane scission such as dynamin or related guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase)
proteins (Hill et al., 2001; Chi et al., 2014).

Following formation vesicles may be transported along microtubules by the motor proteins
dynein or kinesin (Schroer, 1988; Schroeder, 1990). Inbound vesicles are recognized by tether
proteins extending from the vesicle’s target membrane. One class of vesicle tether are the gol-
gins which functions at the Golgi apparatus, and these are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Other types of tethers include multi-subunit tethering complexes, such as the homotypic fusion and
vacuole protein sorting (HOPS) complex which functions at late endosomes (Seals et al., 2000),
and the Exocyst complex which functions at the plasma membrane (TerBush et al., 1996). Once
tethered, vesicles are docked adjacent to the target membrane and subsequently undergo mem-
brane fusion, releasing their contents to the lumen of the target membrane, and combining their
membrane components with that of the target organelle. Proteins of the Soluble N-ethylmaleimide
sensitive factor Attachment protein REceptor (SNARE) superfamily are essential for mediating
membrane fusion, and are introduced in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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In addition to the proteins mentioned above, a class of proteins central to the organization
of many aspects of vesicle transport are various small GTPases. These proteins are pheripheral
proteins that are recruited from the cytosol to fulfill their roles at specific membranes by GTP
exchange factors (GEFs), and released from membranes by GTPase activating proteins (GAPs)
(see Stenmark and Olkkonen (2001) and Gillingham and Munro (2007) for review). For example,
the small GTPase Sar1 functions in membrane curvature and recruitment of COPII vesicle coat
components at ER (Lee et al., 2005; Barlowe et al., 1993, 1994). Arf1 plays a comparable role
in membrane deformation and recruitment of COPI vesicle coat components at Golgi membranes
(Donaldson and Cassel, 1992; Beck et al., 2008), as well as in recruiting clathrin (Stamnes and
Rothman, 1993). Arl1, which is related to Sar1 and Arf1, is involved in attaching vesicle teth-
ers at the trans-Golgi network (Setty et al., 2003). In addition, proteins in the Rab family of small
GTPases play key regulatory roles particularly in organizing membrane tethering and fusion at spe-
cific locations in the cell via interaction with effector proteins which include tethers (see Grosshans
et al. (2006) for review). These include Rab1 which regulates the golgin tether protein p115 at the
Golgi (Allan et al., 2000), Rab5 which regulates the tether protein early-endosomal autoantigen
1 (EEA1) at early endosomes (Simonsen et al., 1998), Rab7 which regulates the HOPs complex
at late endosomes (Lürick et al., 2017), and Rab11 which regulates the Exocyst tether complex at
exocytic vesicles (Zhang et al., 2004).

Research on the cell biology of the membrane trafficking system is important for understand-
ing the mechanisms underlying diseases for two key reasons: Many congenital diseases result
from defects in membrane trafficking, and membrane trafficking interfaces between human cells
and pathogens or parasites. One disease caused by mutations in genes encoding vesicle forma-
tion proteins is Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia (HSP), this involves defects in trafficking from late
endosomes toward the Golgi that result from mutations affecting adaptor complexes leading to
accumulation of abnormal lysosomes (Hirst et al., 2013b, 2015, 2018). Also, Hermansky-Pudlak
Syndrome can result from defects in vesicle trafficking involved in biogenesis of lysosome-related
organelles, and can lead to blindness (Bonifacino, 2004). Mutations affecting vesicle tethers such
as those at the Golgi membranes can result in diseases such as skeletal dysplasia (Smits et al.,
2010). Mutations affecting various SNARE vesicle fusion proteins or their regulatory proteins
have been implicated in a wide variety of diseases including Cerebral dysgenesis, Neuropathy,
Ichthyosis, and Keratoderma (CEDNIK syndrome) (Sprecher et al., 2005), Familial Hemophago-
cytic Lymphohistiocytosis (FHL) (zur Stadt, 2005; Feldmann et al., 2003), renal dysfunction (Gis-
sen et al., 2004), and neurological disorders (Rohena et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2014).
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Whether pathogens (including parasites) attack human cells from the outside or invade their
interior, the membrane trafficking system is central to virulence and host defence mechanisms.
Ubiquitous bacteria of the Clostridium genus produce neurotoxins causing the life-threatening
conditions of botulism or lockjaw. These botulinum and tetanus neurotoxins have evolved to enter
neurons and cleave SNARE proteins involved in neural transmission, resulting in paralysis (Jahn
and Niemann, 1994; Simpson, 2004b). The toxin produced by Vibrio cholerae, the causative agent
of cholera, must traverse several organelles in the membrane trafficking system of epithelial cells
before it can alter their function (Lencer et al., 1999). Intracellular pathogens, and parasites, such
as the bacteria Salmonella, Legionella, or Chlamydia typically gain entry to human cells in phago-
somes (Alonso and Portillo, 2004). The invasion process then continues as the pathogen secretes
factors which may inhibit the maturation of the phagosome, and hence its digestion by the host cell
(Shotland et al., 2003; Horwitz, 1984; Shohdy et al., 2005; Delevoye et al., 2004).
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the eukaryotic membrane trafficking system. This system comprises
endomembrane organelles involved in membrane trafficking including the ER, Golgi, and endo-
somes, as well as the PM and the vesicle trafficking pathways that interconnect their membranes.
Arrows indicate membrane trafficking pathways including those that occur via vesicle transport
and organelle maturation. Here recycling endosomes, which exist in some species, are not distin-
guished from early endosomes or the trans-Golgi network (see section 5.2.2.2 for discussion of the
issue of drawing relevant distinctions between endosomal organelles).
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Figure 1.2: Vesicle trafficking in the eukaryotic membrane trafficking system. Various
vesicle trafficking pathways proceed via similar mechanisms beginning with vesicle budding, con-
tinuing through vesicle scission, transport, and tethering, and concluding with membrane fusion.
Note that Arf family GTPases and ArfGAP proteins are pheripheral membrane proteins and not
integral membrane proteins, as might be suggested by their positioning in this figure. This figure
reproduced from Barlow and Dacks (2018) Figure 1.
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1.2 Overview of eukaryotic evolution

Extant eukaryotic species, their cells, and their membrane trafficking systems are results of
evolution occurring over billions of years. The earliest fossil evidence of prokaryotic cells (cells
without a nucleus, such as bacteria and archaea) is found in rocks dated to approximately 3.4
billion years ago (Wacey et al., 2011). The earliest fossil evidence of eukaryotic life is dated later
at approximately 1.6 billion years ago (Butterfield, 2015). The age of the last common ancestor
of extant eukaryotes is estimated to be between 1.866 and 1.679 billion years (Betts et al., 2018).
Animals and land plants did not appear until much later at approximately 0.540 and 0.470 billion
years ago, respectively (Morris, 1989; Kenrick et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2018).

The origin of eukaryotes was a major evolutionary transition, as the closest known prokary-
otic relatives of eukaryotes was quite unlike extant eukaryotes, lacking features such as a complex
endomembrane system. Analyses of metatranscriptomic sequence data collected from the deep
sea suggest that the closest living relatives of eukaryotes are archaeal lineages collectively termed
Asgard archaea (Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al., 2017) (discussed further below). A recent preprint
claims to report the first micrographs of an Asgard archaeon, and while it did suggest that this
archaeon may have an unusual cellular morphology and ecology, it did not suggest existence of
an endomembrane system in that species (Imachi et al., 2019). The current paucity of information
about the evolutionarily critical Asgard archaeal lineages stems from the tremendous difficulty of
isolating and culturing these organisms from the deep sea. Indeed, Imachi et al. (2019) reported ap-
parent doubling times of 14 to 25 days in liquid medium after enrichment in a custom-made biore-
actor (Aoki et al., 2014). Further methodological advances may allow culturing of such organisms
under conditions that better simulate their natural environment. Nevertheless, other archaea such
as Igneococcus hospitalis as well as planctomycete bacteria such as Gemmata obscuriglobus have
been shown to possess endomembrane systems (Acehan et al., 2014; Heimerl et al., 2017). How-
ever, these do not rival the complexity of eukaryotic endomembrane systems. That is, they do not
appear to contain more than one type of functionally distinct compartment, or organelle, within the
system. Also, no evidence has been reported suggesting that they are homologous to eukaryotic
endomembrane systems. Consistent with this, analyses of genomic sequences from archaeal lin-
eages closely related to eukaryotes found very few direct counterparts of eukaryotic genes involved
in endomembrane system organization (Klinger et al., 2016b).

Since their origin, eukaryotes have diverged producing a large diversity of extant lineages, and
the major lineages, or supergroups diverged early in eukaryotic evolution (Parfrey et al., 2011).
The fossil record indicates that distinct lineages of eukaryotes began to diversify over 1 billion
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years ago, as fossils of multicellular red algae have been dated to approximately 1.15 billion years
ago (Butterfield, 2015). Studies based on analysis of genetic sequences from a diversity of rep-
resentative eukaryotic species consistently support classification of extant eukaryotes into four
major lineages: Amorphea, Metamonada, Discoba, and Diaphoretickes (Adl et al., 2012, 2018)
(Figure 1.3). Amorphea includes two taxonomic supergroups: Amoebozoa, which consists pri-
marily of single-celled amoebae such as Dictyostelium discoideum and Entamoeba histolytica,
and Opisthokonta which includes both Holozoa (including Metazoa) and Holomycota (including
Fungi). Metamonada includes only protists (single-celled eukaryotes) such as Giardia intesti-

nalis, the causative agent of beaver fever (giardiasis), and Trichomonas vaginalis the causative
agent of trichomoniasis, as well as Monocercomonoides exilis, the eukaryote with no mitochon-
dria or related organelles (Karnkowska et al., 2016). Discoba also includes only protists such as
the soil-dwelling amoeba Naegleria gruberi, the photosynthetic protist Euglena gracilis, and Try-

panosoma brucei the causative agent of African sleeping sickness (Hampl et al., 2009). Finally,
Diaphoretickes, like Amorphea, includes several taxonomic supergroups: Stramenopiles Alveo-
lates and Rizaria (SAR) form a supergroup containing protists such as the ciliate Tetrahymena

thermophila (an alveolate) and Plasmodium falciparum the causative agent of malaria (also an
alveolate), but also multicellular brown algae such as Macrocystis spp. (stramenopiles) which
constitute giant kelp forests (Steneck et al., 2002; Burki et al., 2008). Archaeplastida includes
multicellular red algae and land plants (Embryophyta) as well as their respective single-celled rel-
atives (Adl et al., 2005). Diaphoretickes also contains the photosynthetic algal lineages Haptista,
which includes the haptophyte Emiliania huxleyi, and Cryptista, which includes the cryptophyte
Cryptomonas (Cavalier-Smith, 2003; Adl et al., 2018). There is currently no strong consensus
regarding which of these four main eukaryotic lineages (Amorphea, Metamonada, Discoba, or Di-
aphoretickes), or combination thereof, represents the earliest branch in the eukaryotic tree of life
(see discussion).

One of the striking features of the eukaryotic tree of life, which follows from the early di-
vergence of eukaryotes described above, is the independent origins of multiple multicellular eu-
karyotic lineages and of multiple parasitic eukaryotic lineages. Consistent with the independent
origins of eukaryotes with these lifestyles, multicellular and parasitic lineages are in most cases
closely related to one or more lineages of free-living protists that swim using flagella and ingest
(phagocytose) other cells such as bacterial cells as a food source, representing the ancestral state
of eukaryotic cells (Koumandou et al., 2013). These protist lineages occupy deep branches in
several taxonomic groups that include multicellular or parasitic lineages, having, for example, di-
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verged after the divergence of the Amorphea and Diaphoretickes groups, but before diversification
of animals and plants. Metazoans are related to protists such as Syssomonas sp. (Hehenberger
et al., 2017). Fungi including yeast are related to protists including Fonticula alba (Brown et al.,
2009). The parastic amoebozoan Entamoeba histolytica is related to the free-living Mastigamoeba

balamuthi (Gill et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2017). The parasitic Giardia intestinalis is related to
the free-living Carpediemonas membranifera (Takishita et al., 2012). The parasitic kinetoplastid
Trypanosoma brucei is related to the free-living kinetoplastid Bodo saltans (Simpson, 2004a). The
giant kelp Macrocystis is closely related to the marine protist Cafeteria roenbergensis (both are
stramenopiles) (Derelle et al., 2016). Apicomplexan parasites including the deadly Plasmodium

falciparum are related to ciliates including Tetrahymena thermophila (both are alveolates) (Fast
et al., 2002). The multicellular red algae are related to the flagellated phagocytic protists includ-
ing Rhodelphis marinus (Gawryluk et al., 2019). Land plants are related to the phagocytic protist
Mesostigma veridae (Karol, 2001).

The diverse, independent origins of eukaryotes that are of particular interest to cell biologists,
namely animals, fungi, plants, and parasites implies that understanding the similarities and dif-
ferences between the cell biology of these different eukaryotes from an evolutionary perspective
requires an evolutionary framework that extends back to the origin of eukaryotes over 1 billion
years ago (Dacks and Doolittle, 2001). For example, assertions regarding homology of cellular
features such as organelles or protein complexes in mammalian and parasite cells may be useful
as they are suggestive of extensive similarity in structure and function. However, such assertions
imply conservation of the respective features over more than 1 billion years of independent evolu-
tion. This parallel evolution often allows remarkable conservation, but also may result in dramatic
differences between eukaryotes, even the loss of entire protein complexes or organelles, or con-
vergent organelle evolution (see below). The value of an evolutionary framework in such cases
is in providing justification for inferring whether homology, analogy, or lineage-specific novelty
or loss might be more likely. This may allow cell biologists to select the most appropriate model
systems, those that share a high degree of conservation of the cellular feature of interest. To dis-
tinguish between evolutionary possibilities with respect to any given cellular feature, the separate
evolutionary paths must be traced. Thus the Last Eukaryotic Common Ancestor (LECA), the most
recent common ancestor of extant eukaryotes, is of particular interest for understanding eukaryotic
evolution, because this hypothetical organism provides a starting point from which to trace the
parallel cellular evolution of all extant eukaryotic lineages.

Cellular features present in the LECA may be inferred based on broad conservation across the
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eukaryotic supergroups, and such inferences have shown that the LECA was complex (Kouman-
dou et al., 2013). Comparative analyses suggest that in addition to a nucleus the LECA possessed
flagella, peroxisomes, and mitochondria, although each of these has been subsequently lost in one
or more lineages (Karnkowska et al., 2016; Gabaldón et al., 2016). All extant eukaryotic cells
contain a system of non-endosymbiotic endomembrane organelles, which allows compartmenta-
tion of both internally synthesized molecules and ingested material (Figure 1.1). The membrane
trafficking system has been most thoroughly investigated in model mammalian and yeast cells.
However, features of the membrane trafficking system conserved among extant eukaryotes include
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, endosomes, and lysosomes or related organelles,
as well as the plasma membrane (PM). Of particular relevance to this thesis, the LECA also pos-
sessed a complex membrane trafficking system with organelles including an ER, Golgi apparatus,
endosomes, lysosomes, and possibly others (Koumandou et al., 2013).

The genetic basis for the origin of many complex autogenously-derived eukaryote-specific cel-
lular features present in the LECA, including of its membrane trafficking system, appears to a
large degree to be gene duplication. For example, both the nuclear pore, through which molecules
pass between the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm, and the kinetochore, which attaches chromosomes
to microtubules during cell division, are independent examples of very large protein complexes
which appear to be the result of duplication and divergence of relatively few basic protein subunits
(Obado et al., 2016; Field and Rout, 2019; Tromer et al., 2019). The protein constituents of the in-
traflagellar transport system that maintains the eukaryotic flagellum also appear to have originated
through gene duplications (van Dam et al., 2013). A considerable number of eukaryote-specific
protein folds may have originated prior to the LECA as well (Kauko and Lehto, 2018).
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Figure 1.3: Phylogenetic relationships between major taxonomic groups in the eukaryotic
tree of life. Based on Adl et al. (2018). Archaeplastida includes plants, green algae, and red algae.
SAR includes Stramenopiles, Alveolates, and Rhizaria. Discoba includes Trypanosomes, Euglena,
and Naegleria. Metamonada includes Giardia and Monocercomonoides. Amoebozoa includes
Dictyostelium, Mastigamoeba, and Entamoeba. Holomycota includes Fungi and their single-celled
relatives. Holozoa includes animals and single-celled relatives such as choanoflagellates. This
figure was adapted from Barlow and Dacks (2018) Figure 2A.
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1.3 The role of comparative evolutionary work in the field of cell biology

The diversity of eukaryotes and their membrane trafficking systems is vast and perhaps even
overwhelming to cell biologists interested in elucidating the fundamentals of cell biology. Much
remains unknown about the cell biology of popular model systems, let alone their many distant
relatives. It is worth considering whether investigating aspects of the cell biology of these diverse
eukaryotes and working towards synthesizing this into more detailed evolutionary theories, as I
attempt to do in this thesis, is a valuable endeavor in the field of cell biology. The vast majority of
published cell biological research is focused on opisthokonts including mammals and fungi (Lynch
et al., 2014), and important reasons for this include that mammalian and fungal model systems are
highly tractable. Also, Sean Munro, a leading cell biologist, suggests another reason that this is a
trend that is likely to continue into the future as well: “It is unlikely that the planet’s tax payers
will be willing to pay for enough cell biologists to investigate every last intriguing invertebrate or
bizarre bikont, and thus future work is likely to focus on particular key cells [sic] types, especially
those found in tax payers themselves.” (Munro, 2013). For these reasons, I will briefly consider
the role that comparative evolutionary work has played in the field of cell biology, and the potential
for further phylogenetic analyses to advance this field.

Historically, comparative (evolutionary) study of diverse eukaryotes including protists has been
considered relevant to the field of cell biology. the field of cell biology is concerned with descrip-
tion, scientific investigation, and explanation of eukaryotic biology at the cellular level of orga-
nization. Regarding the definition of cell biology, it is important to note that the term biology
refers not only to study of extant living organisms but to study of their origins and evolution as
well (Hine, 2019). So, cell biology includes study of the evolution of cells, as well as their de-
velopment, physiology, and disease states. Pioneers in the field of cell biology recognized that
the evolutionary origins of the organelles and proteins that they studied promised deeper levels of
understanding. For example, Gunter Blobel sought to understand his Nobel prize-winning work
on signal peptides in evolutionary terms, making several proposals regarding “the phylogeny of
biological membranes, of cells, and of cellular compartments” (Blobel, 1980). Consideration of
endomembrane origins provided an evolutionary context for his findings. Also, Christian de Duve
discovered peroxisomes and was intensely interested in the evolution of peroxisomes, choosing to
present on this topic at the first peroxisome conference (de Duve, 1982). Protists including the
free-living ciliate Tetrahymena pyroformis, have been useful in revealing conserved cell biological
and molecular mechanisms. For example, dynein a molecular motor involved in moving vesicles
along microtubules was first described in a study that isolated it from the ciliate Tetrahymena py-
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roformis (Gibbons and Rowe, 1965). Moreover, the concluding sentence of the article reporting
Christian de Duve’s Nobel prize-winning discovery of the lysosome justifies his use of Tetrahy-

mena pyroformis for comparison with mammalian cells: “The finding that similar particles are
present in a protozoan is of great interest and suggests that they have a long evolutionary history
and presumably perform some vital function.” (Baudhuin et al., 1965).

While evolutionary studies of free-living protists are useful for developing theoretical context
of many topics in cell biology, perhaps the strongest rationale for developing unifying evolution-
ary theories in this field is to address the problem of pathogenic and parasitic protists. As detailed
above, protists have evolved parasitic lifecycles independently many times in diverse eukaryotic
lineages (also see Walker et al. (2011) for review). Many of these parasites infect humans and
cause numerous deaths each year. For example, in 2017 Plasmodium spp. caused an estimated 290
million cases of malaria which resulted in an estimated 435,000 deaths worldwide (WHO, 2018).
The membrane trafficking system in particular is relevant for understanding virulence mechanisms.
For example, Trypanosoma brucei the causative agent of African Sleeping Sickness rapidly cy-
cles its plasma membrane through endosomes to evade the immune system (Field and Carrington,
2009). Several pathogenic protists including the trypanosomatids are considered neglected dis-
eases, which disproportionately affect populations in developing countries (WHO, 2010). Given
the need to address the cell biology of diverse pathogenic and parasitic protists and the resource-
intensive nature of experimental cell biology, it is certainly worth considering what progress may
be made by computational analysis of genetic sequence data.

In principle, phylogenetic analysis of genetic sequence data addresses hypotheses which are
distinct from those regarding cellular physiology. Phylogenetic hypotheses in the field of cell biol-
ogy describe the evolutionary relationships between cellular features (proteins, protein complexes,
or organelles) such as 1) whether two features are homologous and 2) which homologous fea-
tures share the most recent common ancestor. Genetic sequences contain evidence to distinguish
between alternative hypotheses regarding the evolutionary relationships between genes based on
assumptions about what evolutionary changes (mutations) may be more likely to occur (Zuck-
erkandl and Pauling, 1965). In fact, gene sequences provide a particularly information-rich form
of evidence from which to evaluate alternative phylogenetic trees (Fitch and Margoliash, 1967). In
contrast to phylogenetic hypotheses, hypotheses that describe aspects of the physiology, develop-
ment, or disease states of cells can be directly tested via experimentation. Experimental methods
elucidate the structure and causal relationships between cellular features in extant cells. These
types of hypotheses are separate, because the structure and/or function of any given cellular fea-
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ture cannot be fully equated with its evolutionary history. Such a direct equivalence is precluded by
the possibility of change in protein function over time, and the occurrence of genes with multiple
different functions (Todd et al., 1999; Ponting, 2001).

Although phylogenetic hypotheses may be distinguished from other hypotheses in cell biology,
they are highly intertwined. This can make the role of evolutionary analysis in cell biology unclear.
The structure and functional roles of cellular features such as proteins and organelles are results
of evolutionary processes, and so evolutionary ancestry investigated by phylogenetic analysis is
closely connected to the function of these features. Accordingly, many bioinformatic approaches
have been developed which attempt to predict protein function based on evolutionary analysis.
For example, phylogenetic profiling is a method that attempts to identify functional relationships
between proteins based on correlation of gene loss events (Ranea et al., 2007; Carvalho-Santos
et al., 2010; Burns et al., 2018). And, genes which are orthologous (derived from the same gene
that existed in a common ancestor of two organisms), are often predicted to be functionally sim-
ilar (Tatusov, 2000). This raises the question of what methodological approaches are needed to
advance beyond prediction to test phylogenetic hypotheses. Indeed, in practice, it is common
and often advantageous for cell biological studies to proceed through the following sequence of
steps: phylogenetic/computational analysis, hypotheses formulation, and finally hypothesis testing
via experimental methods. In other words, computational methods are used to generate hypothe-
ses and predictions, while wet bench work is used to test those predictions. Thus it may seem
that all computational methods, including phylogenetic methods are only applicable to hypothesis
formulation, or that the intertwined phylogenetic and experimental methods are applicable to an
overlapping set of hypotheses.

Phylogenetic methods are required to test phylogenetic hypotheses. Due to the occurrence
of convergent evolution, gene/protein function alone is not conclusive evidence of evolutionary
history. Moreover, the descriptive nature of phylogenetic analysis does not preclude hypothesis
testing (Dunn and Munro, 2016). In fact, methods for explicitly testing phylogenetic hypothe-
ses have been established for several decades (Huelsenbeck, 1997). However, the relevance of
phylogenetic hypotheses, including those considered in subsequent chapters of this thesis, to the
cell biology of extant eukaryotes is predicated on the idea that protein function is conserved over
time, and that orthologous proteins are likely to retain similar functions. For evaluating these func-
tional predictions, it is necessary to take a comparative approach to experimental results among a
sampling of organisms representing the most distantly related lineages deriving from a common
ancestor of interest. Therefore, experimental observation is required to test hypotheses regarding
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the ancestral function of phylogenetically related genes/proteins. For these reasons, it may be most
useful to view phylogenetic and experimental approaches to cell biology as interdependent, but in-
dividually sufficient to make important advances by testing hypotheses relevant to the evolutionary
history of eukaryotic cells. Such distinctions become relevant when considering hypotheses, such
as the Organelle Paralogy Hypothesis (Dacks and Field, 2007) (discussed below) which describe a
type of evolutionary scenario (or mechanism) (Mast et al., 2014) involving change of gene/protein
function over time.

Important achievements of phylogenetic studies in cell biology include testing endosymbiotic
hypotheses for the origins of organelles including mitochondria and chloroplasts. Lynn Margulis
was a key proponent of endosymbiotic hypotheses for organelle origins, renewing interest in this
topic in the late 1960s (Sagan, 1967). At the time, she did not have a conclusive test of her hy-
pothesis that mitochondria are derived from alphaproteobacteria. It was later argued that molecular
phylogenetic evidence could test the two alternative hypotheses (Gray and Doolittle, 1982; Gray,
1992). Phylogenetic analysis to test this hypothesis was first performed by Gray and Cedergren
(1984), and subsequent work has confirmed this (see Roger et al. (2017) for review). Based on
apparent absence of mitochondria in several protist eukaryotes, and phylogenetic results showing
that these diverged at early timepoints in eukaryotic evolution, several eukaryotic lineages were
thought to have diverged from other eukaryotes prior to the mitochondrial endsymbiosis (Cavalier-
Smith, 1987). Phylogenetic advances in analysis were instrumental in eventually revealing that
those tree topologies resulted from artefactual clustering of divergent branches in the phylogenies
of eukaryotes (Philippe and Germot, 2000), implying that the LECA possessed mitochondria. This
was important for establishing the relationship of mitochondria to divergent mitochondria-like or-
ganelles found in parasitic protist lineages including Giardia and Entamoeba (Van Der Giezen,
2009).

The possible endosymbotic origin of peroxisomes is also a question that has been addressed
using phylogenetic methods. Peroxisomes contain numerous enzymes with functions including re-
duction of reactive oxygen species, which is important for aerobic organisms (de Duve and Baud-
huin, 1966). Christian de Duve first proposed an autogenous (non-endosymbiotic) origin of perox-
isomes as being derived from the endoplasmic reticulum (de Duve, 1969), and also later suggested
that an endosymbiotic origin is possible (de Duve, 1982). Observations that may be consistent
with an endosymbiotic origin of peroxisomes include the existence of dedicated protein import
machinery, analogous to the mitochondrial import machinery, that translocates proteins from the
cytosol to the peroxisomal lumen (Fujiki and Lazarow, 1985). Also, although peroxisomes can be
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generated from endoplasmic reticulum membranes (Waterham et al., 1993), peroxisomes undergo
a growth and division cycle analogous to enosymbiotic organelles (Lazarow and Fujiki, 1985).

A challenge to the application of phylogenetic methods to investigating the origins of per-
oxisomes is that, unlike mitochondria, peroxisomes lack organellar genomes. However, several
peroxisome-specific proteins are homologous to non-peroxisomal proteins, providing potential for
informative genetic sequences for phylogenetic investigation of peroxisome origins. For example,
Pex1 and Pex6 form peroxisome-specific adenosine triphosphatases (ATPases) Associated with
diverse cellular Activities (AAA) ATPases. These are homologous to the endoplasmic reticulum-
associated AAA ATPase Cell Division Control (CDC) 48 protein, and also homologous to prokary-
otic AAA ATPases (Beyer, 1997; Rabinovich et al., 2002). A comprehensive evolutionary analysis
of peroxisomal proteins investigated whether peroxisomal proteins overall are more closely related
to prokaryotic or eukaryotic homologues, and found that a majority of classifiable sequences are
eukaryote-derived but a considerable proportion are prokaryote-derived (Gabaldón et al., 2006).
However, differences in functional roles of these different protein sets strongly suggested an au-
togenous origin of peroxisomes, as the eukaryote-derived proteins are those that are involved in
organizing the biogenesis of peroxisomes (Gabaldón et al., 2006), and similar analyses arrived at
the same conclusion (Schlüter et al., 2006). Thus, phylogenetic analysis played an essential role
in testing alternative hypotheses regarding the origin of peroxisomes.

1.4 Debate regarding the relative timing of organelle origins in eukaryogenesis

While phylogenetic studies have been successful in establishing whether organelles including
mitochondria and peroxisomes are endosymbiotic or not (as discussed above), currently debated
questions include the relative timing of the origins of the mitochondria and the autogenous or-
ganelles in the membrane trafficking system. In general, hypotheses regarding this question may
be categorized as mitochondria-early (in which the mitochondrial endosymbiosis pre-dates the ori-
gin of the membrane trafficking system) and mitochondria-late (the reverse order of events) (Roger
et al., 2017). These two alternatives have potentially quite different implications for early mem-
brane trafficking evolution. However, the relative timing of the origins of the various organelles
in the membrane trafficking system may be further considered as a somewhat separate question,
and several contrasting hypotheses have been proposed regarding this as well. These scenarios are
relevant to interpretation of results in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The separate evolutionary origins of the initial mitochondrial endobiont and of the host or-
ganism are relevant for evaluating alternative hypotheses for understanding the potential nature
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and timing of their initial interaction. Evidence to date consistently suggests a close relationship
between mitochondria and alphaproteobacteria. Considerable phylogenetic evidence initially sug-
gested that mitochondria are specifically related to obligate intracellular parasitic alphaproteobac-
teria of the order Rickettsiales, which represent early branches in the tree of alphaproteobacteria
(Sicheritz-Ponten et al., 1998; Fitzpatrick et al., 2006; Wang and Wu, 2015; Munoz-Gomez et al.,
2019). This suggested a scenario whereby mitochondria originated from Rickettsia-like parasites
which invaded a pre-eukaryotic cell (whether complex or prokaryote-like) and populated its cy-
tosol in a manner similar to extant Rickettsiales and subsequently transitioned from a parasitic to
endosymbiotic lifestyle, as argued by several authors (Davidov and Jurkevitch, 2009; Wang and
Wu, 2014; White et al., 2018). However, the relationship between mitochondria and Rickettsiales

may be a methodological artefact resulting from long-branch attraction and convergence in the rel-
ative composition of nucleotides in the sequences (Rodrı́guez-Ezpeleta and Embley, 2012; Roger
et al., 2017). Moreover, a recent study that addressed these concerns and included sequences from
novel alphaproteobacterial lineages strongly suggested that mitochondria are an outgroup to extant
alphaproteobacterial lineages rather than being related specifically to Rickettsiales or other para-
sitic lineages (Martijn et al., 2018). Thus, whether the ancestor of mitochondria was a parasitic
bacterium is currently unclear. Moreover, an origin of mitochondria from outside the Rickettsiales

is perhaps also more consistent with the absence in Rickettsiales of inner membrane invagina-
tions homologous to mitochondrial cristae which were likely in the ancestral alphaproteobacteria
(Munoz-Gomez et al., 2017). However, the propensity for convergent evolution of this morpho-
logical trait is not completely understood.

The host of the original mitochondrial endobiont was almost certainly an archaeon, but its cel-
lular structure and lifestyle are also unclear. Phylogenetic analysis has shown that key eukaryotic
genes involved in house-keeping processes such as DNA replication are of archaeal origin (Cox
et al., 2008). In fact, it has been shown that eukaryotes are closely related to a clade of archaeal
lineages including Thaumarchaeota, Aigarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota (TACK) (Guy
and Ettema, 2011; Williams et al., 2012). More recently, phylogenetic analysis has shown that a
sister group to the TACK archaea are the closest living relatives of eukaryotes (Spang et al., 2015;
Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al., 2017; Spang et al., 2017). This group is now termed the Asgard
superphylum, and is represented mainly by metatranscriptomic sequences from the deep sea. Con-
sistent with a close relationship to eukaryotes, Asgard archaea are predicted to possess several
genes that are shared only with eukaryotes (Klinger et al., 2016b; Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al.,
2017). This suggests some potential for limited membrane trafficking capability in the archaeal
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ancestor of eukaryotes. Whether any Asgard archaea possess endomembranes or are capable of
membrane trafficking is currently unknown, however a recent preprint claims to report the first mi-
crographs of an Asgard archaeon and these reveal no internal membranes in this organism (Imachi
et al., 2019).

Current arguments for an early origin of mitochondria, predating complex eukaryotic features
such as the membrane trafficking system are based primarily on the idea that metabolic advantages
provided by mitochondria would have been essential for sustaining such complex eukaryotic fea-
tures (Lane and Martin, 2010; Martin et al., 2017). Indeed, in typical eukaryotes mitochondria play
an important role in ATP production, and organization of the membrane trafficking system of ex-
tant eukaryotes is highly dependent on energy derived via ATP hydrolysis by various ATPases. For
this reason mitochondria-early hypotheses fit best with the view that the relationship between the
host and the mitochondrial endobiont was metabolically symbiotic from a very early stage (Martin
and Müller, 1998). Also, it is argued that the initial host of mitochondria would not have needed
to be phagocytic, considering several examples of prokaryotes with endosymbionts (Martin et al.,
2017).

A relatively early origin of eukaryotic complexity or at least the capacity for phagocytosis was
the first possibility to be suggested, as it provides a clear means by which the mitochondria could
be initially internalized (Sagan, 1967; de Duve, 1969). Arguments for a late origin of mitochondria
are also based on apparent dispensability of aerobic ATP production by mitochondria, and on phy-
logenetic evidence for the relative timing of events in eukaryogenesis. As noted by Hampl et al.

(2019), mitochondria are not absolutely required for sustaining eukaryotic complexity, as exempli-
fied by the metamonad Monocercomonoides exilis which is entirely lacks mitochondrial organelles
(Karnkowska et al., 2016, 2019). Phylogenetic evidence for a late mitochondrial acquisition in-
cludes the finding by Pittis and Gabaldón (2016) that eukaryotic proteins of alphaproteobacterial
origin that function at mitochondria appear to have been acquired by eukaryotes at a later timepoint
than other bacteria-derived genes. Also, a recent study used fossil evidence and molecular clock
analysis to estimate the timing of divergence of prokaryotic and eukaryotic lineages, and indicated
that alphaproteobacteria (to which mitochondria are related) originated at a relatively late time
point compared to the timing of eukaryotic diversification, most consistent with a relatively late
origin of mitochondria (Betts et al., 2018).

Whether the mitochondrial acquisition pre-dated or post-dated the origin of eukaryote-specific
autogenous organelles, various possibilities exist for the relative timing of the origin of the dif-
ferent autogenous organelles which were present in the LECA. These include an ER, Golgi, and
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endosomes in addition to phagosomes (Koumandou et al., 2013). Previously proposed hypotheses
with specific predictions regarding the relative timing of the origin of these membrane trafficking
organelles may be compared whether they are intended to fit mitochondria-early or mitochondria-
late scenarios, because none involve derivation of organelles from both host and endosymbiont
independently.

First, de Duve and Wattiaux (1966) proposed a scenario of autogenous endomembrane evo-
lution beginning with an initial undifferentiated organelle or invagination with both secretory and
absorptive functions. However, the wording used by de Duve and Wattiaux (1966) is somewhat
ambiguous, not seeming to imply a particular order in which the ER, Golgi, and endosomes/lyso-
somes differentiated from this original organelle, and possibly implying organellar differentiation
preceding the capacity for membrane trafficking. Blobel (1980) also proposes an origin of en-
domembranes via invagination of an undifferentiated “pluripotent” plasma membrane. But, in-
stead of an initial combined secretory and absorptive function, Blobel (1980) proposed that the
ER (and nuclear envelope) was formed first, and further speculated that the lysosomes/endosomes
and Golgi were derived secondarily from either the ER or the plasma membrane. Several similar
proposals are made, which posit an undifferentiated ER/Golgi-like organelle as the first mem-
brane trafficking organelle, but are ambiguous regarding the source and timing of endosome origin
(Jékely, 2003, 2007; Mironov et al., 2007; Jékely, 2008). Christian de Duve later updated his hy-
pothesis, proposing less ambiguously that the Golgi differentiated from the ER after differentiation
of the ER (ER/Golgi) from an initial undifferentiated organelle (de Duve, 2007). Cavalier-Smith
(2009) described a hypothesis similar to that of de Duve and Wattiaux (1966) and de Duve (2007)
involving an initial organelle with both secretory and absorptive function, although in this case this
primordial organelle is explicitly a phagosome. However, Cavalier-Smith (2009) clearly specifies
that a primordial ER/Golgi organelle first differentiated from endosomes, and then the ER and
Golgi differentiated. Finally, Gould et al. (2016) suggest that the first endomembrane organelle
was not derived from the plasma membrane, but instead from mitochondria-derived vesicles. Nev-
ertheless, Gould et al. (2016) explicitly propose that all endomembrane organelles are derived from
a single primordial organelle composed of fused mitochondria-derived vesicles. While Gould et al.

(2016) suggest that an ER-like organelle originated first, they are ambiguous regarding the timing
of endosome origin in relation to the ER and Golgi. Thus, to date the most detailed hypothesis for
the evolutionary relationships between the ER, Golgi, and endosomes is that proposed by Cavalier-
Smith (2009). Which of these hypotheses may be best supported by molecular evolutonary data
remains to be determined.
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1.5 Organelle paralogy hypotheses for evolution of the membrane trafficking system

Explanation of the origin of the eukaryotic membrane trafficking system and its constituent
organelles and transport pathways in terms of a series of differentiation events would ideally be
based on some form of systematic evidence. Phylogenetic evidence was effective in elucidating the
evolution of peroxisomes based on analysis of peroxisome-specific proteins (as discussed above)
(Gabaldón et al., 2006). Also, it is clear that individual origins of proteins or protein complexes
whose functions are integral and essential to the maintenance of specific organelles or transport
pathways, and which have orthologues with conserved function across eukaryotes, played some
important role in the origin of the respective organelles and transport pathways. For example,
paralogy between vesicle coat/adaptor complexes specific to different organelles was recognized
and suggested to be involved in the evolution of organelles (Schledzewski et al., 1999; Cavalier-
Smith, 2002). This raises the question of whether a phylogenetic approach might be applied to
distinguish between scenarios of membrane trafficking organelle evolution.

A breakthrough in this area of research was the proposal by Dacks and Field (2007) that the
evolutionary history of organelles in the membrane trafficking system may be evident from the
evolution of the families of membrane trafficking proteins with members which are specific to
those organelles. They reasoned that, when resolved phylogenetic trees describing the relationships
between members of such protein families are constructed, internal branches of the trees should
correspond not only to the relationships between genes/proteins, but also between the organelles
at which the particular proteins act. If this is the case, Dacks and Field (2007) proposed, nodes
connecting the branches should correspond to intermediate ancestral organelles that existed prior
to the LECA (Figure 1.4) (Dacks and Field, 2007; Dacks et al., 2008; Mast et al., 2014). This
mechanism of organelle evolution is now referred to as the Organelle Paralogy Hypothesis (OPH)
(Schlacht et al., 2014; Mast et al., 2014).

The coordinated evolution of proteins and organelles proposed by the OPH implies that dupli-
cations of proteins and corresponding organelle differentiations would generally both occur before
any subsequent duplication or organelle differentiation events. However, more precise constraints
on the timing of these events are not specified (Dacks and Field, 2007). The OPH would be con-
sistent with scenarios involving rapid duplication of numerous membrane trafficking proteins via
whole genome duplication and rapid distinction between sub-populations of organelles. The OPH
would also be consistent with scenarios of gradual, progressive gene duplication events and corre-
spondingly slow differentiation of organelles. However, Dacks and Field (2007) do imply that gene
duplications would initiate the process of organelle differentiation, meaning that gene duplications
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would precede corresponding organelle differentiation events to some extent.
The OPH suggests a potentially feasible means by which evidence may be found to distinguish

between alternative hypotheses for the origin of the organelles in the membrane trafficking sys-
tem. What is required for this is a set of phylogenetic trees of protein families with members that
are specific to different organelles (e.g., the ER, Golgi, endosomes, and PM). Increasingly, relevant
sequence data is available from genomes of eukaryotes across the eukaryotic tree of life, and meth-
ods for systematic phylogenetic analysis of these sequences are established. A general prediction
of the OPH is that the phylogenies of an essential subset of membrane trafficking protein families
will be in agreement (have consistent topologies) regarding the respective organelle-specificity of
family members (which would be the case if these proteins do not frequently acquire functions at
new organelles). The main prediction regarding cellular physiology is that the same key subset of
membrane trafficking protein family members share the same organelle specificity/function across
eukaryotic diversity, as is generally observed (Klinger et al., 2016a). A corollary of this functional
prediction is that these same proteins are defining features of organelles because their conserved
functions are integral to encoding organelle-specificity of protein machinery that collectively me-
diates different (vesicle) transport pathways. Specific hypotheses nested within an OPH framework
may describe particular scenarios of paralogous organelle evolution on the basis of both the phy-
logenies of membrane trafficking proteins and the (conserved) functions of the family members in
diverse eukaryotes.

While the OPH is perhaps the only such framework currently put forward to explain the origin
of endomembrane organelles it represents only a subset of the possible scenarios, and no organelle
paralogy hypotheses have yet been proposed to describe the pre-LECA origin and evolution of
organelles in detail. A key assumption of the OPH is that endomembrane organelle evolution can
be described by a bifurcating tree. This excludes evolutionary events such as organelle mergence,
and origins of multiple different organelles from a single progenitor (an organelle that does not
change in its function after differentiation of a new organelle). Assumptions underlying the OPH
are considered in more detail in Chapter 5. Despite advances in resolving the phylogenetic trees
of the Adaptor protein complex subunits and of Rab GTPases (Elias et al., 2012; Hirst et al.,
2014), the details of pre-LECA autogenous organelle evolution have evaded inference from protein
phylogenies. Indeed, it has been suggested that the evolution of protein families may be more an
indicator of the evolution of membrane trafficking pathways than of organelles in the membrane
trafficking system (Elias et al., 2012), implying only a loose connection between protein evolution
and organelle evolution.
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The alternative hypothesis to the OPH is that organelles originate through neofunctionalization
of membrane trafficking proteins. In neofunctionalization scenarios, some gene/protein paralogues
retain ancestral function while others acquire very different functions (i.e., are neofunctionalized)
either on the same organelle or at different organelles. Neofunctionalization is incompatible with
attempts to infer early evolution of the endomembrane system from the topology of membrane
trafficking protein phylogenies. This is because the phylogenetic affinities of proteins would be
unrelated to their organelle specificities. Using species as an analogy for organelles, attempting
to infer organelle evolution from the phylogeny of proteins that had been neofunctionalized would
be analogous to attempting to infer the relationship between species based only on phylogenies
of genes that had been horizontally transferred between their genomes. For this reason, neofunc-
tionalization hypotheses for organelle origin cannot be tested based on protein phylogenies as the
OPH can. The possibility of co-option, or retargeting, of proteins to different organelles through
the course of early eukaryotic evolution has previously been identified as particularly problematic
for reconstructing organelle evolution based on protein targeting/function observed in extant eu-
karyotes (Gabaldón and Pittis, 2015). Examples of neofunctionalization of Rab proteins have been
predicted in evolutionary analyses (Petrželková and Eliáš, 2014), and a dominant role for neofunc-
tionalization in the evolution of the Rab protein family has been argued previously, at least in the
case of lineage-specific paralogous expansion (Diekmann et al., 2011). Cases of neofunctionaliza-
tion of membrane trafficking protein paralogues strongest form of evidence against applicability
of the OPH to organelle evolution, because if this turns out to be the dominant mode of protein
evolution, then this would favour neofunctionalization over the OPH.

While this caveat regarding neofunctionalization applies generally to any interpretation based
on the OPH, the OPH posits not that every membrane trafficking protein family will be highly
informative, but that some combination of key membrane trafficking proteins will be particularly
informative for understanding evolution of organelles in the membrane trafficking system (Dacks
and Field, 2007). Also, theoretical work using minimal biophysical models supports the hypothesis
that duplication and specialization of vesicle formation and fusion machinery alone is sufficient for
distinct organelles to originate (Ramadas and Thattai, 2013). Thus, whether the OPH allows strong
and detailed inferences regarding organelle evolution to be made remains an open question.
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A. B. C.

Figure 1.4: The organelle-paralogy hypothesis mechanism for endomembrane evolution.
(A) Proteins function coordinately to mediate membrane trafficking steps such as vesicle budding
or fusion. (B) Genes encoding these proteins undergo duplication and sequence divergence result-
ing in sets of machinery capable of mediating distinct membrane trafficking pathways. (C) This
paralogous protein evolution coincides with, or allows, a similar pattern of paralogous organelle
origin and evolution as distinct sets of protein machinery acquire organelle specificity. Over time,
this results in the diversity of organelles in the membrane trafficking system. This figure was
reproduced from Mast et al. (2014) Figure 2C.
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1.6 Knowledge gaps regarding the early evolution of membrane trafficking

Knowledge of the evolution of the membrane trafficking system (and of other aspects of cell
biology) may be divided into knowledge of evolutionary states or events occurring at one of three
different stages: Post-LECA, LECA, and pre-LECA. Knowledge of later time points may be used
to make inferences about evolution at earlier time points. That is, observation and comparison
of extant eukaryotes of diverse lineages is required for inferring which traits were present in the
LECA. This distinguishes traits that arose in a specific lineage from those that are inherited from
a common ancestor and subsequently lost in some cases (Dacks and Doolittle, 2001). In turn, the
evolutionary events in pre-LECA eukaryote evolution rely heavily on knowledge of the LECA.
For these reasons, reconstructing features of the LECA has become a focal point of evolutionary
cell biology (Koumandou et al., 2013). However, important knowledge gaps exist (or existed prior
to the work in this thesis being performed) in each of these three areas, post-LECA, LECA, and
pre-LECA, with relevance to the evolution of the membrane trafficking system and specifically the
OPH.

The OPH describes a continuous process of organelle evolution, so if it is expected to explain
autogenous organelle evolution at the earliest stages of eukaryotic evolution (pre-LECA), then it
should be able to explain those at later stages in specific lineages (post-LECA) (Dacks et al., 2008).
However, post-LECA evolution of the relevant membrane trafficking protein families in specific
lineages has not been investigated thoroughly. Previous studies performing the type of work neces-
sary to fill this knowledge gap include analyses of SNARE proteins in Embryophyta (Sanderfoot,
2007), Rab protein evolution in Archaeplastida (Petrželková and Eliáš, 2014), and adaptor protein
complex evolution in kinetoplastid parasites (Manna et al., 2013). Much work is needed to eluci-
date the evolution of these proteins (and other proteins potentially relevant to the OPH) across all
extant lineages. This would include analysis of adaptins in Fungi and Embryophyta. Fungi and
Embryophyta are of particular interest because they contain relatively well-characterized cell bio-
logical model systems, and many species within these lineages have publicly available sequenced
genomes.

Many features of the complex LECA and its membrane trafficking system are well established
(Koumandou et al., 2013), with numerous organelles being inferred as present due to broad con-
servation of the organelles and their organelle-specific proteins among extant eukaryotes. As men-
tioned above, these include an ER, Golgi, endosomes, and lysosomes. However, molecular evi-
dence for the presence of several other organelles or organelle subdomains is lacking. For example,
many eukaryotes are phagocytic leading to the consensus that the LECA possessed phagosomes,
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yet, unlike many other organelles, no protein machinery specific to phagosomes has been found to
be conserved among diverse phagocytic eukaryotes (Yutin et al., 2009). The Golgi, a key mem-
brane trafficking organelle, was also present in the LECA, and many proteins, including membrane
trafficking proteins such as the subunits of the COPI vesicle coat complex (Hirst et al., 2014), are
specific to the Golgi. The Golgi is not only inferred to be present in the LECA, but to be present
as a complex stack of functionally differentiated cisternae (Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009). The OPH
is thought to be relevant to this type of differentiation between organelle subdomains (Dacks and
Field, 2007). However, conservation of the protein machinery that would underlie this differentia-
tion of organelle subdomains remains unknown.

Finally, one of the main objectives of the OPH is to understand the evolutionary mechanism
underlying the increase in organellar complexity in the membrane trafficking system prior to the
LECA (Dacks and Field, 2007). This depends on first reconstructing the complement of proteins
within key protein families that was present in the LECA, and then determining the evolutionary
relationships between these proteins. The three most relevant protein families are the Adaptor Pro-
tein (AP) complexes (along with the related COPI and TSET complexes), the Rab GTPase protein
family, and the SNARE protein superfamily (Dacks and Field, 2007). The LECA complement
of APs and their interrelationships have been studied extensively (Hirst et al., 2011, 2014). The
LECA complement of Rab proteins and their interrelationships have been investigated intensely as
well (Elias et al., 2012). From these studies, a detailed hypothesis describing a specific sequence
of events in the early evolution of membrane trafficking organelles has not emerged. This is due
in part to incomplete understanding of the ancestral functions of some of the AP complexes (as
well as TSET), and the still limited resolution of evolutionary relationships between Rab proteins
as well as very different functions of apparently closely related Rabs. However, the LECA com-
plement of SNARE proteins has not been thoroughly investigated using phylogenetic methods. It
is currently unknown precisely which SNAREs represent those present in the LECA, and the rela-
tive timing of duplication events giving rise to these paralogues in pre-LECA evolution is entirely
unexplored.

1.7 Organization of this thesis

The over-arching goal of the work in this thesis is to reconstruct the sequence of key steps in
the evolution of the eukaryotic endomembrane system through inference from genomic sequence
data and previous functional characterization of relevant proteins in various eukaryotic lineages.
Pursuit of this goal is divided into two main sub-goals which address important knowledge gaps
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identified above:

1. Test key predictions of the OPH with respect to the evolutionary history of relevant mem-
brane trafficking protein families in eukaryotes (Chapters 2, 3, and 4).

2. With applicability of the OPH as a premise, test alternative scenarios for endomembrane
organelle evolution as revealed by phylogenetic analysis of the SNARE protein families
(Chapter 5).

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 include analyses of the evolution of particular membrane trafficking pro-
tein families across taxonomic groups in which they have not been analyzed previously. Each of
these chapters is relevant to testing the applicability of the OPH with respect to the particular pro-
tein families, by examining how closely organelle evolution may be connected to the evolution of
these proteins. Chapter 2 tests whether loss of membrane trafficking proteins correspond to losses
of organelles. This is a corollary of the prediction that these proteins maintain organelle specificity
over time. This is done by examining the evolution of adaptor protein complex subunits in Fungi
and closely related eukaryotes. Chapter 3 tests the prediction that duplications of relevant mem-
brane trafficking proteins occur coordinately with differentiation of novel organelles. This is done
by examining the evolution of subunits of adaptor protein, COPI, and TSET complexes among
embryophytes. Chapter 4 tests the prediction that the Golgi-specific golgin tether proteins evolved
coordinately with sub-compartments of the Golgi apparatus, which may have differentiated prior
to the LECA. The content of chapters 2, 3, and 4 have been published as peer-reviewed articles by
Barlow et al. (2014), Larson et al. (2019), and Barlow et al. (2018), respectively (see preface for
author contributions).

Chapter 5 builds upon the results in chapter 2 to 4, which are largely consistent with expla-
nation of organelle evolution in terms of the OPH. Chapter 5 examines the evolution of the four
SNARE protein families across a broad taxonomic sampling of eukaryotes. SNARE proteins are
key proteins for understanding early organelle evolution in terms of the OPH, because of the con-
servation of the function of specific SNAREs in each family to the ER, Golgi, endosomes, and the
plasma membrane. The work included in chapter 5 differentiates between alternative scenarios of
organelle evolution based on phylogenetic analysis of SNARE families.
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Chapter 2

From all to (nearly) none: Tracing adaptin evolution in Fungi1

2.1 Preface

As discussed in Chapter 1 section 1.5, a phylogenetic prediction of the OPH is that the phylo-
genies of an essential subset of membrane trafficking protein families will be in agreement (have
consistent topologies) regarding the respective organelle-specificity of family members at all stages
of eukaryotic evolution (see Figure 1.4 which is from Mast et al. (2014) Figure 2C). This would be
the case if these proteins do not frequently acquire functions at new organelles. Also, a prediction
regarding protein function is that orthologues of members within the same key subset of membrane
trafficking protein family members share the same organelle specificity/function across eukaryotic
diversity. Assuming strong organelle-specificity, this also implies that when such organelle-specific
proteins are duplicated, then organelles should duplicate/differentiate as well, and that when such
proteins are lost through gene mutation, then the organelles will be lost as well.

As originally conceived by Dacks and Field (2007) and Dacks et al. (2008) the OPH included
the adaptor protein complexes (see Figure 1.4) as playing a key role in evolution of the membrane
trafficking system, due to the highly paralogous evolution of the complex subunits. Therefore,
testing the predictions of the OPH with respect to this family of proteins may be informative for
understanding whether the OPH may be generally applicable to the evolution of the membrane
trafficking system. The fungal model system Saccharomyces cerevisiae and a small sampling of
other fungi were previously shown to lack genes encoding subunits of Adaptor Protein complexes
4 and 5 (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001; Hirst et al., 2011). However, the precise
pattern of evolution of the AP complexes in this lineage remained unclear. Accordingly, work
in this chapter examines the evolution of AP complexes in Fungi and close relatives, and this

1The contents of this chapter, exclusive of preface and afterword, have been previously published as: Barlow, L.D.,
Dacks, J.B., and Wideman, J.G. (2014). From all to (nearly) none: Tracing adaptin evolution in Fungi. Cellular
Logistics, 4(1):e28114. doi:10.4161/cl.28114.
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is relevant for answering the question of what happens when key membrane trafficking protein
complexes are lost in evolution.

2.2 Introduction
The five heterotetrameric Adaptor Protein (AP or adaptin) complexes function as cargo adap-

tors that recruit coat proteins during vesicle formation at various stages and locations in the mem-
brane trafficking system (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001; Hirst et al., 2013b). AP-1
mediates formation of clathrin coated vesicles (CCVs) that traffic between the trans-Golgi network
(TGN) and early endosomes2. AP-2 recruits clathrin to the plasma membrane and is involved in
vesicle formation during clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Boni-
facino, 2001). AP-3 is involved in vesicle transport between tubular endosomes and lysosomes
(Robinson et al., 2010)34. AP-4 is involved in vesicle transport from the TGN to endosomes
and the cell surface (Burgos et al., 2010; Hirst et al., 1999; Dell’Angelica et al., 1999) and has
been linked to human disorders such as Alzheimers disease (Burgos et al., 2010), cerebral palsy
(Moreno-De-Luca et al., 2011), and spastic paraplegia (Abou Jamra et al., 2011). The recently
discovered AP-5 complex has also been linked to Alzheimers disease and spastic paraplegia sug-
gesting a functional relation to AP-4 (Robinson et al., 2010; Słabicki et al., 2010; Boukhris et al.,
2008). And, like AP-4, AP-5 is suggested to play a role in the late endosomal pathway (Hirst et al.,
2013a, 2011).

Not only do different AP complexes function in different endosomal pathways, different AP
complexes also interact with different coat proteins. As mentioned above, AP-1 and AP-2 interact
with clathrin to form CCVs. AP-3 has been suggested to interact with clathrin (Dell’Angelica
et al., 1998); however, AP-3 does not require clathrin for function in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

(Simpson et al., 1996) and clathrin function is dispensable for AP-3 function in mammalian cells
(Peden et al., 2002; Zlatic et al., 2013). Alternatively, it has been shown that Vps41, a protein
with a clathrin heavy chain domain, likely plays a role similar to clathrin in AP-3 vesicles (Rehling
et al., 1999; Asensio et al., 2013). While the coat protein for AP-4 vesicles is currently unknown,
two human proteins (SPG11 and SPG15) interact with AP-5, are structurally similar to clathrin,
and thus likely perform a homologous function in AP-5-mediated processes (Hirst et al., 2013a,

2Loss of the AP-1 gamma subunit is embryonic lethal in mice (Zizioli et al., 1999)
3While Barlow et al. (2014) only cite Robinson et al. (2010) here, AP-3 was not the focus of that article, and more

direct evidence for this function of AP-3 in transport from tubular endosomes to lysosomes was shown by Cowles
et al. (1997), Le Borgne et al. (1998), and Peden et al. (2004).

4Mutations in genes encoding AP-3 subunits have been implicated in Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome (Badolato and
Parolini, 2007).
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2011).
AP complexes are homologous to the coat protein complex COPI (Schledzewski et al., 1999),

with both structural and functional similarities retained. COPI comprises two large subunits (γ
and β-COP), a medium subunit (δ-COP) and a small subunit (ζ-COP). Likewise, each AP complex
comprises two large subunits (γ1, α2, δ3, ε4, ζ5, and β1-5) a medium subunit (μ1-5) and a small
subunit (σ1-5). Since all five AP complexes as well as COPI have been shown to have eukaryote-
wide distribution, it is thought that the paralogous expansions that gave rise to these complexes
all occurred before the divergence of the major eukaryote lineages (Hirst et al., 2011; Field et al.,
2007). Thus, it can be inferred that all five AP complexes were present in the Last Eukaryote
Common Ancestor (LECA).

Although all five AP complexes were present in the LECA and are widely distributed across
extant eukaryote diversity, each AP complex (except AP-1) has been lost in various lineages. The
clade of salivarian trypanosomes including Trypanosoma brucei has been shown to have lost AP-2
but retain clathrin and maintain a modified version of CME (Manna et al., 2013). AP-3 has been
lost in two independent lineages of Apicomplexa (Nevin and Dacks, 2009). AP-4 has been lost
several times: in Fungi, e.g., S. cerevisiae; several kinetoplastids e.g., the Leishmania genus, Phy-

tomonas serpens, as well as Trypanosoma congolense (Manna et al., 2013); in diplomonads, e.g.,
Giardia intestinalis; and in the Archaeplastida in both red algae, e.g., Cyanidioschyzon merolae,
and green algae, e.g., Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Field et al., 2007). AP-5 is the most often lost
adaptin complex and has been lost at least once in every major group of eukaryotes (see Hirst et al.

(2011) for further details). All eukaryotes investigated thus far, retain clathrin except the intracellu-
lar parasites, the Microsporidia (Field et al., 2007; Fedorov and Hartman, 2004). Remarkably, the
microsporidian Encephalitozoon cuniculi was reported to lack clathrin but maintain AP subunits
(Fedorov and Hartman, 2004).

Microsporidia are extremely divergent, extremely reduced, intracellular pathogens (Vávra and
Lukeš, 2013). Due to their apparent lack of mitochondria and Golgi, they were once considered to
be basal, early-diverging eukaryotes (Sogin, 1997). With the discovery of extremely reduced mito-
chondria called mitosomes (Williams et al., 2002), and Golgi-homologs in Microsporidia (Takvo-
rian et al., 2013; Takvorian and Cali, 1994), this idea has been abandoned. Phylogenetic advances
have now firmly placed Microsporidia in the fungal kingdom; thus, instead of being basal eukary-
otes, microsporidia now represent perhaps the most divergent and reduced of all known eukaryotes
(Corradi et al., 2010). Reduction of other systems and processes in microsporidia has been in-
vestigated (e.g. metabolic pathways, transporter proteins, mitochondrial protein import pathways,
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genome content) (Corradi et al., 2010; Keeling and Fast, 2002; Katinka et al., 2001; Heinz et al.,
2012); however, the extent to which AP and clathrin loss has occurred in diverse microsporidia is
currently unknown. Thus, in this study we investigate the evolution of AP complexes in the fungal
lineage with a particular focus on the enigmatic intracellular parasites, the Microsporidia.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 The last common ancestor of Holomycota contained a complete set of adaptins

Since some animals (e.g., humans) retain all five currently identified AP complexes, it can
be inferred that the last common ancestor of animals also had at least five AP complexes. How-
ever, since the diversity of fungal genomes now available has not been systematically analyzed for
presence of AP complexes the complement of AP complexes present in the last common fungal
ancestor remains unknown. Knowing the complement of AP complexes in the fungal ancestor
would allow us to trace the pattern of AP loss from the fungal ancestor across the fungal tree of
life to the more familiar taxa in the Dikarya (e.g., Cryptococcus neoformans and S. cerevisiae).
Thus, in order to identify the complement of AP complexes likely present in the fungal ancestor
we searched the recently sequenced genome of Fonticula alba, a member of the fonticulids, the
sister-group to Fungi (Brown et al., 2009). Using BLAST and HMMer homology5 searching al-
gorithms we identified a complete set of adaptins in F. alba (Figure 2.1). The only subunit that we
could not confidently identify was β5 for which we found a putative homolog whose identity could
not be confirmed by reciprocal homology searches. However, since only β1, β3, and the putative
β5 sequences were retrieved by our original HMMer analysis we think that this sequence could
represent an extremely divergent β5 subunit. All other F. alba adaptin subunits were verified by
reciprocal homology searching into either the Homo sapiens or Thecamonas trahens genomes for
reference. Since animals are known to contain all five AP complexes, the presence of all five AP
complexes in F. alba indicates that the ancestor of Fungi and Fonticula retained the full adaptin
complement present in the LECA and likely had a more complex endosomal trafficking system
than that seen in S. cerevisiae.

5The word “similarity” would be more accurate here, as homology is inferred from similarity.
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Figure 2.1: Coulson plot showing clathrin and adaptin subunits in Fungi and F. alba. Ho-
mologs of adaptin and clathrin components were found using a combination of BLAST and HM-
Mer algorithms. Presence of identified protein sequences is represented by a filled-in pie piece;
failure to identify a candidate ortholog represented by an open pie piece. The tree is based on the
topology obtained by James et al. (2006). All subunits of the Adaptor Protein (AP) complexes 1
to 5 as well as clathrin heavy and light chains were identified in the genome of the holomycotan
Fonticula alba (bottom row of subplots), and AP-1, 2, 3, and clathrin chains are highly conserved
among the other genomes representing Holomycota (including Fungi). However, no orthologs of
the AP-5 complex were identified, in other genomes queried, and orthologs of AP4 subunits were
lost in almost all genomes. The conservation of at least the AP-4 ε subunit in representatives of
Chytridomycota, Glomeromycota, and Basidiomycota suggests that losses of AP-4 subunits oc-
curred multiple times independently. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2014) Figure
1.
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2.3.2 Multiple loss of AP-4 in the fungal tree of life

Having established that the ancestral holomycotan had all five AP complexes we wanted to
determine the distribution of AP complexes across the known diversity of fungi. It has been previ-
ously shown that S. cerevisiae has maintained AP-1 to 3 (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino,
2001). However, the extent to which adaptin complexes are retained in other fungi has not been
systematically assessed. As above, we used BLAST and HMMer homology searching algorithms,
to search the genomes of representatives from relevant fungal lineages (see James et al. (2006))
including Ascomycota, Basidiomycota, Glomeromycota, Mucoromycotina, Entomophthoromy-
cotina, Kickxellomycotina, Blastocladiomycota, Chytridiomycota and Neocallimastigomycota. We
found homologs of all AP-1 to 3 subunits in representatives from each of these major clades (Fig-
ure 2.1). The only subunit we could not identify was σ3 from Piromyces sp., a member of the
Neocallimastigomycota. Since σ subunits are very short, failure to detect could be explained by
extreme sequence divergence or an incompleteness of the database.

Since it had been previously reported that the basidiomycete C. neoformans has retained ε4
but the ascomycete S. cerevisiae has not (Field et al., 2007), we were interested in uncovering
the extent to which AP-4 subunits have been retained in other fungi. Our homology searches
confirmed that no AP-4 subunits are detectable in S. cerevisiae or any other ascomycete (Figure
2.1); and furthermore, while we confirmed the previously reported presence of ε4 in C. neoformans

(Field et al., 2007), we could not find evidence for the presence of any other AP-4 subunits in C.

neoformans or any other basidiomycete analyzed in our study. No AP-5 subunit was detected in
any ascomycete or basidiomycete genome. The presence of ε4 in C. neoformans indicates that
the ε4 subunit has been lost independently in at least two basidiomycete lineages. It is unknown
what role a lone ε4 might play in endosomal trafficking in C. neoformans and is thus an attractive
candidate model for studying degenerate AP function.

Next, we searched for AP-4 and AP-5 in basally diverging fungi (fungi other than ascomycetes
and basidiomycetes) to determine the pattern of AP loss in less familiar taxa. While we could
not find any evidence for AP-5 in any genome analyzed, in searching the genome of the glom-
eromycete, R. irregularis, we found a complete AP-4 complex (Figure 2.1). AP-4 subunits were
also identified in the chytridiomycetes Spizellomyces punctatus (ε) and Batrachochytrium dendro-

batidis (ε and σ). No AP-4 subunits could be detected in genomes sampled from other fungal lin-
eages including Mucoromycotina, Entomophthoromycotina, Kickxellomycotina, Blastocladiomy-
cota, and Neocallimastigomycota, suggesting that AP-4 has been lost numerous times over the
course of fungal evolution. In fact, if the currently accepted fungal tree is correct (James et al.,
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2006, 2013), then AP-4 has been independently lost seven times.

2.3.3 AP-1 β and AP-2 β were present in the last common ancestor of the Holomycota

The only AP subunits not present in the LECA were β1 and β2 (Dacks et al., 2008). Instead, the
LECA contained a single β1/2 protein that likely interacted with both AP-1 and AP-2 complexes.
This is evidenced by phylogenetic analyses and the presence of only a single β1/2 protein in several
extant organisms spanning the tree of eukaryotes including Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhab-

ditis elegans, Monosiga brevicollis, Phytophthora ramorum, Dictyostelium discoideum and Oryza

sativa (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001; Dacks et al., 2008). In our investigation
of the adaptin complement of Fungi we noticed that every genome analyzed contained two β1/2
proteins (Figure 2.1). Since the S. cerevisiae β1/2 proteins Apl1p and Apl2p have been determined
to act independently in AP-1 (β1 = Apl2p) and AP-2 (β2 = Apl1p) (Rad et al., 1995; Kirchhausen,
1990), we wanted to determine if these S. cerevisiae proteins are the result of an ancient duplica-
tion in Holomycota, or if multiple lineage-specific duplications have occurred. In order to answer
this question, we reconstructed the phylogeny of holomycotan β1-4 subunits (Figure 2.2). Our
analysis robustly reconstructed the β2, β3, and β4 clades. Although the clade designated as β1
was not well supported in our analysis, it was strongly excluded from all other clades. In addi-
tion, since no β1 protein was ever robustly placed within the β2 clade it can be inferred that the
β1 proteins did not arise from independent lineage-specific duplications. Taken together, these
results indicate that the β1 proteins most likely form a monophyletic clade resulting from a single
duplication event involving the ancient β1/2 protein. Thus, it can be concluded that the common
ancestor of Holomycota had both β1 and β2 subunits that arose from a single ancient duplication
of the ancestral β1/2 protein.

That the β1/2 duplication occurred early in the evolution of the holomycotan lineage is rather
surprising. In Holozoa (multicellular animals and their protistan relatives), the sister lineage to
Holomycota, many basal taxa including the choanoflagellate M. brevicollis as well as several in-
vertebrates like C. elegans and D. melanogaster, contain only a single β1/2 subunit. This suggests
that the duplication seen in animals occurred rather late in the course of animal evolution (i.e.,
in the vertebrate lineage). Similarly, in the excavate lineage, while the heterolobosean Naegleria

gruberi has a single β1/2 subunit, the kinetoplastids have undergone a duplication and thus have
both β1 and β2 (Manna et al., 2013). As more genomes become available, it will become possi-
ble to determine precisely when β1/2 duplications occurred in lineages like excavates, plants, and
animals (see Dacks et al. (2008)).
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Figure 2.2: Phylogenetic tree of holomycotan β-adaptin sequences. Bayesian phylogenetic
analysis was performed using MrBayes, and maximum likelihood analysis was performed using
PhyML and RAxML. The MrBayes tree topology is shown, and support for the nodes defining
the adaptin clades (boxed) are shown in the following order: MrBayes/PhyML/RAxML. For all
other nodes, the values are symbolized as inset. Significance thresholds for branch support were
considered to be MrBayes prior probability of ≥ 0.80 (out of a maximum of 1.0), and bootstrap
percentages of ≥ 50 (out of a maximum of 100) from bootstrap analyses using PhyML or RAxML.
The topology and significant support for the clades containing AP-1 β (Apl2) and AP-2 β (Apl1)
indicates early duplication of Adaptor Protein (AP) 1/2 β subunits prior to the last common ancestor
of holomycota rather than in a more recent ancestor of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This
figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2014) Figure 2.
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2.3.4 Microsporidia lack clathrin but retain (cryptic) adaptin subunits

After analyzing AP complexes in other fungi, we wanted to determine the adaptin complement
present in the most basal clade of fungi that comprises Microsporidia and Cryptomycota (James
et al., 2013). Using alignments generated from our set of identified fungal AP components we con-
structed HMMs and searched for adaptins in the genomes of the cryptomycete Rozella allomyces

and several microsporidians. In similar findings to most other fungi, we identified AP-1 to 3 sub-
units in the R. allomyces genome but could not identify any AP-4 subunits. Since only the δ3 and
μ3 subunits could be found in the R. allomyces genome it is possible that AP-3 may be undergoing
a process of degeneration. However, our inability to identify the other AP-3 subunits could again
reflect extreme sequence divergence or the incompleteness of the database rather than genuine loss.
As more cryptomycete genomes are sequenced further investigation will determine the extent of
AP loss in this lineage.

Microsporidia have been suggested to lack clathrin but retain AP subunits (Fedorov and Hart-
man, 2004). In our analysis of microsporidian genomes we detected, at most, a single represen-
tative of each of the four AP subunits (Figure 2.3). The only exception was the presence of two
closely related μ subunits in Nosema apis which, based on reciprocal BLAST analysis into the
N. apis genome, appear to be the result of a relatively recent gene duplication or gene database
error (data not shown). While clathrin is in all other fungi (Figure 2.1), neither the clathrin heavy
nor light chain was detected in any microsporidian genome analyzed (Figure 2.3). Of note, a sin-
gle complete AP complex was detected in several species across the diversity of microsporidia
including Encephalitozoon cuniculi, E. intestinalis, N. bombycis, Vittaforma corneae, Enterocyto-

zoon bieneusi, Trachipleistophora hominis, Edhazardia aedis, Antonospora locustae and Vavraia

culicis floridensis. Three of the four AP subunits were detected in N. apis and N. ceranae (each
was missing a different AP subunit). Only two subunits were detected in Spraguea lophii (μ and
σ); and remarkably, only a β subunit could be detected in the basally diverging nematode parasite
Nematocida parisii. Microsporida are notorious for having extremely divergent protein sequences
(Slamovits et al., 2006). Therefore, failure to detect could be caused by extreme sequence di-
vergence; thus, our hypothesis of loss must be followed-up with experimental studies. As new
genomes are sequenced, and potentially more basal microsporidians are discovered, more light
will be shed on the evolutionary history of reduction in these enigmatic parasites.
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Figure 2.3: Coulson plot of adaptin subunits identified in cryptomycetes and microsporidi-
ans. Homologs of adaptin and clathrin components were found using a combination of BLAST
and HMMer algorithms (as for results shown in Figure 2.1). Presence of identified protein se-
quences is represented by a filled-in pie piece; failure to identify a candidate ortholog represented
by an open pie piece. The question mark indicates ambiguity in classification of identified homo-
logues as orthologues of either AP-1 or AP-2 subunits. The tree is based on topologies obtained
in previous studies (Vossbrinck and Debrunner-Vossbrinck, 2005; Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2012).
While subunits of AP-1, 2 and 3 complexes as well as clathrin heavy and light chains were identi-
fied in the genome of the cryptomycotan Rozella allomyces, no clathrin chains and a much reduced
set of AP complex subunits with similarity to AP1 and AP2 subunits were identified among the
microsporidia. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2014) Figure 3.
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2.3.5 The cryptic AP complex of Microsporidia is likely either AP-1 or AP-2

Thus far, we have demonstrated that a single AP complex is present in several microsporidian
species; however, the identity of this complex, at this point, remains unclear. Since clathrin is not
present in microsporidia we reasoned that if another coat could be found, its presence could provide
further clues to the identity of microsporidian adaptins. However, while coat proteins like Vps41
and Spg11 were detected in other genomes (Spg11 was only found in F. alba), these proteins could
not be detected in any microsporidian genome analyzed (data not shown) and could not provide
information on the identity of the cryptic microsporidian adaptins.

Thus, we searched for other ways to determine the identity of the cryptic AP complex. Ho-
mology searching experiments using microsporidian AP protein sequences as queries retrieved
adaptin subunits from AP-1 to 4 with approximately equal E-values, providing little guidance as to
evolutionary provenance of the microsporidian AP complex (data not shown). We therefore recon-
structed the phylogenies of each AP subunit from a set of basal fungi in an attempt to determine
the identity of the microsporidian adaptins (Appendix A chapter 2 Figs. S1-S4). Unfortunately,
these trees were largely uninformative as microsporidian sequences either did not resolve into a
particular AP clade (Appendix A chapter 2 Figs. S1 and S2), or were robustly excluded from all
AP clades (Figure 2.3). Microsporidian μ subunits were excluded from AP-1, 2, and 4 μ clades but
were not strongly excluded from the AP-3 μ clade (Appendix A chapter 2 Fig. S4) raising the pos-
sibility that the microsporidian μ proteins are μ3. However, our analysis of μ alignments revealed
the conservation of a tryptophan residue that is present in all fungal μ1 and μ2 proteins but absent
in μ3 and μ4 proteins. This residue is also conserved in nearly all microsporidian μ proteins (not
shown). Therefore, although our single-protein μ phylogeny places the microsporidian μ proteins
in a clade with fungal μ3 proteins, we suggest that this is likely an artifact due to long branch
attraction. Instead we support the more likely hypothesis that the microsporidian AP subunits are
all derived from a single AP complex6.

Since the single-protein phylogenies did not show robust discordance, and assuming that the
four microsporidian AP subunits are derived from a single AP complex having a shared evolu-
tionary history, we chose to use a concatenated phylogeny of AP subunits in order to increase the
phylogenetic signal and resolve the identity of the microsporidian AP complex. However, to err on
the side of caution, we excluded μ from our concatenated analysis in case it is indeed μ3, although
we believe this to be unlikely.

6Of course, more complex scenarios involving complementation of subunits from several different AP complexes
allowing combination into a new chimeric AP complex are plausible.
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Our concatenated phylogeny provided a tree with excellent support (Figure 2.4), uniting the
microsporidian AP with the clades of AP-1 and AP-2. Since the topology of the concatenation is
similar to the topology seen in the γαδε phylogeny (Appendix A chapter 2 Fig. S3), we hypothe-
sized that the γαδε phylogenetic signal was over-powering the phylogenetic signal in the β and σ
proteins. Thus, we performed a concatenated phylogenetic analysis of only the β and σ subunits in
order to get a more resolved phylogeny for these two subunits (Figure 2.5). This analysis provided
robust exclusion of the microsporidian proteins from all AP clades except AP-1. Due to the identi-
fication of the conserved tryptophan in the μ1/2 and microsporidian μ proteins, as well as the β and
σ single protein and concatenated phylogenies, we conclude that it is likely that the microsporidian
complex is most likely either AP-1 or AP-2. Given that AP-1 has never been reported as lost in
any eukaryote, and given the result of the β and σ concatenated tree, it is tempting to suggest that
the microsporidian complex is derived from AP-1. However, this is admittedly highly speculative
and requires functional confirmation.

If this conclusion is correct, the question that arises is: How does AP-1 or AP-2 function in the
absence of clathrin? Fortunately, there are some examples in the literature that can help answer this
question. First, in the apicomplexan Toxoplasma gondii clathrin acts at the TGN in conjunction
with AP-1; however, clathrin is not present at the plasma membrane. Instead, AP-2 functions
at the plasma membrane without clathrin (Pieperhoff et al., 2013). Therefore, if T. gondii AP-
2 can function without clathrin, then it is conceivable that the microsporidian AP complex may
function similarly. Second, although microsporidia contain COPI and COPII it has been suggested
that they do not contain true COPI or COPII vesicles; instead, membranes are proposed to be
trafficked progressively from the ER through the Golgi compartment to the plasma membrane
without vesicles (Beznoussenko et al., 2007)7. If this is true, then the microsporidian AP complex
could potentially function similarly to microsporidian COPI, but at the TGN-like compartments.

7The non-vesicular mechanism proposed by Beznoussenko et al. (2007) involves maturation of Golgi compart-
ments directly from subdomains of the ER.
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Figure 2.4: Concatenated phylogenetic analysis of holomycotan AP complex subunits. An
alignment of AP-1, 2, 3, and 4 subunit amino acid sequences was prepared with each hypothetical
AP complex in each species represented by sequences of the β, γ/α/δ/ε, and σ subunits concatenated
in that order. The MrBayes tree topology is shown, and support for the nodes defining the clades for
different AP complexes (boxed) are shown in the following order: MrBayes/PhyML/RAxML. For
all other nodes, the values are symbolized as inset. Significance thresholds for branch support were
considered to be MrBayes prior probability of ≥ 0.80 (out of a maximum of 1.0), and bootstrap
percentages of ≥ 50 (out of a maximum of 100) from bootstrap analyses using PhyML or RAxML.
The topology and branch supports indicate that the microsporidian AP complexes are most closely
related to the AP-1 and AP-2 complexes, robustly supporting a clade containing the microsporidian
sequences and AP-1 and AP-2 sequences. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2014)
Figure 4A.
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Figure 2.5: Concatenated phylogenetic analysis of holomycotan AP complex subunits. An
alignment of AP-1, 2, and 4 subunit amino acid sequences was prepared with each hypothetical AP
complex in each species represented by sequences of the β, γ/α/δ/ε, and σ subunits concatenated in
that order (as for the analysis in Figure 2.4, but without AP-3 sequences). The MrBayes tree topol-
ogy is shown, and support for the nodes defining the clades for different AP complexes (boxed) are
shown in the following order: MrBayes/PhyML/RAxML. Where the topology conflicts with the
consensus of bootstrap topologies for either PhyML or RAxML, this is indicated with a dash (’-’).
For other nodes, the values are symbolized as inset. Significance thresholds for branch support
were considered to be MrBayes prior probability of ≥ 0.80 (out of a maximum of 1.0), and boot-
strap percentages of ≥ 50 (out of a maximum of 100) from bootstrap analyses using PhyML or
RAxML. The topology and branch supports indicate again that the microsporidian AP complexes
are related to the AP-1 and AP-2 complexes, but the lack of support found here for monophily of
the AP-1 sequences to the exclusion of the microsporidian AP sequences (as is seen again for the
AP-2 clade) suggests that the hypothesis that the microsporidian sequences are orthologous to the
AP-1 sequences is slightly preferred. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2014) Figure
4B.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this study, we have provided context to AP evolution in fungi that will allow for better

application of knowledge gained from experimental models like S. cerevisiae to fungal diversity as
a whole. First, we explored the genome of F. alba and demonstrated that the last common ancestor
of the Holomycota contained all five AP complexes. Second, our analysis has shown that several
independent losses of AP-4 have occurred over the course of fungal evolution. In our analysis,
only the glomeromycete Rhizophagus irregularis was found to retain a complete AP-4 complex.
Thus, this species is a candidate model organism for studying AP-4 function in fungi. Third, in
addition to the general trend of loss in fungi, our results indicate that the duplication that gave rise
to the β1 and β2 proteins in S. cerevisiae occurred very early, prior to the divergence of F. alba and
Fungi. This means that, although functional data from β1 and β2 in S. cerevisiae cannot be directly
compared with the similarly named genes in metazoan systems, there are direct orthologs of these
genes in other fungi that can, and should, be compared. This opens new avenues of investigation
of membrane-trafficking in the alternate model systems in fungi such as Neurospora, Yarrowia

and more. Last, we present evidence that microsporidia contain an extremely reduced endosomal
system, as they lack clathrin and retain, at most, only a single cryptic AP complex.

Our results demonstrate the ubiquity of AP-1 to 3 in fungi suggesting a general conservation of
endosomal trafficking throughout this kingdom. This suggests that findings about these complexes
in S. cerevisiae are likely generalizable to other fungi. However, presence of AP-4 subunits in
several fungi highlights lineages where generalizations from S. cerevisiae are not adequate. Fur-
thermore, in highly reduced organisms like the Microsporidia where only a single cryptic AP com-
plex is retained knowledge gained from model systems is not very informative. Thus systems that
contain a more complex (R. irregularis and F. alba) or more reduced (Microsporidia) membrane
trafficking than familiar model organisms represent important avenues for further experimentation.

2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Genome databases

Publicly available genomes analyzed in this study include8: from the Joint Genome Insti-
tute (Grigoriev et al., 2012): Aspergillus nidulans, Tuber melanosporum, Yarrowia lipolytica,
Rhodotorula graminis, Atractiellales sp., Cryptococcus neoformans, Ustilago maydis, Rhizopha-

gus irregularis, Rhizopus oryzae, Conidiobolus coronatus, Coemansia reversa, Catenaria anguil-

lulae, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, Piromyces sp., Rozella allomyces, Antonospora locustae;

8These genomes were selected to represent the taxonomic diversity of Fungal lineages.
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from the Broad institute Microsporidia Comparative Sequencing Project, Broad Institute of Har-
vard and MIT (http://www.broadinstitute.org/): Fonticula alba, Spizellomyces punctatus,
Allomyces macrogynus, Nematocida parisii, Vavraiaculicis floridensis, Vittaforma corneae, Edhaz-

ardia aedis, Nosema ceranae, Encephalitozoon cuniculi, Encephalitozoon intestinalis; from NCBI:
Neurospora crassa, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Spraguea lophii, En-

terocytozoon bieneusi, Nosema bombycis, Nosema apis.

2.5.2 Homology searching
Putative AP orthologs were identified using a modified reciprocal best hit method. First, pre-

viously identified opisthokont AP-1 to 4 subunits were used to construct Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) of all four complex subunits. AP-5 subunit HMMs were constructed separately using a
set of previously validated sequences found by Hirst et al. (2011). These HMMs were then used to
search for homologs in various holomycotan genomes9 using HMMer (http://hmmer.janelia.
org/). A reciprocal pHMMer search into the human genome was then performed using the puta-
tive fungal homologs as queries. Putative fungal adaptin subunits that retrieved human AP subunits
as first hits in the reciprocal analysis were preliminarily annotated as orthologous to the human AP
subunits. AP-1 to 4 subunit annotations were verified by phylogenetic analysis (not shown). Some
fungal AP subunits that were not found in predicted protein databases were reconstructed from
genomic assembly sequences available on NCBI. Sequences retrieved in this study are listed in
Appendix A chapter 2 Table S1.

When searching for AP subunits in microsporidia, in addition to searching the predicted protein
sets, we also searched the NCBI non-redundant nucleotide database as well as all relevant whole-
genome shotgun assemblies for missing adaptin subunits; however, no additional AP subunits
could be identified. The only putative AP subunit identified in this manner was shown to be the
Nematocida ζ-COP ortholog. Coulson plots were generated using the Coulson plot generator (Field
et al., 2013).

2.5.3 Phylogenetic analyses
Each of the four sets of paralogous sequences (γ1, α2, δ3, ε4, ζ5; β15; μ15; σ15) were

aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) v.3.8.31, and manually adjusted as needed using Mac-
Clade v.4.08 (http://macclade.org/index.html) and/or Mesquite v.2.75 (Maddison, W. P.
and D.R. Maddison. 2011. Mesquite: a modular system for evolutionary analysis. Version 2.75
http://mesquiteproject.org). Since AP-5 was only found in F. alba and AP-5 proteins are

9Specifically, peptide sequences predicted from these genomes were searched
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always long-branching (Hirst et al., 2011), these sequences were left out of our phylogenetic anal-
yses. Model testing was performed using ProtTest v1.3 with a Gamma rate distribution and ac-
counting for invariant sites as appropriate (Abascal et al., 2005). Phylogenetic tree reconstructions
were performed using MrBayes v3.2.2 for Bayesian analysis (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003).
MrBayes analyses were run with the following parameters; prset aamodelpr = fixed(WAG); mcm-
cngen = 10,000,000; samplefreq = 1000; nchains = 4; startingtree = random; sump burnin = 2500;
sumt burnin 2500. Each of the MrBayes analyses reached split frequencies with average standard
deviations of < 0.012, indicating convergence. Posterior probabilities were used to measure node
support, and values ≥ 0.80 were considered significant. Maximum likelihood bootstrap values
(100 pseudoreplicates) were obtained using PhyML v.3.0 (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003; Guindon
et al., 2010) and RAxML v.7.2.6 (Stamatakis, 2006) with the LG (Le and Gascuel, 2008) model.
Bootstrap values ≥ 50 were considered significant. MrBayes and RAxML analyses were run on
the CIPRES server (Miller et al., 2010). Divergent sequences representing long branches were
removed from the alignments of initial data sets (data not shown) in order to limit the effects of
long-branch attraction. The microsporidian sequences were aligned separately from those of other
fungi in the final data sets, in order to reduce the effect of random alignment of unconserved posi-
tions. The number of taxa and amino acid positions in the alignments for all figures are shown in
Appendix A chapter 2 Table S2, and all alignment files are available by request.

2.6 Afterword

The evolution of AP complexes in Fungi shows numerous gene losses compared to many other
eukaryotic lineages (see Figures 2.1 and 2.3). Do these result in organelle losses that might be
predicted by the OPH? The most extensive losses occur very early in the Microsporidia lineage
of Fungi (Figure 2.3), which may only have one functional AP complex. Interestingly, the Mi-
crosporidia may be the single most highly reduced eukaryotic lineage with respect to their cellular
features (Vávra and Lukeš, 2013). Early losses of AP complexes in this lineage then seem to be
correlated with establishment of the reduced endomembrane system of microsporidia. Whether
there is indeed a causal relationship here, however, remains unknown especially considering that
little is known about the membrane trafficking system of microsporidia and the precise organellar
complement they contain.

Notable losses in the remainder of Fungi are mainly losses of the AP-4 and AP-5 complex sub-
units. Do these correlate with reductive evolution of the endomembrane system as well? Cell bio-
logical work with the model yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has previously revealed that the yeast
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endomembrane system does appear less complex than the mammalian endomembrane system, and
specifically may lack early endosomes that are distinct from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) (Day
et al., 2018). However, even if Fungi including S. cerevisiae have not lost any relevant organelles,
the results here may still be consistent with the OPH. Loss of AP-5 is quite common among differ-
ent eukaryotic lineages (Hirst et al., 2011, 2014), and its function in transporting cargo from the
late endosome to the Golgi may be somewhat redundant with the function of the Retromer complex
in extant eukaryotes anyway (Hirst et al., 2018). In the case of AP-4 losses, the results here show
that these occurred multiple times independently (Figure 2.1). This indicates that losses of AP-4
were relatively recent events that could not have play a role in defining the ancestral fungal en-
domembrane system. The function of AP-4 is less well-understood than other adaptin complexes,
but after the work presented in this chapter was completed work by (Ramirez-Macias et al., 2018)
(which I contributed to as a co-author) showed that in yeast evolution the loss of AP-4 occurs at a
similar time point to the origin of the Exomer complex, which is a fungal-specific vesicle coat that
also acts at the TGN. With these considerations regarding AP-5 and AP-4, as well as the overall
pattern of conservation of the other complexes, it seems that the evolution of AP complexes in
Fungi is generally consistent with the OPH.
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Chapter 3

Recent gene duplications dominate evolutionary dynamics of adaptor protein
complex subunits in embryophytes10

3.1 Preface

The mechanism of evolution described by the OPH involves protein duplication and the origins
of novel organelles occuring coordinately in evolution (Dacks and Field, 2007; Dacks et al., 2008).
So, if a relevant membrane trafficking protein family underwent duplications in a eukaryotic lin-
eage, then the endomembrane system of that lineage would be expected to eventually reflect those
duplications in expansion of the number of organelles (or perhaps trafficking pathways) in cells of
that lineage. The embryophytes (land plants) are notorious for possessing large numbers of dupli-
cated genes (Panchy et al., 2016), and AP complex subunits are no exception (Hirst et al., 2014).
Yet, plants have a remarkably conserved endomembrane system overall compared to several other
more divergent eukaryotic lineages (Barlow and Dacks, 2018). Plants lack novel lineage-specific
endomembrane organelles that would rival those such as the alveoli of alveolates including ciliates
(Stelly et al., 1991). Although plant cells contain an endomembrane compartment termed the cell
plate during cell division, this is a nascent plasma membrane rather than a persistent organelle
(Barlow and Dacks, 2018). Considering this, a phylogenetic prediction based on the OPH would
be that these duplications of adaptins in plants occurred recently in specific plant lineages, and
thus have not been established for long enough to result in origin of complexes with specificities
for novel organelles. Thus, the analysis performed in this chapter is relevant for understanding
whether duplications of AP complexes (simultaneous duplications of their subunits) is associated
with increases in the number of organelles as would be predicted by the OPH.

10The contents of this chapter, exclusive of preface and afterword, have been previously published as: Larson, R.T.,
Dacks, J.B., and Barlow, L.D. (2019). Recent gene duplications dominate evolutionary dynamics of adaptor protein
complex subunits in embryophytes. Traffic, in press doi:10.1111/tra.12698.
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3.2 Introduction

Plants are key sources of food, medicine, and shelter. In plant cells, carbohydrate and medic-
inal molecules that compose the products we rely on must be trafficked to specific locations in
the cell to be processed, secreted, or degraded. As in other eukaryotic cells, this trafficking oc-
curs via a system of organelles and vesicle trafficking pathways, termed the membrane trafficking
system (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004). This system in plants, as revealed mainly from work with
the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Koornneef and Meinke, 2010; Singh and Jürgens, 2018)
has maintained and specialized ancient trafficking components (reviewed by Barlow and Dacks
(2018)). Moreover, embryophytes comprise a remarkable diversity of species, with over 300,000
described species of angiosperms alone (Jiao et al., 2011). Among this diversity, specialization of
cellular machinery, including membrane trafficking proteins, may occur in different plant lineages,
allowing a means of cellular adaptation to different environments.

Gene duplication and loss are key mechanisms involved in adaptation, increases in complexity,
and specialization in the evolution of eukaryotic cells including plant cells (Conant and Wolfe,
2008). Gene duplication is specifically implicated in the origin of new membrane trafficking or-
ganelles and pathways via progressive duplication and divergence of genes encoding membrane
trafficking proteins (Dacks and Field, 2007; Elias et al., 2012; Mast et al., 2014). There are sev-
eral potential examples of membrane trafficking protein paralogues underlying plant-specific traf-
ficking pathways. The A. thaliana proteins KNOLLE, PEN1, and Phytolongins are the result of
duplications of genes encoding SNARE proteins that occurred during the origin of embryophytes
(Sanderfoot, 2007; Vedovato et al., 2009). At similar time points, two Rab11 paralogues originated
and orthologues of the human Rab proteins 24, 28, 34, RTW and IFT27 were lost (Petrželková and
Eliáš, 2014). The plant Rab5 paralogue RabF1 originated earlier, prior to the divergence of the
embryophyte lineage from charophyte algae (Petrželková and Eliáš, 2014). Moreover, nine par-
alogues of the Exo70 subunit of the exocyst tethering complex were present in the ancestor of
angiosperms, while only one is present in green algae (Synek et al., 2006).

Yet to be explored in plants is the evolution of a paralogous family of protein complexes which
includes the Adaptor Protein (AP) complexes (AP-1 to 5), COat Protein complex I (COPI), and
TSET (Figure 3.1) (Dacks and Robinson, 2017; Hirst et al., 2014). These complexes have con-
served organelle-specific roles in vesicle formation in eukaryotes (Dacks and Robinson, 2017)
(Figure 3.1). The AP complexes are involved in the endocytic and secretory pathways (Figure 3.1)
(Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001). Each AP complex is a heterotetramer compris-
ing a small sigma (σ) subunit, medium mu (μ) subunit, large beta (β) subunit, and a second large
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subunit, either AP-1 gamma (γ), AP-2 alpha (α), AP-3 delta (δ), AP-4 epsilon (ε), or AP-5 zeta
(ζ). In addition, AP-1 and AP-2 interact with the vesicle coat proteins clathrin light chain (LC)
and clathrin heavy chain (HC). The evolution of APs and related complexes has been explored
extensively in lineages including Fungi (Barlow et al., 2014), haptophytes (Lee et al., 2015a), try-
panosomatids (Manna et al., 2013), and apicomplexans (Kibria et al., 2019; Nevin and Dacks,
2009; Woo et al., 2015). Pan-eukaryotic analyses of APs and related complexes include sparse
sampling of plant genomes, but only indicate general retention of these complexes with loss of
AP-5 sigma subunit in the taxonomic supergroup Archaeplastida, which includes red algae, green
algae, and embryophytes (Adl et al., 2018; Hirst et al., 2014, 2011). Filling this knowledge gap
will be important for understanding the relevance of functional characterizations of AP, COPI, and
TSET subunits in A. thaliana to those of orthologous subunits in other plants.

Specifically, while A. thaliana contains multiple paralogues of several subunits (Hirst et al.,
2014; Lee and Hwang, 2014), without the incorporation of plant species from across embryophyta,
it is unclear whether the paralogues present in A. thaliana are the result of ancient or recent du-
plication events. In other words, whether these are outparalogues or inparalogues relative to A.

thaliana or its close relatives is unknown (Sonnhammer and Koonin, 2002). These alternative sce-
narios have different implications for translating experimental characterizations of AP, COPI, or
TSET subunit homologues among plant species: An ancient duplication of a gene occurring in
an embryophyte ancestor may indicate a shared or similar function of the subsequently retained
paralogues among plants, allowing for experimental characterizations to extend among plants re-
taining a specific paralogue of the gene. On the other hand, if the paralogues resulted from inde-
pendent recent duplication events, then this would preclude inference of differential function of
paralogues in a given plant species based on differential function of paralogues in another species,
such as A. thaliana.

To determine the timing of the origin of AP, COPI, and TSET subunit paralogues, we analyzed
genomic data from across the taxonomic diversity of embryophytes and close algal outgroups. This
involved standard phylogenetic approaches but also the generation of a novel bioinformatics script
toolkit which may be of more general use for analyses of paralogous protein family evolution using
plant genomic data. Overall, we find that, in contrast to the evolutionary dynamics observed for
other membrane-trafficking components such as SNAREs and Rabs, genes encoding AP, COPI,
and TSET subunits in embryophytes are generally retained among lineages and have frequently
undergone recent duplications, but rarely ancient duplications.
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Figure 3.1: Functions and localization of the Adaptor Protein (AP), COatomer Protein I
(COPI), and TSET complexes in plant cells, and their evolutionary relationships. (A) Func-
tion and localization of these complexes. With the exception of AP-5, functions and localization
adapted from review by Singh and Jürgens (2018). The role of AP-5 is inferred from its function in
mammalian cells (Hirst et al., 2018). Each complex is denoted with a single colour corresponding
to the adjacent figure legend. Black arrows indicate hypothetical routes of transport mediated by
specific complexes (or fusion of late endosomes with vacuoles), and grey dashed arrows indicate
maturation11. (B) Evolutionary history of APs, COPI, and TSET adapted from (Hirst et al., 2014;
Klinger et al., 2016b). This figure is reproduced from Larson et al. (2019) Figure 1.

11Although not indicated here, the COPI complex is involved in transport between Golgi cisternae in addition to
transport from the Golgi to the ER.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 AP, COPI, and TSET subunits are generally retained in embryophytes, and are often
encoded by multiple gene inparalogues

To determine the presence and number of paralogues among land plants, we initially performed
similarity searches using A. thaliana peptide sequences as BLASTP and TBLASTN queries to
search in a representative sampling of land plant genomes, and applied a reciprocal-best hit crite-
rion. We then generated alignments of positive BLAST hits, and used these alignments as queries
in profile searches using HMMer.

This approach allowed the identification of numerous orthologous sequences in each genome
analyzed (Appendix A chapter 3 Table S3). No orthologues of the AP-5 sigma subunit were identi-
fied in any genome, even when using a Hidden Markov model (HMM) of previously identified AP-
5 sigma subunits from a diversity of eukaryotes (Hirst et al., 2014, 2011). However, the remaining
AP, COPI, and TSET subunits are highly conserved among embryophytes. This is consistent with
previous results from analyses that included the A. thaliana and Physcomitrella genomes (Hirst
et al., 2014, 2011).

3.3.2 A novel approach to sequence comparison reveals distinct paralogues by applying
stringent criteria

In the above analysis, the average number of positive hits identified per subunit among all
35 AP, COPI, and TSET subunits (not including AP-5 sigma, or any hits with redundant IDs or
those encoded at the same locus) among all 15 genomes is 6.95. Given this apparent number
of paralogues, the high identity score between many of the sequences, and in some cases the
short sequence length, the criteria applied in the above analysis likely result in over-estimate of
the true number of paralogues in each genome. For example, while the A. thaliana genome is
assembled to the chromosome level, only scaffolds are available for the gymnosperms Ginkgo

biloba (Guan et al., 2016; Lamesch et al., 2012) and Picea abies (Nystedt et al., 2013). This,
combined with the long intron length documented for these genomes (Guan et al., 2016; Nystedt
et al., 2013), means that some scaffolds appear to only contain coding sequence for a single exon.
This is one condition that could lead to errors regarding quantifying the number of paralogous
genes in a comparative genomic analysis, if for example each scaffold identified in TBLASTN
similarity searches were assumed to represent a separate gene locus. Also, genome assembly
errors can sometimes introduce false segmental duplications resulting in duplicate gene models
that represent alleles with high sequence identity rather than separate genes (Kelley and Salzberg,
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2010). Therefore, further analysis was required to more accurately determine the sets of sequences
that are likely to represent considerably different paralogues.

To circumvent these potential sources of error, we applied the following criteria to define pos-
itive hits for distinct paralogues12. 1) Minimum sequence length of 55 amino acid residues and
minimum 15% of the query length. 2) Maximum proximity of 10,000 base pairs between High-
scoring Segment Pairs (HSPs) in TBLASTN hits for inclusion in a single gene locus hit, which
allows inclusion of multiple hits on the same nucleotide sequence. 3) Overlap of the sequence
with higher-ranking hit(s) in a multiple sequence alignment of orthologues, which excludes gene
fragments (for example, TBLASTN hits representing different exons of the same gene on different
scaffolds). 4) Maximum percent identity of 98% with higher-ranking hits among identified similar
sequences in the same genome, which excludes hits that are possibly redundant.

To minimize human error and increase the reproducibility of this analysis, we wrote scripts
to perform the analysis (https://github.com/laelbarlow/amoebae, https://zenodo.org/
badge/latestdoi/186658027). While existing software packages facilitate parsing sequence
and annotation files, similarity search results, and multiple sequence alignments (Cock et al.,
2009), to our knowledge no available software allows the above criteria to be applied. Moreover,
the number of identified sequences to which these specific criteria must be applied (approximately
3,647 sequences) makes these scripts a practical necessity.

Using this approach, we identified an exclusive set of sequences that likely represent distinct
paralogues (Figure 3.2 and Appendix A chapter 3 Table S2). Inevitably in some cases this approach
may exclude distinct paralogues of potential interest. For example, the well-annotated genome of
A. thaliana contains two paralogues of the AP-2 alpha subunit and of the COPI beta subunit at sep-
arate loci, but these paralogues are more than 98% identical (98.2% and 98.9% respectively), and
therefore not counted as separate paralogues when our stringent criteria were applied (Appendix
A chapter 3 Table S3). These cases may be examples of very recent gene duplications occurring in
an ancestor of A. thaliana but not prior to its common ancestor with the closely related brassicalid
Capsella grandiflora, which possesses two paralogues of AP-2 alpha and only one orthologue of
COPI beta (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-34 and S2-35). However, the AP-2 alpha paralogues
are directly adjacent on A. thaliana chromosome 5 and the COPI beta paralogues are directly ad-
jacent on chromosome 4, which suggests some possibility of false segmental duplications in the
genome assembly (Kelley and Salzberg, 2010). While resolving uncertainty in genome assembly
is beyond the scope of the current study, our maximum 98% identity cutoff reduces the risk of

12See afterword to this chapter for further discussion.
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propagating assembly errors in our analysis. Overall, applying these criteria brought the average
paralogue count per subunit (across all sampled genomes) down from 6.95 to 2.40 (see Appendix
A chapter 3 Figure S1 for visualization of these differences). However, there remains considerable
variability in the number of paralogues of different subunits in different genomes. For example
AP5 zeta is present in fifteen duplicates in S. moellendorffii, in contrast with AP5 mu and beta
present in one and three copies respectively (Figure 3.2). Also, this more conservative estimate of
the number of paralogues still implies that a considerable number of AP, COPI, and TSET subunit
duplications occurred in embryophyte evolution, the timing of which was unknown, leading us to
investigate further.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of search results for each the Adaptor Protein (AP), COatomer Protein
I (COPI), and TSET complex subunit in each embryophyte genome sampled. Each subplot
of the coulson plot indicates how many paralogues were identified for a subunit of the complex
indicated in the legend at the top, specifically in the genome for the species indicated on the left.
Greek symbols are used to indicate each AP and COPI subunit in the legend at the top as follows:
alpha (α), beta (β), beta prime (β), delta (δ), epsilon (ε), gamma (γ), mu (μ), sigma (σ), and zeta
(ζ). Alternative names for relevant subunits of the TSET complex (also known as the TPLATE
complex or TPC) in A. thaliana are as follows: Tcup is TPLATE complex Muniscin-Like (TML),
Tsaucer is TPLATE-associated SH3 domain containing protein (TASH3), Tspoon is Longin-like
protein Interacting with TPLATE Adaptor (LOLITA), TTRAY1 is TWD40-1, and TTRAY2 is
TWD40-1 (Gadeyne et al., 2014; Hirst et al., 2014). Empty sectors indicate that no orthologues
were identified. As described in the Methods, the paralogue counts shown are conservative and
exclude short sequences, and those that have 98% or more sequence identity with those sequences
counted here. Note that AP-1 beta (AP-1/2 beta), Clathrin Heavy Chain (CHC), and Clathrin Light
Chain (CLC) results are shown redundantly in the subplots corresponding to both AP-1 and AP-2,
as they are components of both complexes. See Appendix A chapter 3 Table S3 for a detailed
summary of all search results and sequence comparisons, and see Appendix A chapter 3 Figure
S1 for a similar plot comparing these results to those retrieved with less stringent criteria. *We
did not identify any AP2 sigma homologs in Capsella grandiflora despite two homologs that are
readily identified in the Capsella rubella genome on the Phytozome database with the accessions
Carubv10010593m and Carubv10011582m. This figure is reproduced from Larson et al. (2019)
Figure 2.
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3.3.3 Evolution of AP-1 and AP-2 in embryophytes

Each AP complex acts at specific organelles or pathways within eukaryotic cells (Figure 3.1A).
AP-1 functions in trafficking between the TGN and early endosomes, as well as the plasma mem-
brane in mammalian cells (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001). AP-1 localizes to the
TGN in plant cells and appears to function in export from the TGN (Park et al., 2013). AP-1 mu is
essential for plant development (Teh et al., 2013), and the AP-1 complex is important for polarized
sorting in plant cells (Shimada et al., 2018). Mammalian AP-2 functions in clathrin-mediated en-
docytosis (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001). In A. thaliana, AP-2 is essential for the
development of the male reproductive organ and the import of cellulose synthetases (Kim et al.,
2013).

While AP-1 and AP-2 shared a common beta subunit in the last eukaryotic common ancestor,
vertebrate-specific paralogues of the ancestral AP-1/2 beta subunit are more readily incorporated
into either the AP-1 or AP-2 complex (Dacks et al., 2008; Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifa-
cino, 2001). However, AP-1 beta can functionally substitute for AP-2 beta in mice to some extent
(Li et al., 2010). In A. thaliana, there is no evidence of complex-specificity of AP-1/2 beta sub-
unit paralogues (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001), and both paralogues (phytozome
accessions AT4G23460.1 and AT4G11380.2) have been identified as components of both the AP-
1 and AP-2 complexes in A. thaliana (Teh et al., 2013; Yamaoka et al., 2013). Nevertheless,
the timing of the duplications producing AP-1/2 beta inparalogues in embryophytes including A.

thaliana remains unknown. To address this question, we performed a phylogenetic analysis of
embryophyte AP-1/2 beta homologues (Figure 3.3). This did not reveal any duplications predat-
ing the divergence of the major plant lineages, and instead the A. thaliana paralogues are mainly
brassicalid-specific inparalogues shared with Capsella grandiflora. This analysis thus supports the
hypothesis that AP-1/2 beta subunits are shared between both complexes in plants.

Similarly to the AP-1/2 beta result, recent duplications were detected in AP-1 gamma, AP-
1 mu, AP-1 sigma, and clathrin LC in brassicalids (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-1 to S2-3
and S2-19). Phylogenetic analyses of non-brassicalid AP-1 subunits revealed poaceae (grass)-
specific duplications of AP-1 gamma and sigma subunits, with representatives identified in Oryza

sativa and Zea mays (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-1 and S2-3). In contrast to AP-1, no
ancient duplications of AP-2 subunits were identified (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-4 to S2-
6). There are however inparalogues in specific genomes for AP-2 subunits, including at least
eight duplicates in the case of grapevine, Vitis vinifera (Figure 3.2). Also, our methods failed to
identify any AP-2 sigma subunit homologues in the C. grandiflora genome (Figure 3.2). However,
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two homologues are easily identifiable in the Capsella rubella genome on phytozome (sequence
IDs Carubv10010593m and Carubv10011582m), so this may be an issue with the C. grandiflora

genome assembly.
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Figure 3.3: Phylogenetic tree of embryophyte Adaptor Protein (AP) 1/2 beta subunit ortho-
logues. Node supports indicate MrBayes Bayesian posterior probabilities and IQ-TREE bootstrap
support values. A Bayesian posterior probability of 0.8 or larger and an IQ-TREE bootstrap per-
centage of 50 or larger indicated significant clade support. A Brassicales specific duplication is
highlighted by a green and blue box. This figure is reproduced from Larson et al. (2019) Figure 3.
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3.3.4 Evolution of AP-3, AP-4, and AP-5 in embryophytes

The AP-3, AP-4, and AP-5 complexes function mainly in TGN/endosomal sorting. In mam-
malian cells, AP-3 functions in export from early endosomes (Peden et al., 2004), and is important
for the biogenesis of lysosome-related organelles (Dell’Angelica, 2009). AP-3 may interact with
clathrin in mammalian cells, but this is still a matter of debate (Robinson, 2015). In A. thaliana,
AP-3 has been shown to function in the biogenesis of lytic vacuoles, but not storage vacuoles
(Feraru et al., 2010; Zwiewka et al., 2011). In our analysis, AP-3 exhibits relatively low sub-
unit paralogue numbers compared to the other protein complexes (Figure 3.2) and no duplications
predating divergence of the sampled plants (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-7 to S2-10).

In mammalian cells, AP-4 localizes to the TGN (Hirst et al., 1999), and may have functions
related to autophagy (Mattera et al., 2017). In A. thaliana, AP-4 appears to function in vacuolar
protein sorting at the TGN/EE (Fuji et al., 2016). While multiple paralogues were detectable for
AP4 subunits (Figure 3.2), none of duplications that gave rise to them predated divergence of any
of the plants analyzed (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-11 to S2-14).

Finally, in mammalian cells, AP-5 functions in trafficking from late endosomes to the Golgi
(Hirst et al., 2018), but the orthologous complex remains entirely uncharacterized in plants. Over-
all, the pattern of evolution of AP5 in embryophytes is similar to AP-3 and AP-4. While multiple
paralogues of AP-5 subunits were identified, these are all inparalogues of the genomes that we
sampled (Appendix A chapter 3 Figures S2-15 to S2-17). An exception to the low number of iden-
tified paralogues of AP-5 subunits is the fifteen paralogues identified for AP-5 zeta in the genome
of S. moellendorffii (Figure 3.2). This is in contrast with AP5 mu and beta subunits present in one
and three copies respectively in S. moellendorffii.

3.3.5 Evolution of the COPI and TSET complexes in embryophytes

The COPI and TSET complexes perform comparable functions to the adaptor protein com-
plexes in trafficking (Hirst et al., 2014). Moreover, COPI and TSET are likely more closely related
to each other than to any of the AP complexes (Klinger et al., 2016b) (Figure 3.1B). COPI is
highly conserved among eukaryotes, and has a well-characterized function in vesicle formation at
the Golgi (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001). The seven subunits of COPI are alpha,
beta, beta prime (β), gamma, delta, epsilon, and zeta. Phylogenetic analysis of embryophyte ortho-
logues of these subunits revealed relatively numerous duplications of COPI subunits at relatively
early time points in embryophyte evolution. The COPI alpha and epsilon subunits were duplicated
in the ancestor of gymnosperms (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-20 and S2-24). COPI beta
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prime, gamma, epsilon, and zeta subunits were duplicated in the ancestor of grasses (Appendix
A chapter 3 Figure S2-22 and S2-24 to S2-26). COPI beta prime was duplicated in the ancestor
of Vitis, Cannabis, Capsella, and Arabidopsis, but one of these paralogues was subsequently lost
in the brassicalids (Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2-22). Also, duplications of COPI alpha, beta
prime, epsilon, and zeta occurred in an ancestor of A. thaliana and Capsella (Appendix A chapter 3
Figure S2-20, S2-22, S2-24, and S2-26).

The TSET complex was only recently discovered and characterized in A. thaliana (Gadeyne
et al., 2014) and the amoeba Dictyostelium (Hirst et al., 2014). Unlike COPI, which is highly
conserved among eukaryotes, TSET is frequently not identified and appears to have been lost in
multiple lineages (Hirst et al., 2014). TSET (also known as the TPLATE complex in A. thaliana)
is involved in clathrin-mediated endocytosis along with AP-2 in A. thaliana (Bashline et al., 2015),
and is essential for growth and development of A. thaliana (Gadeyne et al., 2014). The six sub-
units of the TSET complex are TPLATE (homologous to beta subunits), TSAUCER (homologous
to AP-1 gamma and corresponding subunits in the other complexes), TCUP (homologous to mu
subunits), TSPOON (homologous to sigma subunits), and TTRAY1 and TTRAY2 (possibly scaf-
folding proteins analogous to clathrin) (Hirst et al., 2014). Phylogenetic analysis of each of these
subunits in embryophytes revealed a duplication of TTRAY2 predating embryophytes (and multi-
cellular green algae) (Figure 3.4). This supports and extends the initial result found by Hirst et al.
which showed support for duplication of TTRAY2 at some point in embryophytes based only on
analysis of A. thaliana and Physcomitrella patens sequences (Hirst et al., 2014). This is the only
TSET subunit duplication that we identified at this early time point.

Overall, among subunits of all the AP, COPI, and TSET complexes, we identified only 20
duplications that occurred prior to the divergence of the species for which we analyzed genomes
(Appendix A chapter 3 Figure S2). Considering this and the number of paralogues identified here
for each of the subunits (Figure 3.2 and Appendix A chapter 3 Table S3), there were at least
676 gene duplication events that occurred after the divergence of these species (e.g., producing
inparalogues in A. thaliana that are not represented in C. grandiflora). Thus at least 97.12% of the
relevant duplications occurred recently in plant evolution.
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Figure 3.4: Phylogenetic tree of embryophyte TTRAY2 orthologues. Node supports indicate
MrBayes Bayesian posterior probabilities and IQ-TREE bootstrap support values. A Bayesian
posterior probability of 0.8 or larger and an IQ-TREE bootstrap percentage of 50 or larger indicated
significant clade support. An early duplication of TTRAY2 (occurring before the divergence of
Klebsormidium nitens) is highlighted by a green and blue box. This figure is reproduced from
Larson et al. (2019) Figure 5.
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3.4 Discussion

The AP, COPI, and TSET complexes are fundamental components of membrane trafficking ma-
chinery in plant cells, and predictions regarding specialized function of their subunits hinge on the
timing of their duplications in embryophyte evolution. To investigate the evolution of these com-
plexes in embryophytes, we performed searches for homologues of their subunits and performed
phylogenetic analyses of each subunit of each protein complex. We applied these methods to a rep-
resentative sampling of 13 embryophytes including 3 non-seed plants, which are often neglected
in analyses of plant genomes (Rensing, 2017). We also analyzed the genomes of the multicellular
green algae Klebsormidium nitens and Chara braunii, which are closely related to embryophytes
(Wickett et al., 2014), providing information about the earliest stages of embryophyte evolution.
The results show overall that this evolution involved few ancient gene duplications (Figure 3.5)
which were limited to subunits of the AP-1, COPI, and TSET complexes, but at least thirty times
more duplications producing genome-specific inparalogues among all complexes (Appendix A
chapter 3 Figure 3.2 and S2). This suggests that either the last common ancestor of embryophytes
contained only a single copy of most AP, COPI, and TSET subunits, or that if duplicates were
present, only one has been conserved in extant taxa.

In general, genomes of embryophytes exhibit a relatively large number of gene duplications,
in many cases arising from whole genome duplications at both early and late time points in em-
bryophyte evolution (Panchy et al., 2016). Recent whole-genome duplications (WGDs) are im-
portant for adaptations of crops (Salman-Minkov et al., 2016), while more ancient WGDs are
associated with key events in the evolution of plants. The acquisition of seeds in vascular plants
was coincident with a WGD (Li et al., 2010). Angiosperms (flowering plants) diverged in the
monocot-eudicot split (Li et al., 2010; Shu-Miaw Chaw et al., 2004), after which eudicots under-
went a genome triplication before a period of rapid radiation. Similar to eudicots, there have been
3 common WGDs in the monocot lineage, the first occurring soon after monocot divergence, while
the remaining two occurred in the Poaceae (grasses such as wheat, corn, and rice) (Jiao et al.,
2014). In our results, only 11 duplications occurred at similar timepoints to known early WGDs
(Figure 3.5), possibly suggesting a role for segmental duplications in the evolution of APs, COPI,
and TSET.

Analyses aimed at tracing the evolution of gene paralogues in plant genomes are complicated
by these gene duplications, which result in more sequences requiring analysis, and by the varying
quality and completeness of the genome assemblies used. We applied methods designed to mitigate
these sources of error, and the script toolkit developed here to implement these methods may be
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useful for future analyses of protein family evolution in embryophytes. To avoid under-estimating
the age of paralogues due to their not being represented in the genomic assembly for specific
genomes, taxa were sampled broadly throughout the embryophyte lineage. Also, to reduce false
positives for paralogues due to the presence of inaccurate or redundant gene models, we did not
count very short sequences or sequences with very high identity (over 98%) as separate paralogues.
A caveat to these results then is that if improved genome assemblies are released in the future, the
number of distinct paralogues that are identifiable may increase.

Our methods may have excluded some nearly identical duplicates that may be functionally
distinct due to very few amino acid substitutions, or differences in expression patterns. Never-
theless, these duplicates would likely be the result of recent duplications and not ancient duplica-
tions. Moreover, true paralogues of adaptor protein complex subunits tend to share identities much
lower than our cutoff of maximum 98% identity. For example, the percent identity between the
two human AP-2 alpha paralogues (NP 055018.2 and NP 001229766.1) calculated by BLASTP is
80.12%. Similarly, the percent identity between human AP-1 beta (NP 001118.3) and AP-2 beta
(NP 001025177.1) (which resulted from a duplication in vertebrate evolution) is 82.86%. Even the
relatively recent brassicalid-specific AP-1/2 beta paralogues in A. thaliana (Figure 3.3) share only
92.9% identity (Appendix A chapter 3 Table S3).

Evolution of APs and related complexes plays a significant role in the cellular evolution of
eukaryotic lineages. Due to the integral role of these complexes in membrane trafficking, the
evolution of genes encoding the constituent protein subunits is indicative of specialization in the
membrane trafficking system. Evolution of APs and TSET in other eukaryotic lineages often in-
volves loss of entire complexes. For example, the membrane trafficking system in fungal cells
may lack counterparts to mammalian early endosomes and recycling endosomes as distinct com-
partments from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) (Day et al., 2018), and intriguingly all subunits of
the AP-4 complex, which localizes to the TGN, are absent in yeast and many other fungi (Bar-
low et al., 2014), suggesting a role for AP-4 in maintaining distinct endocytic compartments. In
Trypanosoma brucei, the AP-2 complex is absent, and this loss may be connected to the origin of
the variable surface glycoprotein coat that functions in immune evasion by this parasite (Manna
et al., 2013). Also, certain apicomplexan parasites have lost the AP-3 complex (Nevin and Dacks,
2009). Examples of differential function of paralogues include paralogues of the AP-1 mu subunit
in mammalian cells, which have different functions, mediating traffic of different sets of cargo
in epithelial cells (Fölsch et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2013), suggesting importance for evolution of
distinct cell types in vertebrates. Also, the two AP-3 beta subunit paralogues in humans have
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tissue-specific expression, and subsequently different disease phenotypes when mutated (Assoum
et al., 2016).

The scarcity of AP, COPI, and TSET subunit duplications occurring after the last embryophyte
common ancestor, and before the divergence of two or more embryophyte species indicates that
duplication and subfunctionalization of these proteins was not instrumental in establishing emb
ryophyte-specific trafficking pathways that may be conserved across the diversity of extant em-
bryophytes. Altogether 22 AP, COPI, or TSET subunit duplications occurred after the ancestor of
the sampled embryophytes and related green algae and prior to the diversification of two or more
sampled embryophyte species (Figure 3.5). With the exception of TTRAY2, clathrin LC, and COPI
zeta, all of these duplications occurred in an ancestor of a specific lineage of embryophytes such as
gymnosperms, Poaceae (grasses), or brassicalids. Within the order Brassicales, C. grandiflora and
A. thaliana diverged approximately 11-14 million years ago (Koch et al., 2001), which is recent
in the context of the evolution of embryophytes, which originated at least 470 million years ago
(Morris et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the majority of distinct paralogues identified are accounted for
by relatively recent (species-specific) duplications.

This result indicates similarity of the embryophyte ancestor to the last eukaryotic common an-
cestor with respect to APs, COPI, and TSET. This similarity is in contrast with other membrane
trafficking protein families present in the embryophyte common ancestor such as the SNAREs
KNOLLE (Sanderfoot, 2007), PEN1 (Sanderfoot, 2007), and phytolongins (Vedovato et al., 2009),
the Rabs novel plant Rab11 (Petrželková and Eliáš, 2014) and RabF1 (Petrželková and Eliáš,
2014), and the Exocyst tethering complex subunit Exo70 (Synek et al., 2006).

Recent AP, COPI, and TSET subunit duplications are abundant in embryophytes, but the func-
tion of the resulting paralogues remain uncertain. Genes encoding 32 of the 36 subunits investi-
gated exhibit species-specific duplications. This result leads to the question of why the paralogues
identified in this study were retained. One possibility is that multiple copies of a gene may be
retained simply because their promoters lose effectiveness in different cell types or developmen-
tal stages (Khoriaty et al., 2018). For example, the two paralogues of the Sec23 subunit of COat
Protein complex II (COPII) in mammalian cells, which originated from a duplication occurring
early in vertebrate evolution, have different tissue-specific expression patterns, but indistinguish-
able interactomes (Khoriaty et al., 2018). A corollary of this is that although there may be multiple
paralogues present for a given complex subunit, they may not be expressed simultaneously in the
same cells, therefore perhaps contributing little to complexity at the cellular level. Also, in A.

thaliana the function of the two AP-1 mu paralogues so far appears to be redundant, although the
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second paralogue (AP1M2) is more highly expressed and thus plays a more important role (Park
et al., 2013). In addition, paralogues resulting from recent duplications may have acquired distinct
functions through either subfunctionalization or neofunctionalization (Conant and Wolfe, 2008).
However, experimental characterization of AP, COPI, and TSET subunit duplicates identified in
this study will be necessary to investigate the role, if any, of these duplications in adaptation of
membrane trafficking (e.g., to stresses).

The classification of AP, COPI, and TSET subunits in the broad sampling of plant taxa used in
this study will be a resource for future studies, providing a foundation for both the generalization
of functional characterizations of these complexes across embryophyte and broader eukaryotic
model systems, as well as hypothesis generation regarding potential species-specific gene func-
tions among embryophytes. The script toolkit developed to perform this study may also be of
use for future investigations of protein family evolution, particularly where numerous duplicate
genes are present as in plants. This study highlights several subunits as potentially relevant to early
embryophyte evolution, and thus of interest for investigation of plant-specific membrane traffick-
ing capacities. However, this study suggests that the majority AP, COPI, and TSET subunits in
embryophytes, including the standard model plant A. thaliana, are likely to be representative of
the function of their orthologues among eukaryotes and in the last eukaryotic common ancestor
despite any unique features of the plant membrane trafficking system and the presence of multiple
paralogues. Therefore, future investigations of AP, COPI, and TSET function in plant cells will
allow for an increased understanding of membrane trafficking in both plants and other eukaryotes.
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Figure 3.5: Timing of duplications of subunits of the Adaptor Protein (AP), COatomer Pro-
tein I (COPI), and TSET complexes mapped onto a species phylogeny. Numbers correspond
with duplication events listed in the inset legend. Major known genome duplication events that oc-
curred prior to divergence of the sampled species are indicated by green circles (Jiao et al., 2014;
Li et al., 2015). The clathrin Light Chain (LC) duplication occurred twice at the third duplication
point. The tree topology is based on that reported previously (Moore et al., 2010; Puttick et al.,
2018; Zeng et al., 2017).
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3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Taxonomic sampling

To investigate the evolution of AP, COPI, and TSET subunits in embryophytes, we selected
not only flagship angiosperm genomes, but embryophytes with sequenced genomes representing
gymnosperms, lycophytes, and bryophytes, as well as closely related streptophyte algae (Appendix
A chapter 3 Table S1). Capsella grandiflora, a close relative of A. thaliana, in the order Brassicales
was included to more precisely time the relatively recent origins of A. thaliana AP, COPI, and
TSET subunit paralogues.

3.5.2 Similarity searching and identification of orthologues

To identify orthologues of AP, COPI, and TSET subunits, similarity searches were performed
with protein sequences from A. thaliana (TAIR10 from phytozome (Goodstein et al., 2012) as
queries (see Appendix A chapter 3 Table S2 for sequence identifiers), using the Basic Local Align-
ment Search Tool (BLAST)+ software package (Camacho et al., 2009). Specifically, BLASTP was
used to search in predicted peptide sequences, while TBLASTN was used to search in nucleotide
sequences (chromosomes or scaffolds). WD40 repeats were removed from query sequences where
present, to reduce the number of false-positives. Hits retrieved with an E-value of 0.0005 or lower
were considered potential positive hits. For the TBLASTN hits, High-Scoring Pairs (HSPs) within
10,000 bp of each other, and on the same strand, were considered to be representative of a sin-
gle gene locus. This allowed identification of multiple gene loci in larger nucleotide sequences,
such as chromosomes. Translations of non-overlapping sets of the subject subsequences for HSPs
clustered at each such locus were concatenated, taking into account the relative positions of the
relevant subsequences in both the subject and query sequences.

These sequences constructed from TBLASTN results, as well as the subsequences of peptide
sequences identified using BLASTP were then used as queries in further BLASTP searches back
into the A. thaliana peptide sequences. Sequences that retrieved the original A. thaliana query
sequences with an E-value of 0.05 or lower were considered potential positive hits for further vali-
dation. Moreover, the A. thaliana query and the identified sequence were required to be reciprocal
best hits, with the identified sequence retrieving the query (or an equivalent sequence) with an
E-value at least two orders of magnitude lower than that for any other sequence.

To identify peptide sequences for more potential divergent homologues, profile-based searches
were performed using the HMMer3 software package version 3.1b1 (https://hmmer.org) (Eddy,
1998). Queries were prepared by aligning amino acid sequences for positive hits from BLAST
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searches using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) with default parameters. Again, similar E-value
and reciprocal best hit criteria were applied.

BLASTP and HMMer hits with redundant sequence IDs were removed. Then any TBLASTN
hits corresponding to the same locus as one of the peptide hits were excluded by searching for
overlapping gene loci in the annotation (GFF3) files when available.

To facilitate the application of these search methods, scripts were written in the Python lan-
guage, and these made use of libraries including Biopython (Cock et al., 2009) and Matplotlib
(Hunter, 2007). An archived version of these scripts is available at https://zenodo.org/badge/
latestdoi/186658027, and the latest versions are available on GitHub (https://github.com/
laelbarlow/amoebae).

3.5.3 Identification of distinct sequences among embryophyte inparalogues

First, for each protein of interest, BLASTP, TBLASTN, and HMMer hits were ranked by
ascending E-value, and any hits with sequences shorter than 55 amino acid residues or 15% of
the query length were excluded as these are not likely to be classifiable by phylogenetic analysis
(see below). The resulting non-redundant sequences were compared by aligning the top ranked
hit to a multiple sequence alignment of orthologues, and then aligning each of the subsequent
hits separately to this alignment. From these alignments, several measures of similarity were
calculated: 1) Whether the two sequences of interest overlap13 at all in the alignment (indicat-
ing whether they correspond to an overlapping portion of the full length query), and 2) Percent
identity over all the pairs of aligning residues between the two sequences of interest. Subse-
quent hits with no significant overlap with the top hit were excluded as it is impossible to de-
termine whether these represent a distinct paralogue based on sequence similarity with the top
hit. Also, subsequent hits with more than 98% identity with the top hit were excluded as re-
dundant with the top hit. The top hit was then assumed to represent a distinct paralogue, and
the remaining subsequent hits were processed in the same way until only likely distinct par-
alogues remained. The 98% identity cutoff was applied to reduce the possibility of counting
redundant gene models that result from false segmental duplications that can occur when assem-
bling diploid (or possibly polyploid) genomes (Kelley and Salzberg, 2010). Again, these meth-
ods were performed using custom Python scripts (https://github.com/laelbarlow/amoebae,
https://zenodo.org/badge/latestdoi/186658027).

13See afterword (section 3.6) for further details.
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3.5.4 Phylogenetic Analysis

Identified homologs were aligned using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004). The resulting align-
ments were then masked and trimmed to include only positions displaying homology. Appropriate
amino acid substitution models were determined for each masked and trimmed alignment using
ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017).

Phylogenetic trees were constructed using both IQ-TREE version 1.6.5 (Nguyen et al., 2015)
and MrBayes version 3.2.6 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) on the CIPRES server (Miller et al.,
2010) or on clusters provided by Compute Canada (www.computecanada.ca). IQ-TREE was used
to construct maximum likelihood trees with bootstrap values calculated using 100 non-parametric
bootstrap pseudoreplicates or 1000 ultrafast bootstraps. Bootstrap percentages of 50 or higher were
interpreted as significant clade support for non-parametric bootstrapping and percentages of 95 or
higher were considered significant for ultrafast bootstrapping. Posterior probabilities calculated in
Bayesian analysis of 0.8 or higher were interpreted as significant clade support. Only MrBayes
analyses run to convergence as indicated by an average standard deviation of split frequencies of
less than or equal to 0.01 were considered acceptable.

To optimize phylogenetic resolution and determine the timing of relatively early gene du-
plications several iterative rounds of analysis with IQ-TREE using ultrafast bootstrapping were
performed. In these analyses, sequences represented by relatively long branches in the phylo-
genetic trees or which branched (with significant support) as sister to other sequences from the
same genome with shorter branches (therefore resulting from recent lineage-specific duplications)
were removed from the alignments before performing the subsequent analyses. Specifically, long
branches were identified as those with branch lengths over 1.5 interquartile ranges above the third
quartile of all terminal branch lengths in the phylogeny. However, informative sequences that
did not meet these criteria were retained after manual inspection of the phylogenetic analysis re-
sults. The resulting sequence alignments were then analyzed with MrBayes, and IQ-TREE non-
parametric bootstrap percentages were mapped onto the MrBayes topologies.

3.6 Afterword

The results presented in this chapter clearly exclude the possibility of the origin of novel AP,
COPI, or TSET complexes composed mostly or entirely of plant inparalogues of ancestral eu-
karyotic subunits originating early in plant evolution. Such a scenario would have conflicted with
predictions of the OPH, or at least relevance of AP, COPI, and TSET complexes to understanding
organelle evolution in terms of the OPH, given the lack of novel endomembrane organelles in plant
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cells (Barlow and Dacks, 2018). Moreover, this pattern of ancestral conservation in embryophytes
is further highlighted by comparison of the results for the AP-1/2 β subunit in the analysis of
holomycotan (including fungal) sequences in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.2 and Barlow et al. (2014)
Figure 2) and of embryophyte sequences in this chapter (see Figure 3.3 and Larson et al. (2019)
Figure 3). These show that while the AP-1 and AP-2 complexes of the model yeast Saccharomyces

cerevisiae include dedicated β subunits (Rad et al., 1995; Yeung et al., 1999) which are derived
from a duplication event pre-dating the last common ancestor of holomycota, duplicates of the
ancestral AP-1/2 β subunit in the model embryophyte Arabidopsis thaliana arose very recently,
consistent with an apparent lack of functional divergence (Teh et al., 2013; Yamaoka et al., 2013).
Thus, the evolution of these complexes in plants is consistent with the OPH.

An issue that requires further discussion is that description of the similarity searching and se-
quence comparison methods employed by Larson et al. (2019) in section 3.5.3 above lacks certain
details important for interpreting the results. First, section 3.5.2 describes the criterion that the
sequences of secondary hits (among HMMer, BLASTP, and TBLASTN results) for a query (e.g.,
the AP-1 gamma subunit) must overlap with a higher-ranking hit. However, it was not explained
to what extent the sequences must overlap for the overlap to be considered sufficient to compare
the similarity of the sequences based on that evident in the overlapping (aligned) regions. These
minimum criteria were applied in combination: 1) 20 residues of each of the two sequences must
be aligned, 2) 15 of these aligned residues must be similar (including identical) according to the
Blosum62 scoring matrix, and 3) 10 of these aligned residues must be identical. These criteria
were selected due to observation of some sequences which exhibited such low levels of alignment
overlap, yet in the overlapping region were highly similar. In the absence of automated methods,
these would most likely have been counted as potentially representing distinct genes upon visual
inspection alone.

This combination of criteria may be problematic, however, because they could in principle be
met even if one of the two sequences did not include homologous amino acid residues but non-
homologous residues aligned spuriously. Also, short alignments on the order of 20 residues would
yield very unreliable estimates of percent identity used as a basis to exclude some sequences as
potential redundant sequences (such as alleles retained in the genome assembly). Both of these
sources of error could be exacerbated by errors introduced to translations of nucleotide sequences
by TBLASTN, because TBLASTN does not predict intron-exon boundaries and may include trans-
lations of non-coding regions. As a consequence, there is likely a minority of sequences identified
as potentially representing distinct gene loci in this study, which may not represent separate gene
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loci. In many cases, whether this is the case or not may be impossible to determine given the nature
of the sequence data available. While some rate of false-positives is inevitable in studies of this
nature, the methods employed here may be improved considerably to exclude more potential false-
positive results. This is an important future direction which will involve further development of
the AMOEBAE script toolkit, and possibly further evaluation of the analysis published by Larson
et al. (2019).

Nevertheless, the main conclusion of this study is robust: There are far more recent dupli-
cations of genes encoding subunits of Adaptin, COPI, and TSET complexes, than duplications
occuring early in embryophyte evolution. Using phylogenetic analysis, we only identified 20 gene
duplications predating the divergences of species included in the analysis. While we determined
that at least 676 duplications occured at later time points, even if this estimate were reduced by
50% this would overshadow the 20 early gene duplications identified.
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Chapter 4

A sophisticated, differentiated Golgi in the ancestor of eukaryotes14

4.1 Preface

The Golgi was present in the LECA and existed most likely as a complex stack of cisternae,
but has been dynamically re-organized in many independent lineages (Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009).
Experimental work in several model systems has revealed functional differentiation between differ-
ent cisternae that compose the Golgi. The OPH may be relevant to explaining the evolution of this
differentiation, as the OPH has been suggested to be involved not only in organelle differentiation,
but in differentiation of organelle sub-domains as well (Dacks and Field, 2007). Specifically, it was
suggested that the evolutionary divergence of the COPI coat complex (with cis and medial-Golgi-
specific function) from an ancestral AP complex (with trans-Golgi/early endosome function) might
have been involved in the differentiation of the Golgi organelle into cis and trans Golgi. However,
the Golgi of animals, fungi, and plants comprise three subtypes of cisternae: The cis, medial, and
trans Golgi cisternae (Brigance et al., 2000; Schoberer and Strasser, 2011). In mammalian cells
the medial Golgi cisternae serve distinct functions in carbohydrate synthesis when compared to cis

and trans cisternae (Day et al., 2013). This raises the question of whether the OPH might yield
insights into the differentiation of the Golgi into not two, but at least three sub-domains.

The golgin proteins have been identified as key players in organizing membrane trafficking at
the Golgi, as well as in maintaining Golgi structure (Munro, 2011). Formally, golgins are a collec-
tion of 11 proteins in mammalian cells defined by the presence of coiled-coil domains (involved in
forming golgin homodimers), attachment to Golgi membranes near their C-termini (either by tail-
anchor transmembrane domains or through binding to small GTPases), and functions that include
tethering and scaffolding (Munro, 2011). While multi-subunit tethering factors are not relevant

14The contents of this chapter, exclusive of preface and afterword, have been previously published as: Barlow, L.D.,
Nỳvltovà, E., Aguilar, M., Tachezy, J., and Dacks, J.B. (2018). A sophisticated, differentiated Golgi in the ancestor of
eukaryotes. BMC Biology, 16(1). doi:10.1186/s12915-018-0492-9.
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to understanding organelle evolution in terms of the OPH due to their apparent independent (non-
paralogous) evolution (Dacks and Field, 2007; Koumandou et al., 2007), the golgins are potentially
relevant at least with respect to the question of differentiation between Golgi cisternae. Impor-
tantly, different mammalian golgins are involved in tethering distinct transport vesicles destined
for specific Golgi cisternae (Wong and Munro, 2014; Wong et al., 2017), and exhibit specificity
for either the cis-Golgi, medial-Golgi rims, or trans-Golgi/trans-Golgi Network (TGN). For exam-
ple, golgin-84 and TMF tether intra-Golgi transport vesicles along the cisternal rims (Wong and
Munro, 2014). Also, some golgins are already known to be present in non-animal eukaryotes, with
several having been localized in plant cells and shown to have similar localizations as compared to
their mammalian orthologues (Latijnhouwers et al., 2005; Renna et al., 2005; Latijnhouwers et al.,
2007; Osterrieder, 2012). The OPH would predict that reorganization of the Golgi in independent
lineages of eukaryotes would be associated with losses of golgins, while those with more canoni-
cal Golgi organization would generally retain an essential complement of golgins. Moreover, the
evolutionary relationships between golgins, if any, were unclear, but the OPH would predict par-
alogous evolution of golgins with specificity to different cisternae. The analysis of golgins (and
other Golgi proteins) in this chapter is thus relevant to understanding whether OPH-type protein
evolution may explain the evolution of organelle sub-domains.

4.2 Background

At the intersection of the secretory and endocytic membrane-trafficking pathways in eukary-
otes lies the Golgi. This organelle comprises a series of compartments termed cisternae, providing
a platform for protein transport, glycosylation, and targeting. The Golgi is crucially important for
normal cellular function, as demonstrated by the myriad diseases that result when genes associated
with it are mutated (Bexiga and Simpson, 2013). The most salient hallmark of Golgi structure is the
presence of multiple membraneous compartments, differentiated into cis, medial, and trans-Golgi,
and organized into flattened stacks, which facilitates many key Golgi functions in mammalian cells
(Zhang and Wang, 2016). In mammalian cells, numerous proteins are involved in maintaining the
structure and positioning of the Golgi, as well as the specificity of membrane trafficking path-
ways to and from the Golgi (Munro, 2011), although the precise mechanism of Golgi stacking is
unknown.

Golgins and Golgi reassembly and stacking proteins (GRASPs) are the main factors implicated
in Golgi organization and stacking, as reviewed previously (Ramirez and Lowe, 2009). The golgins
are a collection of 11 proteins in mammalian cells defined by the presence of coiled-coil domains,
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attachment to Golgi membranes near their C-termini (either by tail-anchor transmembrane domains
or through binding to small GTPases), and functions that include tethering/scaffolding (Munro,
2011; Witkos and Lowe, 2016). The domain topology and functions of mammalian golgins have
been reviewed extensively elsewhere (Gillingham, 2017; Munro, 2011). Striking evidence for a
role of GRASP 55 and 65, GM130, and golgin-45 in stacking was shown by a knock-sideways
experiment demonstrating that ectopic expression of GRASP55 on mitochondria is sufficient for
stacking of mitochondrial and Golgi membranes together (Lee and Hwang, 2014). A similar ec-
topic expression of golgin-84 on mitochondrial membranes also caused stacking of mitochondria
(Wong and Munro, 2014). In addition to apparent roles in stacking, golgins including GM130 and
golgin-84 are involved in tethering specific transport vesicles destined for different regions of the
Golgi (Wong and Munro, 2014). Furthermore, several golgins including GM130 are involved in
connecting the Golgi to the cytoskeleton (Kodani and Sutterlin, 2008; Rivero et al., 2009). Various
additional proteins have also been suggested to be involved in Golgi structure and organization
(Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 1: Table S1).

The integral role of golgins and other implicated structural proteins at the Golgi makes their
evolutionary histories essential to reconstructing both the nature of the Golgi in the last eukaryotic
common ancestor (LECA) 1.5 billion years ago (Eme et al., 2014), and to tracing the subsequent
changes that have occurred in the evolution of diverse eukaryotic lineages. While it has been
inferred that the LECA possessed a stacked Golgi (Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009), whether there are
pan-eukaryotic proteins (e.g., golgins) that may have conserved roles in Golgi stacking remains
unknown. Furthermore, the extent and details of golgin-mediated vesicle trafficking in the diversity
of eukaryotes as compared with mammalian cells is also an open question.

Intriguingly, while Golgi stacking is observed in most organisms across eukaryotic diversity,
there are a few lineages of microbial eukaryotes that lack stacked Golgi, as reviewed previously
(Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009). In the absence of a morphologically recognizable Golgi, the question
arose, for each of these lineages, as to whether the organelle i) was ever present, ii) is present but
is no longer a feature of the cellular configuration, or iii) is present but has been shifted to an
unrecognizable morphology.

Phylogenetic analysis to determine the evolutionary relationships of these organisms has placed
them as embedded within various different eukaryotic groups, in almost every case having relatives
with canonical stacked Golgi, rather than related to other organisms lacking stacks (James et al.,
2013; Janouškovec et al., 2013; Karnkowska et al., 2016; Tekle et al., 2016). Furthermore, in every
case yet examined, when genome-scale data became available, genes were identified that encode
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orthologues of proteins that function at the Golgi in mammalian and yeast systems (Fritz-Laylin
and Cande, 2010; Karnkowska et al., 2016; Katinka et al., 2001; Marti et al., 2003). Localization
data and functional assays have also confirmed that these proteins are expressed and indeed have
shown that discrete Golgi, of morphologies other than stacked cisternae, exist in several of these
lineages (Ghosh et al., 1999; Marti and Hehl, 2003; Struck et al., 2005). Recent genomic data for
diverse eukaryotes, including from additional organisms with evidence for unstacked Golgi, there-
fore present the opportunity to understanding the evolution of Golgi structure across the broadest
span of eukaryotes and organelle morphologies.

Herein we report an analysis of golgins and other Golgi-structure associated proteins across
eukaryotes, using genomics, molecular cell biology, and bioinformatics techniques to address evo-
lutionary cell biology of the Golgi in eukaryotes.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 The genome of the Golgi-less amoeba M. balamuthi encodes Golgi proteins

Genome sequences exist for 11 microbial eukaryotes with evidence for the presence of a Golgi,
but presumably in an unstacked morphology. These organisms are spread throughout the diversity
of eukaryotes (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1), but in the supergroup Amoe-
bozoa only one genus, the parasitic Entamoeba, has an unstacked Golgi which has been character-
ized to some extent (Ghosh et al., 1999). M. balamuthi is a free-living anaerobic amoeba, related
to Entamoeba, that lacks an identifiable stacked Golgi and that was at one time proposed to be
lacking the organelle (Cavalier-Smith, 1987). To expand our sampling of eukaryotic genomes for
this comparative analysis, particularly to increase taxon sampling in the Amoebozoa by adding a
non-parasitic representative, we searched within the draft genome of M. balamuthi (see Methods)
for genes that might indicate presence of a Golgi. A set of Golgi marker genes has been previ-
ously established to have been present in the LECA (Klute et al., 2011), and also as present in
the genomes of organisms that lack Golgi stacking (Dacks et al., 2003; Fritz-Laylin and Cande,
2010; Karnkowska et al., 2016; Katinka et al., 2001; Marti and Hehl, 2003; Mowbrey and Dacks,
2009). Previously seven such proteins were reported for M. balamuthi, based on individual gene
studies (Dacks et al., 2003; Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009). We were able to expand this list to 22
proteins total (Fig. 4.1; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 3: Table S2), including the soluble
N-ethylmaleimide sensitive fusion protein attachment protein receptor (SNARE) proteins Syn5,
Syn16, and Sec22, the Retromer complex component Vps35, and the components of the multi-
subunit tethering complexes that act at the Golgi, COG and TRAPPII. This list also includes the
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genes encoding the large subunits of the Adaptin 1, 3, and 4 complexes involved in transport from
the trans-Golgi network (TGN), and the β-subunit of the COPI coat complex involved in intra-
Golgi transport and traffic from the Golgi back to the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER).
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the Golgi marker genes found in M. balamuthi and their loca-
tion in a generalized eukaryotic cell (see Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 3: Table S2 for
further details). Notably, we identified proteins with roles in vesicle fusion and formation, transport
to and from the Golgi, and whose orthologues act at both the cis and trans faces of the organelle in
other eukaryotes. Arrows indicate some membrane trafficking pathways that are reconstructed as
likely present in the membrane trafficking system of M. balamuthi. This figure is reproduced from
Barlow et al. (2018) Figure 1.
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4.3.2 Golgi-like compartments in M. balamuthi are dispersed and punctate

To validate our genomic and informatics findings, we took a molecular cell biological approach.
After further confirming orthology of the COPI-β orthologue in M. balamuthi by phylogenetic
analysis (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 4: Figure S2), a specific antibody was raised and
validated (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 5: Figure S3), and used for immunofluorescence
light microscopy. This showed localization to discrete punctate structures scattered throughout the
M. balamuthi cytosol, confirming expression of the protein and indicating a vesicular form of the
organelle (Fig. 4.2-bottom row). We did not observe any association of Golgi with cytoskeletal
structures of the microtubular conus around the cells multiple nuclei and microtubular fibres. The
COPI complex mediates traffic from the Golgi to the ER in eukaryotic cells, and therefore the ER
would be a likely location for the COPI complex, were a Golgi not present. To ensure that this was
not the case, we co-localized the COPI-β with Protein Disulfide-Isomerase (PDI), a well-known
ER marker. This showed PDI signal present in tubular structures close to nuclei as well as in nu-
merous vesicles in the endoplasm, but little overlap with the COPI-β signal (Fig. 4.2-top row).
Furthermore, since hydrogenosomes, the mitochondria-derived organelles in M. balamuthi, can
also take the form of small discrete punctae (Nývltová et al., 2013), co-localization experiments
were performed (Fig. 4.2-middle row) showing no overlap between COPI-β and the hydrogenoso-
mal marker Malate Dehydrogenase. Together these informatics and microscopy results are most
consistent with the presence of a cryptic unstacked Golgi in M. balamuthi, and validate the inclu-
sion of genomic information from this organism in our subsequent searches.
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Figure 4.2: Localization for M. balamuthi COPI-β. Structured illumination microscopy of
M. balamuthi labelled with antibodies against COPI and PDI (top row, ER structure), MDH
(middle row, hydrogenosomes), and αtubulin (bottom row). The COPI signal is observed in nu-
merous vesicles scattered within the M. balamuthi cells. α tubulin antibody labelled the tubular
conus around nuclei and network of fibers. Signal for PDI network is concentrated around multi-
ple nuclei. Graphs show line scans for fluorescence intensities corresponding to the dotted lines in
merged images. Scale bar, 5 μm. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2018) Figure 2.
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4.3.3 Evolution of the interacting Golgi structural proteins GM130, golgin-45, GRASP55,
and GRASP65

To understand the distribution and evolution of proteins with putative roles in Golgi stacking,
we performed comparative genomic searches to assess the taxonomic distribution of mammalian
golgins, as well as other Golgi proteins which are either golgin-like (e.g., golgin-45), golgin-
associated (e.g., ZFPL1), or GRASPs (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 1: Table S1).

GM130, golgin-45, and GRASP 55 and 65 play key roles in Golgi stacking in mammalian cells
(Lee and Hwang, 2014; Ramirez and Lowe, 2009). GM130 binds to GRASP65 at the cis-Golgi,
while golgin-45 binds to GRASP55 at the medial-Golgi cisternae of mammalian cells (Barr et al.,
1998; Short et al., 2001). Searches for GM130 and golgin-45 (Fig. 4.3A; Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 2: Figure S1; Additional file 6: Table S3) revealed no homologues outside of
animals and their single celled relatives (Holozoa). Consistent with previous efforts, our analysis
did not identify the GM130 analogue Bug1p as a homologue of GM130 in Saccharomyces based
on sequence similarity (Behnia et al., 2007). Homologues of GRASP 55 and 65 have previously
been identified in diverse eukaryotes and functionally studied in organisms both with canonical
stacked Golgi (Ho et al., 2006) and with unusual morphologies (Struck et al., 2005). Consistent
with this result and expanding upon it, we found that the duplication into GRASP 55 and 65 is
a metazoan trait, predating the evolution of jawed fish (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 7:
Figure S4), which means that all GRASP proteins in other eukaryotes are pre-duplicates of these
two proteins. Also consistent with previous analyses (Kinseth et al., 2007; Klute et al., 2011),
GRASP was found across eukaryotes (Fig. 4.4A; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure
S1; Additional file 6: Table S3) implying its presence in the LECA.

GRASP was not identified in many cases, most prominently in Embryophyta as previously
noted (Kinseth et al., 2007), and independently in Cryptophyta (Guillardia theta) as well as Rhizaria
and Metamonada 4.4). Although we did not identify any GRASP homologues in the red alga
Cyanidioschyzon merolae, we identified the following sequences in data from other red algae using
the same methods: Chondrus crispus (XP 005713669.1), Galdieria sulphuraria (XP 005704721.1
and XP 005704722.1), Porphyra umbilicalis (OSX69770.1), and Porphyridium purpureum (ev
m.model.contig 2019.4 from http://cyanophora.rutgers.edu/porphyridium/). Therefore,
the ancestor of Archaeplastida plus Cryptophyta likely possessed a GRASP homologue, and mul-
tiple losses likely occurred, including in cryptophytes, glaucophytes, and Cyanidioschyzon. How-
ever, because cryptophytes and glaucophytes are represented in the analysis only by one exemplar
genome per lineage, loss of a GRASP gene cannot be strongly inferred (and is thus not shown in
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Fig. 4.4B).
The above observations suggest that the origin of both GM130 and golgin-45 predates the du-

plication that produced separate GRASP55 and GRASP65 paralogues, rather than coordinately
appearing with them. Recent structural studies have elucidated the interaction between GRASP65
and GM130 (Hu et al., 2015a), and between GRASP55 and golgin-45 (Zhao et al., 2017). These
suggest that these binding interactions involve specific residues near the C-terminus of GM130
and golgin-45 interacting with specific residues of GRASP65 and GRASP55, respectively. Eval-
uation of the conservation of these residues in vertebrates and non-vertebrate holozoan GM130
homologues reveals that residues near the C-termini that are important for binding to GRASP65
are contained in an extended region acquired in a vertebrate ancestor (Appendix A chapter 3 Ad-
ditional file 8: Figure S5A). These residues include F975 and I990 of the human orthologue,
which have been shown experimentally to be important for binding of GM130 to GRASP65 (Hu
et al., 2015b). GRASP65 may have become specialized for interaction with GM130 in verte-
brates through corresponding amino acid substitutions. For example, M164 of GRASP65 is one of
several residues that form a hydrophobic cleft occupied by the C-terminus of GM130 (Hu et al.,
2015b). However, while GRASP65 orthologues have either methionine or leucine residues at the
position corresponding to M164, GRASP55 orthologues and pre-duplicate GRASP have tyrosine
or phenylalanine residues (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure S5B). Understanding
whether GM130 interacts with preduplicate GRASP proteins in non-vertebrate metazoans will be
an important point to resolve to understand both the evolution of Golgi and biology in species of
ecological and agricultural importance.
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Figure 4.3: Metazoa-specific golgin evolution. a) Coulson plot of Metazoa-specific golgin
complement. Note that, for this figure and Fig. 4.4, filled pie sectors represent the positive identi-
fication of at least one orthologue (paralogue numbers are not shown). Light blue sectors indicate
instances where an orthologue was not found in Ciona intestinalis but was found in the genome
of a closely related ascidian. This representation is based on data shown in Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 2: Figure S1 and Additional file 6: Table S3. b) Schematic showing timing of gains
and losses of metazoan golgin genes. Note that, here and for Fig. 4.4, gene duplications yielding
expanded complements are not tracked and losses are only inferred when a factor was not identi-
fied in more than one representative of a taxonomic group. This figure is reproduced from Barlow
et al. (2018) Figure 3.
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Figure 4.4: Pan-eukaryotic Golgi protein evolution. a) Coulson plot of Golgi proteins found
outside the Metazoa. Most importantly, while these represent ancient proteins, none show the phy-
logenetic pattern that would be expected for a necessary stacking factor, illustrated in the Prediction
row. To clarify the patterns of presence and absence in organisms with stacked and unstacked cis-
ternae, only selected genomes are shown here. The full data are given in Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 2: Figure S1 and Additional file 6: Table S3. The first four columns (blue) show
genes identified in organisms with unstacked Golgi, and closely related organisms with stacked
Golgi, while remaining columns (red) indicate genes identified in representatives of taxonomic
groups with stacked Golgi. Gray sectors indicate sequences identified using alternative methods
(Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1). b) Schematic showing the timing of gains and
losses of the proteins across eukaryotic evolution. Note that, if a single member of the taxonomic
group possesses an orthologue of the protein, it is inferred as present in that group. Relationships
between eukaryotes are based on recent concatenated phylogenetic results (Brown et al., 2013;
Burki et al., 2016). To highlight losses in the Ascomycota, they are broken out to the exclusion of
the paraphyletic remaining Fungi (denoted by the asterisk). This figure is reproduced from Barlow
et al. (2018) Figure 4.
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4.3.4 Evolution of cis-Golgi golgins

The cis-Golgi receives material through anterograde vesicle transport from the ER and in a
retrograde fashion from the medial-Golgi and trans-Golgi/TGN. Multiple golgins are involved in
tethering incoming vesicles at cis-Golgi cisternae. Although GM130 is Holozoa-specific, one of
its interactors ZFPL1 (Chiu et al., 2008) is more widely conserved and likely present in the LECA
(Fig. 4.4A), consistent with previous identification of a homologue in Arabidopsis, which localizes
to the cis-Golgi (Osterrieder, 2012). Similar to GM130, golgin-160 appears restricted to Metazoa,
and was present in the earliest metazoans, despite being absent in Drosophila and Caenorhabditis

(Fig. 4.3A). By contrast its binding partner GCP16 appears to be a more ancient invention, being
found in opisthokonts and Amoebozoa (Fig. 4.4). Even more ancient still are p115 and GMAP210,
the homologues of which are found across the diversity of eukaryotes and thus were likely present
in the LECA.

Mammalian GMAP210 contains an N-terminal amphipathic alpha helix (ALPS domain), which
is important for tethering ER-derived vesicles to the cis-Golgi (Drin et al., 2007). Using the
HeliQuest web service (Gautier et al., 2008), we did not identify any such helices in the first 80
residues of GMAP210 sequences from non-vertebrates, suggesting that this is a lineage-specific
mechanism for recognition of vesicles by GMAP210, consistent with previous observations (Wong
et al., 2017). Also, GMAP210 orthologues from non-holozoans do not share the N-terminal
tryptophan-containing motif also shown to be involved in recognizing vesicles for tethering to
the cis-Golgi (Wong et al., 2017) (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure S5C). This mo-
tif was previously shown to be necessary for tethering vesicles containing GalNAc-T2 and giantin,
but not those containing golgin-84 instead (Wong et al., 2017), which may indicate lineage-specific
trafficking mechanisms as giantin is specific to chordates (Fig. 4.3B). Increased complexity of
GMAP210-mediated trafficking pathways may be due to the presence of an ER-Golgi interme-
diate compartment (ERGIC) in metazoan cells, as GMAP210 has been shown to be involved in
trafficking to both ERGIC and the cis-Golgi (Roboti et al., 2015). In contrast to the N-terminal
motifs, the Arf-binding GRAB domain of GMAP210 (Gillingham et al., 2004) is conserved in
orthologues across eukaryotes (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure S5D).

4.3.5 Evolution of cisternal rim golgins

At least four golgins localize to the rims of Golgi cisternae (including medial-Golgi cisternae)
in mammalian cells: golgin-84, CASP, TMF, and giantin. TMF and golgin-84 have direct roles in
vesicle tethering, while giantin appears to be important for organizing Golgi cisternae (Koreishi
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et al., 2013). Giantin is the most recently evolved, appearing in the chordates (Fig. 4.3). In contrast
to previous suggestions that the Drosophila protein lava lamp is a giantin homologue (Kondylis and
Rabouille, 2009), no homologues of giantin were identified in Drosophila. However, the origin
of the giantin-interacting protein GCP60 (ACBD3) (Sohda et al., 2001) (Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 1: Table S1) predates that of giantin, having originated prior to the common ancestor
of extant holozoans. Both CASP and golgin-84, however, appear to have been present in the LECA
as they can be identified in taxonomically diverse eukaryotic genomes (Fig. 4.4A; Appendix A
chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1). While golgin-84 and CASP have been identified previously
in plants (Latijnhouwers et al., 2007; Renna et al., 2005), we also identify orthologues of golgin-84
in Excavata, rhizarians, amoebozoans, and a basal opisthokont, and identify CASP in even more
numerous taxa (Fig. 4.4; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1).

Golgin-84, CASP, and giantin are anchored to the Golgi rims by transmembrane domains
of similar length that share sequence similarity, even among mammalian and plant homologues
(Gillingham et al., 2002). Mutation of a conserved tyrosine in the transmembrane domain (TMD)
of mammalian CASP prevents export from the ER, suggesting similar importance for this residue
in the TMDs of golgin-84 and giantin (Gillingham et al., 2002). In addition, residues within 100
residues immediately upstream of the TMD of mammalian golgin-84 and giantin, although dissim-
ilar to each other, were shown to be involved in localization of these proteins to the Golgi (Misumi
et al., 2001). The TMD and 100 residues on the cytoplasmic side are sufficient for Golgi local-
ization of the Arabidopsis orthologues of both golgin-84 (Latijnhouwers et al., 2007) and CASP
(Renna et al., 2005). Here we confirm that the TMD and upstream cytoplasmic region of CASP
and golgin-84 orthologues are conserved across eukaryotes, including Excavata (Appendix A chap-
ter 3 Additional file 8: Figure S5E). These observations are consistent with conserved mechanisms
of localization of golgin-84 and CASP within the Golgi, which would also have occurred in the
LECAs Golgi.

Mammalian golgin-84 and TMF have previously been shown to contain tryptophan-containing
N-terminal motifs similar to that of GMAP210 (Wong et al., 2017). Like GMAP210, TMF does
not show conservation of this motif outside of metazoans. In contrast, golgin-84 orthologues across
eukaryotes contain comparable N-terminal motifs (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure
S5F). TMF shows conservation within the coiled-coil region that is thought to function in vesicle
capture (Wong et al., 2017) (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 9), as well as its C-terminal
Rab6-binding domain (Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2004) (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8:
Figure S5G).
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4.3.6 Evolution of trans-Golgi/TGN golgins

Mammalian GRIP (Golgin-97, RanBP2alpha, Imh1p and P230/golgin-245) domain-containing
golgins at the trans-Golgi/TGN receive vesicles from various endosomal sources (GCC88, golgin-
97, and golgin-245) (Cheung and Pfeffer, 2016; Wong and Munro, 2014). The presence of four
distinct GRIP golgins in mammalian cells suggests that there might be multiple ancient GRIP gol-
gin paralogues. This is, however, not what we observe. All four of the human GRIP golgins (the
vesicle tethers and GCC185) appear to be restricted to metazoa (Fig. 4.3). Non-mammalian GRIP
domain-containing proteins include the previously identified and characterized golgins Saccha-
romyces Imh1p (Munro and Nichols, 1999), Arabidopsis AtGRIP (Gilson et al., 2004), and Try-

panosoma TbGRIP (McConville et al., 2002). We find GRIP domain-containing proteins across
all supergroups (Fig. 4.4A; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1).

Also, the coiled-coil domain-containing protein SCY1-like 1 binding protein 1 (SCYL1BP1)
binds Rab6 at the trans-Golgi in mammalian cells, but has unknown function (Hennies et al.,
2008). The origin of SCYL1BP1 predated that of the choanoflagellate lineage of Holozoa (Fig.
4.3). A potential Arabidopsis homologue has been noted previously (Al-Dosari and Alkuraya,
2009). This protein was identified but did not meet the criteria for inclusion, whereas proteins that
met the E-value cutoffs were identified here in Guillardia and Bigelowiella (Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 6: Table S3). Nevertheless, whether these are true homologues remains ambiguous
considering the short length of similar sequence regions, as well as the numerous independent gene
losses implied by such a patchy distribution of homologues. Should these be true orthologues, then
SCYL1BP1 would be deduced to have a much earlier evolutionary origin than stated. However,
we suggest that conclusions regarding homology be reserved until functional characterization is
available.

4.3.7 Evolution of additional proteins implicated in Golgi structure

Three golgin-like proteins with functions that have not been assigned to specific Golgi re-
gions were also included in the analysis, and appear to have originated within the Holozoa or
Opisthokonta. First, CG-NAP, a protein with function at both the Golgi and the centrosome (Taka-
hashi et al., 1999) (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 1: Table S1), originated prior to the
divergence of Branchiostoma from other chordates. Second, homologues of NECC1/NECC2 were
found to have an earlier origin, with identification of a homologue in Nematostella indicating that
the origin possibly predated the diversification of the deepest-branching animal lineages (Fig. 4.3).
Third, SCOCO, an Arl1/Arl3-binding protein of unknown function (Van Valkenburgh et al., 2001;
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Panic et al., 2003), appears to be opisthokont-specific, with homologues only identified in fungi
and Holozoa (Fig. 4.4; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1).

Finally, three proteins of interest are relevant to evolutionary investigation of Golgi structure.
First, the existence of metazoan-specific golgins suggested that lineage-specific golgin-like pro-
teins may be present in other eukaryotic lineages as well. One such protein has already been
identified in kinetoplastids, and the homologue in Trypanosoma brucei (TbG63) has been impli-
cated in Golgi organization (Ramirez et al., 2008). Our analyses found that this protein is present in
the genome of Bodo saltans, the sister lineage to kinetoplastids, but not in any non-kinetoplastids
(Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1). Second, although not localized to the Golgi,
Sec16 has been shown to be widely conserved (Schlacht and Dacks, 2015) and important for Golgi
stacking in the yeast Pichia pastoris, through its function in regulating COPII coat components
at tER exit sites (Bharucha et al., 2013; Connerly et al., 2005). We recapitulate this finding, al-
beit with increased sampling. Finally, TM9SF3 is one of four widely conserved TM9 superfamily
proteins (or nonaspanins)(Chluba-de Tapia et al., 1997). It is not orthologous to EMP70 in Sac-

charomyces, but is instead most similar to human TM9SF4. Based on its exclusive Golgi local-
ization and its loss of expression correlated with Golgi fragmentation in mammalian spermatids,
TM9SF3 has been implicated in Golgi structure (Au et al., 2015). Our analyses demonstrated that
TM9SF3 is found across the span of eukaryotes though is not found in several taxonomically co-
herent groups, including ascomycete and basidiomycete fungi, ciliates, and apicomplexans (Fig.
4.4; Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 2: Figure S1).

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 M. balamuthi contains a cryptic Golgi

M. balamuthi was one of the organisms originally proposed to lack a Golgi, consistent with the
idea at the time that it had diverged prior to the evolutionary emergence of the organelle (Cavalier-
Smith, 1987). This idea of primitive Golgi absence has been fully disproven (Dacks et al., 2003),
and ultrastructural work has identified compartments proposed as candidate unstacked Golgi cis-
ternae in some Mastigamoeba species (M. balamuthi was not imaged) (Walker et al., 2001). Never-
theless, the possibility of complete absence of this organelle in any given organism remains viable,
as was recently demonstrated for mitochondria (Karnkowska et al., 2016). Our genomic and im-
munomicroscopy data suggests that M. balamuthi possesses a cryptic Golgi, possibly composed
of distributed vesicles15. The precise form and dynamics of the organelle remain interesting open

15Here we use the term “Golgi” to mean a population of organelles physically separated from other organelles in
the cell and being homologous to the described Golgi of other eukaryotes, retaining early secretory functions of Golgi
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questions, ones that must await the technological development of better tools for molecular cell
biology in this organism.

4.4.2 Holozoa-specific golgins reflect lineage-specific increases in trafficking complexity
Our comparative analyses identified a set of Golgi proteins that appear to have originated within

Holozoa and which may reflect increased complexity of both vesicle traffic at the Golgi and con-
nection to the cytoskeleton, relative to a pre-holozoan ancestor. N-terminal vesicle recognition
motifs present in mammalian orthologues of GMAP210, TMF, and GRIP golgins, but absent out-
side of Holozoa suggest potential gain of tethering functions in these proteins relative to the ances-
tral sequences. As well, several of the proteins originating within Holozoa, for which functional
information is available have roles in tethering the Golgi to the cytoskeleton: golgin-160 (Yadav
et al., 2012), GM130 (Rivero et al., 2009), GCC185 (Efimov et al., 2007), CG-NAP (Rivero et al.,
2009), and bicaudal-D (Hoogenraad et al., 2003). Cytoskeleton-dependent Golgi positioning along
microtubules is important for cellular functions that are essential to metazoan multicellularity in-
cluding wound healing (Yadav et al., 2009). This may explain the relatively recent origin of some
of these factors. Despite animal-specific gains in complexity, other eukaryotes may also exhibit
comparably complex Golgi. One possibility is that proteins such as TbG63 as well as undiscovered
Golgi proteins in other eukaryotic lineages reflect parallel increases in complexity, which cannot
be inferred by characterization of homologues of human Golgi proteins.

4.4.3 Conservation of golgins suggests differentiated Golgi compartments were present in
the LECA

Counter to the intuitive idea that the ancient ancestor of eukaryotes was simple, molecular evo-
lutionary reconstruction of the LECA has revealed a complement of cell biological machinery that
is consistent with a highly complex cell. This applies not only to membrane-trafficking but also
to nuclear proteins, the cytoskeleton, mitochondria, and metabolism (Koumandou et al., 2013).
The set of pan-eukaryotic Golgi-structural proteins that can be deemed as ancient, which we iden-
tify here, adds to this ancestral complexity. This has important implications for the complexity
and organization of the Golgi in diverse eukaryotes and in the LECA. The presence of proteins
such as p115 and ZFPL1 in non-metazoan eukaryotes raises important questions about Golgi func-
tion to be explored in those organisms, given that known binding partners of those proteins are

such as glycosylation, and being the active site of homologues of Golgi proteins such as the COPI complex. This is in
contrast to the morphological definition of being composed of flattened, stacked cisternae, which was used by authors
such as Walker et al. (2001).
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metazoa-specific. Evolutionarily, although homologues of p115, GMAP210, golgin-84, CASP,
TMF, ZFPL1, and GRIP-containing golgins have been previously identified and localized in plant
cells (Latijnhouwers et al., 2005, 2007; Osterrieder, 2012; Renna et al., 2005), identification of
homologues in the extensive taxonomic sampling used here confirms that these were present in the
LECA for two reasons. First, it makes the possibility of lateral gene transfer even less likely. Sec-
ond, identification of CASP, golgin-84, TMF, p115, and TM9SF3 in excavates (Naegleria gruberi

in particular) provides evidence that they were present in the LECA regardless of uncertainty in
the rooting of the eukaryotic tree (Burki et al., 2016; Derelle et al., 2015; He et al., 2014).

Based on the data collected in metazoan model organisms, and assuming functional homology,
the presence of at least four factors at the cis-Golgi (p115, GRASP, ZFPL1, and GMAP210) and
three at the Golgi rims of successively later cisternae (golgin-84, CASP, and TMF) suggests that
the Golgi had differentiated into at least three regions (Fig. 4.5). And, the conservation of specific
sequence motifs provides further evidence for this. The presence of Sec16 which is involved in
vesicle formation at ER exit sites and GMAP210 which receives vesicles from the ER, together
with the well-established ancient nature of the COPII coat (Schlacht and Dacks, 2015), provides
detail of the anterograde trafficking pathways coming into the cis-Golgi (Fig 5). Conservation of
the Arf binding GRAB domain in GMAP210 (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure
S5D) and the previously identified conservation of Arf in eukaryotes, including representatives
of Excavata (Li et al., 2004), and localization of GMAP210 to the Golgi in Arabidopsis (Lati-
jnhouwers et al., 2007) are consistent with conservation of GMAP210 function from the LECA.
Tryptophan-containing N-terminal motifs in golgin-84 orthologues from across eukaryotes, and in
key residues in its transmembrane domain suggest a widely conserved role in intra-Golgi vesicle
traffic to the Golgi rims. Similarly conservation of likely vesicle tethering motifs in TMF suggests
a vesicle tethering role for TMF at rims of cisternae closer to the trans-Golgi. Again, conservation
of Rab6 (Elias et al., 2012), and the Rab6 binding domain of TMF is consistent with this as well
(Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 8: Figure S5G).

With respect to established TGN compartments, the only inferred LECA golgin at the TGN
is a GRIP domain-containing golgin, which acts to receive vesicles from endosomes. The pres-
ence of a GRIP domain in proteins across eukaryotic diversity, and the localization of these GRIP
domain-containing proteins at the TGN in yeast, plants, and trypanosomes (Latijnhouwers et al.,
2005; McConville et al., 2002; Munro and Nichols, 1999) suggests some conserved TGN function
from the LECA. The previously identified conservation of Arl1 in eukaryotes, including the repre-
sentatives of the Excavata, is consistent with conserved function of GRIP golgins (Li et al., 2004).
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However, the lack of clear conservation of multiple TGN golgins suggests that vesicle traffic to
the trans-Golgi in non-metazoan cells, and in the LECA, involves fewer specialized tethers, and
possibly fewer types of transport vesicles. This could also be reflective of the variation of TGN
organelles across eukaryotes.

Previous reconstruction of trafficking pathways as present in the LECA, for example via anal-
ysis of COPI, COPII, Retromer and AP1,4 complexes, as well as Golgi-specific SNARE proteins
(Dacks and Doolittle, 2001, 2004), had suggested potential differentiation of Golgi compartments
to some degree. However, these did not indicate whether the ancestral Golgi was a single com-
partment with specialized domains, or was composed of differentiated cisternae. The presence
of at least 8 ancient proteins implicated in Golgi structure at cis-Golgi, cisternal rims, or trans-
Golgi/TGN, along with conservation of several functional motifs that mediate interactions with
bindings partners (e.g., Rab6, Arl1, Arf) also reconstructed as present in the LECA, shows that
the LECA Golgi was much more complicated than it has been previously possible to infer (Fig.
4.5). Conservation of golgin-84 and TMF is particularly relevant, as they are specific to intra-Golgi
vesicle traffic, which would be arguably unnecessary if Golgi cisternae were not differentiated.

4.4.4 Golgi stacking is likely an ancient, emergent property

Our analyses also speak to the cell biological question of how Golgi stacking takes place to-
day which, despite its importance and the apparent conservation of the stacked morphology of
the organelle, remains a matter of significant debate (Zhang and Wang, 2016). The predominant
paradigm is that one or more Golgi-localized proteins are necessary for the morphology. Given
the presence of Golgi stacking across eukaryotes, such a protein could well be predicted to be
universal. However, it is not known which proteins, if any, may be necessary for a conserved
pan-eukaryotic mechanism of stacking.

By contrast with this paradigm, other suggestions have been put forward to explain Golgi stack-
ing as a morphological property based on several combined factors. This idea has most explicitly
been laid out by the cisternal adhesion model of Lee and Hwang (2014), whereby one or more pro-
teins with adhesive functions have a stacking effect when present in sufficient quantities. Stacking
could also involve regulation of membrane flux through the Golgi, with insufficient input or re-
plenishment as compared to output causing dissolution of stacks (Kühnle et al., 2010). A model
of additive effects of redundant proteins or membrane flux is also consistent with the phenotypes
observed in knockouts of retromer components that result in depleted retrograde trafficking from
the endosomes to the TGN and fragmentation of the Golgi (Koumandou et al., 2011; Seaman,
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2004). The idea that properties of organelles, including Golgi stacking, are dependent on systems-
level properties is gaining traction as a viable alternative to exclusively genetic explanations (Mani
and Thattai, 2016). We denote these hypotheses collectively as Golgi stacking being an emergent
property. Overall, the question of how the hallmark morphology of the organelle is established and
maintained remains an open one.

Under the paradigm of a protein with a conserved necessary function in Golgi stacking, it would
be likely present in all genomes of organisms showing Golgi stacking, and likely absent from the
genomes of those organisms without (i.e., the taxonomic distribution of stacking factors should
match that of Golgi stacking). Such a pattern, of presence directly correlating with function, has
been observed for protein complexes responsible for cristae formation in mitochondria (Munoz-
Gomez et al., 2014), and this phylogenetic screening approach has successfully identified proteins
involved in flagellar function (Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004; Carvalho-Santos et al., 2011). The evo-
lutionary analyses performed here across 75 taxa with stacked Golgi and 12 without showed that
none of the 27 putative stacking factors that we examined matched this pattern.

There are several caveats to our results. First, individual false positives, or false negatives, are
always possible in comparative genomic analyses. Nonetheless, we have used the most accurate
homology searching methods, examined datasets of alternate protein models for genomes when
relevant and have manually curated the gene assignments. Second, it is conceivable that a univer-
sal and necessary stacking gene could exist that possesses multiple functions and so had lost the
relevant Golgi function in organisms with unstacked Golgi. However, the fact that every candi-
date protein examined was apparently absent in multiple genomes of organisms that possess Golgi
stacks renders this possibility incompatible with our observations. Finally, it is possible that there
exists a protein that is a necessary stacking factor, that has not yet been reported, and therefore for
which we did not search. Proteomics technology allowing distinction between the proteomes of
organelles with similar densities, such as the plant ER and Golgi, and even the unique proteomes of
organelle sub-compartments (Parsons and Lilley, 2017) may identify previously uncharacterized
Golgi proteins that could be candidates for such a necessary stacking factor.

However, accepting these caveats, our results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that any
one of the proteins participates in a pan-eukaryotic mechanism of Golgi stacking. This does not
discount the importance of lineage-specific functions. Nonetheless, our data are most consistent
with Golgi stacking being dependent on additive, redundant function of non-homologous proteins,
i.e. the emergent property hypotheses.

An emergent property could rely on ancient redundant proteins, or could rely upon recently
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evolved, lineage-specific ones that replace ancient factors. With 14 recently evolved proteins iden-
tified within the Holozoa (Fig. 4.3), it is tempting to speculate that additional lineage-specific
proteins are also present in other eukaryotes, and may have stacking functions. The presence of a
kinetoplastid and bodonid-specific protein (TbG63) is consistent with this scenario, and certainly
searches for lineage-specific membrane-trafficking factors associated with clathrin-mediated endo-
cytosis (Adung’a et al., 2013) and the sortilin system (Briguglio et al., 2013) have been fruitful and
illuminating. This will be exciting to pursue in order to understand the mechanisms of Golgi traf-
ficking and stacking, particularly as more genetic and molecular biological tools become available
for non-opisthokont model organisms.

Overall, our data do not rule out the existence of a widely conserved necessary stacking factor,
but rather support the idea that Golgi stacking as an emergent property needs to be more extensively
explored. This may well be the key to understanding one of the most prominent eukaryotic cellular
features.
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Figure 4.5: Golgi structure proteins inferred to be present in the LECA. Functional domains
and motifs conserved in animals or conserved in the LECA are color coded as inset, and inferred
membrane trafficking pathways are shown. Other Golgi proteins were also identified as present
in the LECA: TM9SF3 and Sec16. However, their role, if any, in differentiating separate Golgi
compartments is unknown. This figure is reproduced from Barlow et al. (2018) Figure 5.
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4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Cell cultivation

M. balamuthi strain (ATCC 30984) was maintained axenically in PYGC medium at 24C in 50
ml culture tissue flask (Chavez et al., 1986). For immunofluorescence microscopy, M. balamuthi

cells were fixed in 1% formaldehyde for 30 min, washed, and treated in 1% Triton TX-100 for
10min. Fixed cells were stained using polyclonal rat α COPI β subunit, rabbit α PDI, rabbit α
MDH (Nývltová et al., 2013) Abs, and monoclonal mouse α tubulin (Sigma) Ab. Alexa Fluor 488
(or 594) donkey α-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 594 (or 488) donkey α-rat, and Alexa Fluor 594 donkey
α mouse Abs (Life Technologies) were used as secondary antibodies. Structured illumination
microscopy (SIM) was performed using a commercial 3D N-SIM microscope (inverted Nikon
Eclipse Ti-E, Nikon) equipped with a Nikon CFI SR Apo TIRF objective (100x oil, NA 1.49). A
structured illumination pattern projected into the sample plane was created on a diffraction grating
block (100 EX V-R 3D-SIM) for laser wavelengths 488, 561 nm. Excitation and emission light
was separated by filter cubes with appropriate filter sets SIM488 (ex. 470-490,em. 500-545),
and SIM561 (556-566, 570-640). Emission light was projected through a 2.5x relay lens onto
the chip of an EM CCD camera (AndoriXon Ultra DU897, 10 MHz at 14-bit, 512x512 pixels).
Three-color z-stacks (z-step: 120 nm) were acquired in NIS-Elements AR software (Laboratory
Imaging). Laser intensity, EM gain and camera exposure time were set independently for each
excitation wavelength. Intensity of fluorescence signal was held within the linear range of the
camera. Fifteen images (3 rotations and 5 phase shifts) were recorded for every plane and color.
SIM data were processed in NIS-Elements AR. Before sample measurement, the symmetry of
point spread function was checked with 100 nm red fluorescent beads (580/605, Carboxylate-
Modified Microspheres, Life Technologies) mounted in Prolong Diamond Antiface Mountant (Life
Technologies), and optimized by adjusting objective correction collar. Signal for 4,6-Diamidine-
2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) was observed in widefield mode.

4.5.2 Preparation of antibodies

To obtain complete and partial recombinant PDI and COPIβ proteins, respectively, the corre-
sponding gene sequences were amplified by PCR (Primers: COPIβ-forward: CATATGAAGAAC-
CTCGAGCACAGG, COPIβ-reverse: AAGCTTCGCGTCGGCCTTGA; PDI-forward: CATAT-
GAAGTGGCAGTACATCG, PDI-reverse: AAGCTTGAGCTCCTTCTTCTCCCC) using M. bal-

amuthi cDNA as template. The PCR products were subcloned into the pET42b+ vector (Novagen),
and expressed with a 6xHis tag in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3). The proteins were purified by
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affinity chromatography under denaturing conditions according to the manufacturers protocol (Qi-
agen) and used to immunize rats (COPIβ) or rabbits (PDI).

4.5.3 Similarity searches

The genomic databases used for bioinformatics searches are listed in Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 10: Table S4. Of note, both the filtered and unfiltered gene model databases at JGI
were searched (unfiltered datasets include any redundant gene models for the same gene loci). Ad-
ditionally, the draft genome of M. balamuthi, produced as part of an ongoing project was searched
for conserved Golgi marker and putative stacking factor genes. The draft genome sequence is
available at (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/CBKX00000000 (deposited January 22,
2015)). The identified gene sequences are detailed and made available in Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 3: Table S2.

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST 2.2.29+) (Camacho et al., 2009) was used to
search for homologues of proteins of interest in M. balamuthi predicted proteins. A bidirectional
best-hit criterion was applied with an E-value cut-off of 0.05 for both forward and reverse searches.
Also, identified sequences were required to retrieve the original query in the reverse search with
an E-value of at least two orders of magnitude lower than other sequences. Initial queries are
either from the H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae genomes, or are from other eukaryotes as identified
in previous studies (Hirst et al., 2011, 2014; Koumandou et al., 2011; Murungi et al., 2014), and
multiple queries were used.

For searches to identify orthologues of Golgi-structure associated proteins of interest, a multi-
phase approach was taken. BLAST was run locally to search protein sequence databases from a
large sampling of eukaryotes (Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 10: Table S4). To identify
highly similar homologues, reciprocal best hit BLASTP searches were performed using H. sapiens

query sequences and with the following criteria: E-value of 1e-20 or lower for forward search,
E-value of 0.05 or lower for reverse search, and a minimum E-value difference of two orders of
magnitude, in the reverse BLAST results, between the hit(s) corresponding to the original query,
and the first negative hit.

HMMER 3.1b1 was then used to perform searches in the same protein sequence databases
(http://hmmer.org) (Eddy, 1998). For this, positive hits from BLAST searches were used to
build initial Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3.8.31
(Edgar, 2004) with default parameters. For these searches, the following criteria were applied to
define positive hits: E-value of 1e-10 or lower for forward (HMMer) search, E-value of 0.05 or
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lower for reverse (BLASTP) search. After each HMMer search, positive hits, if identified, were
aligned and viewed manually before inclusion in HMMs for subsequent searches. This process
was repeated until no more positive hits were identified. An exception to these methods was made
in the case of the GRIP domain-containing proteins in taxa outside of Metazoa, which were identi-
fied using HMMs including only the subsequence of proteins corresponding to the GRIP domain,
because no proteins with sequence similarity to individual human GRIP containing proteins out-
side the GRIP domain were identified outside metazoan taxa. In addition to the above methods,
for these non-metazoan GRIP golgins, due to the short length and high sequence conservation of
the GRIP domain, a bit score of 25 was used as a cutoff to identify positive hits, and criteria based
on reverse search results were not applied. Results of the final searches, including accessions and
E-values are summarized in Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 6: Table S3. Alignments used
for constructing HMMs are found in Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 9.

Finally, false negatives could be due to the divergence of a candidate from the experimentally
validated H. sapiens query. In order to mitigate this possibility, HMMer searches were repeated
with the same E-value cutoffs, but using protein databases of different taxa for reciprocal BLAST
analysis. These taxa were selected from those taxa for which positive hits were validated in the
previous HMMer searches, and which are included in the same supergroup as the taxa queried. For
example, a CASP orthologue was identified in Neospora caninum using the closely related taxon
Toxoplasma gondii for reverse BLAST searches, but not using H. sapiens (Appendix A chapter 3
Additional file 6: Table S3). Also, BLAST was used to search nucleotide scaffold sequences in
the case of one protein of interest (Sec16) in Pichia pastoris, because it could not be found in the
protein sequence database for this organism, and the protein database for the very closely related
yeast Komagataella phaffii (which does contain a Sec16 sequence) was included in the analyses as
well.

4.5.4 Phylogenetic analyses

For phylogenetic analyses, sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) with
default parameters, and manually trimmed to retain only regions of clear homology. Alignments
used for phylogenetic analyses are found in Appendix A chapter 3 Additional file 11 and Additional
file 12. RAxML version 8.2.8 (Stamatakis, 2014) was used for Maximum Likelihood analysis. For
RAxML analyses, the PROTGAMMALG4X model was used, and 100 non-parametric bootstraps
were performed using the default faster hill climbing method (-f b, b, N 100). MrBayes version
3.2.6 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) was used for Bayesian analysis. For MrBayes analyses,
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over four million Markov chain Monte Carlo generations were run under the Mixed model with
a burnin of 25% to average standard deviations of splits frequencies of 0.01 or lower, indicating
convergence. Both RAxML and MrBayes analyses were run using the CIPRES webservice (Miller
et al., 2010). In the case of the GRASP proteins, several consecutive analyses were required with
removal of divergent sequences to resolve phylogenetic relationships.

4.5.5 Afterword
While the results reported in this chapter support the hypothesis that the LECA possessed a

Golgi with cisternae already differentiated into at least three subtypes defined in part by specific
golgins, whether golgins are paralogous and hence relevant to understanding Golgi differentiation
in terms of the OPH remains unknown. Alignments of identified golgin sequences from diverse
eukaryotes revealed no evidence of homology among golgins with specificity to different sub-
domains the the Golgi, consistent with previous observations of smaller sequence samples (Munro,
2011). Thus there is no evidence to say whether they are related. It is possible that during pre-
LECA evolution of the Golgi golgins with specificity to different Golgi cisternae originated entirely
independently. This would be comparable to the evolutionary history inferred for multi-subunit
tethering complexes (Dacks and Field, 2007; Koumandou et al., 2007). However, it is also possible
that they originated through paralogous evolution from a single original golgin, but that sequence
similarity that would be needed to infer paralogy and even homology was subsequently erased by
rapid sequence evolution.
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Chapter 5

Phylogenetic analysis of SNARE proteins elucidates origins of eukaryotic en-
domembrane organelles

5.1 Preface

While the previous chapters are relevant to the general question of whether membrane traffick-
ing protein families and organelles evolve in a manner consistent with the OPH, work presented in
this chapter focuses on one particularly relevant superfamily of membrane trafficking proteins, the
SNAREs, and attempts to dig deeper into the phylogenetic relationships between eukaryotic out-
paralogues to evaluate specific alternative scenarios for early endomembrane organelle evolution.

Of course, for this it is important to first establish what SNAREs represent eukaryotic outpar-
alogues. During my graduate studies I performed two analyses of SNARE protein families which
were instrumental in laying this groundwork, and which have already been published along with
the work of collaborators, with myself as co-author on both manuscripts. That work is not repro-
duced in full in this thesis, because I did not play leading roles in the overall projects that were
published. Therefore it is important to briefly describe that work here.

First, I analyzed the evolution of an unusual Qa-SNARE, Syntaxin 17. This SNARE was previ-
ously thought to be a metazoan inparalogue of endosomal Qa-SNAREs, related to Syntaxin 7 and
20 (Kloepper et al., 2008; Kienle et al., 2009). However, my analysis revealed orthologues of Syn-
taxin 17 in a sparse yet diverse collection of eukaryotes including the cryptophyte Guillardia theta,
the ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila, the rhizarian alga Bigelowiella natans, heterolobosean Nae-

gleria gruberi, and the apusozoan Thecamonas trahens. These results were published in Arasaki
et al. (2015) (relevant figures in that publication are Figure 1 and Figure S1).

Second, I worked along with an undergraduate student Nerissa N. Nankisoor in the Dacks
laboratory to perform phylogenetic analyses of putative orthologues of the Qb-SNARE Novel
Plant SyNtaxin (NPSN) and the Qc-SNARE Syp7. Confirming earlier results based on similarity
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searching methods (Sanderfoot, 2007; Yoshizawa et al., 2006; Kloepper et al., 2007; Kienle et al.,
2009), we found significant support in our phylogenetic analyses for orthology of NPSN and Syp7
SNAREs across eukaryotic diversity, with independent losses of both SNAREs in both Metazoa
and Fungi. Because of the relevance of these findings to work of our collaborators on membrane
trafficking proteins in trypanosomatid parasites, we published these results in Venkatesh et al.

(2017) (relevant figures in that publication are Figure 1, Figure S2 F and G, and the relevant tables
are Table S3 and S4). Together, these results added to the known complement of SNARE proteins
that were present in the LECA, thus adding new pieces to the puzzle of pre-LECA evolution of
SNAREs and membrane trafficking organelles.

5.2 Introduction

5.2.1 General SNARE structure and function

The Soluble N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor Attachment protein REceptor (SNARE) protein
superfamily comprises a diverse and highly conserved set of homologous membrane trafficking
proteins that are integral to the function of the eukaryotic membrane trafficking system (Jahn and
Scheller, 2006). All membrane trafficking pathways end in membrane fusion events. SNAREs
are necessary to catalyze the process of fusion between adjacent membranes following their close
apposition by tethering factors (Figure 1.2) (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004). The foundational roles
of SNAREs in eukaryotic cell biology are highlighted by the many cases of SNARE targeting
by factors secreted by bacterial pathogens, which can inhibit specific processes such as synaptic
transmission (Simpson, 2004b), phagocytosis (Shi et al., 2016), and autophagy (Arasaki et al.,
2017).

Each functional SNARE complex forms a core heterotetrameric coiled-coil structure composed
of four SNARE domains within SNARE proteins (Sutton et al., 1998) (Figure 5.1A). SNAREs are
classified as either R-SNAREs or Q-SNAREs based on the presence of an arginine (R) or glu-
tamine (Q) at the central residue of the SNARE domain coiled-coil structure (Fasshauer et al.,
1998). Q-SNAREs are further classified into Qa, Qb, and Qc SNAREs, defined by overall se-
quences similarity to other Q-SNAREs of the same class as well as their functional contribution
to SNARE complexes, and each SNARE complex requires one of each type of SNARE domain
(Qa, Qb, Qc, and R) (Weimbs et al., 1998; Bock et al., 2001). SNAREs are typically tail-anchored
proteins, which are post-translationally inserted into the ER membrane at their C-terminus and
are either retained in the ER or subsequently transported to other locations in the cell via mem-
brane trafficking (Borgese et al., 2003). SNARE complexes form between SNAREs on opposing
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membranes, typically with an R-SNARE on a vesicle membrane and Q-SNAREs on the target
membrane. The formation, or “zippering”, of these SNARE complexes then pulls the membranes
together promoting fusion (Lin and Scheller, 1997; Hanson et al., 1997; McNew et al., 2000b).
Formation of specific SNARE complexes are coordinated in part by various tethering complexes
(Hong and Lev, 2014) and proteins of the Sec1/Munc18 (SM) family (Toonen and Verhage, 2003).
Once membrane fusion is complete, N-ethylmaleimide sensitive fusion protein (NSF) and α Solu-
ble NSF Attachment Protein (αSNAP) mediate disassembly of SNARE complexes in preparation
for subsequent fusion events (Söllner et al., 1993a,b; Ungermann et al., 1998).

In addition to a SNARE domain and a C-terminal transmembrane domain, SNAREs often con-
tain N-terminal domains with function in regulation (Dietrich et al., 2003). The R-SNAREs typ-
ically contain an N-terminal longin domain which functions in regulating localization or function
(Filippini et al., 2001; Gonzalez et al., 2001; Tochio, 2001; Rossi et al., 2004). The longin domain
of a mammalian R-SNARE Vesicle Associated Membrane Protein (VAMP) 7 was shown to medi-
ate interaction with the ArfGAP AGFG/Hrb for inclusion in endocytic vesicles budding from the
plasma membrane (Schlacht et al., 2013; Pryor et al., 2008), and also interaction with the δ subunit
of the Adaptor Protein (AP)-3 complex for trafficking to late endosomes (Martinez-Arca et al.,
2003). Similar findings implicate the longin domain of the yeast homologue of VAMP7, Nyv1,
in AP-3-dependent sorting to the vacuole (Wen et al., 2006), and also the Arabidopsis thaliana

vacuole-localized VAMP7 orthologues (Uemura et al., 2005). Also, several of the Q-SNAREs
contain N-terminal domains composed of a bundle of three alpha helices termed the Habc domain
(for alpha Helices a, b, and c) (Dietrich et al., 2003). Examples include the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin
1A (Fernandez et al., 1998), Qb-SNARE Vti1 (Gossing et al., 2013), and Qc-SNARE Syntaxin
6 (Misura et al., 2002). These Habc domains appear to function in regulation, and in the case of
Qa-SNAREs in binding to SM proteins (Yamaguchi et al., 2002; Dulubova, 2002).

Several SNAREs deviate considerably from the typical domain topology and/or functions of
SNARE proteins. The Qbc SNAREs (termed Synaptosomal-associated proteins (SNAPs) in hu-
man) contain both a Qb and a Qc domain (Figure 5.1B). Thus SNARE complexes containing Qbc
SNAREs only contain three SNARE peptides, which is the exception rather than the rule among
SNARE complexes (Fukuda et al., 2000). Qbc SNAREs also do not contain a transmembrane do-
main, although they are lipidated in some cases such as the human proteins SNAP-25 and SNAP-23
(Veit et al., 1996), but not SNAP-29 or SNAP-47 (Holt et al., 2006). Also, the R-SNARE Ykt6
similarly lacks a transmembrane domain and associates with membranes via a palmitoyl group
(Fukasawa et al., 2004). SNARE domain-containing proteins which apparently lack transmem-
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brane domains also include the R-SNARE domain-containing regulatory protein tomosyn (Fujita
et al., 1998; Pobbati et al., 2004) as well as some trypanosome-specific Qa-SNAREs (Venkatesh
et al., 2017). In addition, certain R-SNAREs in vertebrates and other eukaryotes lack longin do-
mains (Filippini et al., 2001). These have been termed brevins, and are discussed further below.
The opposite transition appears to have occurred in the case of the plant-specific phytolongins,
which are related to R-SNAREs, but only contain the longin domain (Vedovato et al., 2009).
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R-SNARE
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Figure 5.1: The structure of SNARE protein complexes. (A) The crystal structure of the
synaptosomal SNARE complex reported by Sutton et al. (1998) revealed key conserved amino
acid residues at the center (“zero”) layer of the heterotetrameric coiled-coil structure: R (arginine)
in the case of VAMP2, and Q (glutamine) for the remaining SNARE domains. (B) The structure
of the synaptosomal (exocytic) SNARE complex showing the domain topology of the constituent
SNAREs (Sutton et al., 1998). The C-terminal transmembrane domain of the R-SNARE VAMP2
(blue) anchors it in the synaptic vesicle membrane, while that of the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin1A (red)
anchors it to the opposing presynaptic membrane (plasma membrane). The Qbc-SNARE SNAP-25
(green) contributes both a Qb and Qc SNARE domain to the SNARE complex, which are connected
by a flexible linker. This figure is adapted from Sutton et al. (1998) Figures 2C and 5.
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5.2.2 Evolution and organelle-specificity of SNAREs

Genes encoding multiple SNAREs belonging to each of the four SNARE families are found
in organisms representing every taxonomic supergroup of extant eukaryotes (Yoshizawa et al.,
2006; Kloepper et al., 2007), but none have been identified in prokaryotes including closely re-
lated archaeal lineages (Klinger et al., 2016b). Soon after the discovery of SNARE proteins, it was
recognized, first regarding the Qa-SNAREs, that different SNAREs are specific to different target
membranes of transport vesicles in the cell, and that sequence similarity seemed to predict func-
tional similarity among SNARE homologues in mammalian and yeast cells (Bennett et al., 1993).
Parsimony-based analysis as well as clustering according to pairwise sequence similarities first in-
dicated phylogenetic evidence for the existence of organelle-specific eukaryotic outparalogues of
Qa-SNARE family members including endosomal syntaxins (Wang et al., 1997; Bogdanovic et al.,
2000; Sanderfoot et al., 2000). Shortly thereafter maximum likelihood (ML)-based phylogenetic
analyses revealed the existence of five Qa-SNAREs conserved across diverse eukaryotes (Dacks
and Doolittle, 2002, 2004).

Subsequent work to date reveals that each of the four SNARE families comprise several eu-
karyotic outparalogues, which are conserved in diverse extant eukaryotes (Arasaki et al., 2015;
Venkatesh et al., 2017; Murungi et al., 2014)16. Members of each family appear to share functional
conservation not only between yeast and mammals, but among diverse eukaryotic lineages includ-
ing plants (Uemura et al., 2004), ciliates (Plattner, 2010), and trypanosomatid parasites (Murungi
et al., 2014; Besteiro et al., 2006). This is consistent with general conservation of function among
membrane trafficking protein orthologues (Klinger et al., 2016a). Moreover, SNAREs within each
family may generally be categorized into those acting at one of four membranes/organelles in the
cell: the ER, Golgi, endosomes, or PM (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1). For simplicity, herein individual
members of each SNARE family in any given eukaryote will be referred to by the most commonly
used term for their orthologue in mammalian or yeast cells, and if there are not such orthologues
then the name of the orthologue in plant cells will be used. However, alternative terms may be
provided for clarification. Conservation of localization among SNARE orthologues is consistent
with their function being organelle-specific in the LECA, and with their evolution taking place in
concert with that of those organelles.

16I am a co-author of each of these three articles
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Nucleus
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Exocytosis
ER

R:Sec22
Qa:Syn18
Qb:Sec20
Qc:Use1

R:Ykt6
Qa:Syn5
Qb:Membrin
      /Gos28
Qc:Bet1

R:VAMP7
Qa:Syn16/SynE
Qb:Vti1
Qc:Syn6/Syn8

R:Syb.
Qa:Syn1
Qb:SNAPN
Qc:SNAPC

Figure 5.2: Organelle specificity of SNAREs to membrane trafficking organelles in a gener-
alized eukaryotic cell. SNARE protein names are shown for mammalian SNARE representing
eukaryotic outparalogues. Synaptobrevin 2/VAMP2 is abbreviated to “Syb.”. SNAPN and SNAPC
indicate the Qb and Qc SNARE domains, respectively, of the Qbc-SNARE SNAP-25. See main
text for supporting references, and Table 5.1 for names of comparable SNAREs in yeast and plant
cells.
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Table 5.1: Conserved organelle-specific SNAREs in eukaryotes. Common names for rep-
resentative orthologous SNAREs in mammalian, yeast, and plant cells and their organelle speci-
ficities are shown. See main text for supporting references. *The Arabidopsis thaliana R-SNARE
VAMP72 is not orthologous to the human protein VAMP2 or yeast protein Snc2 (Sanderfoot, 2007)
(see section 5.3.3).

Organelle-
specificity

Taxon R-SNARE Qa-SNARE Qb-SNARE Qc-SNARE

PM
Mammals VAMP2 Syntaxin 1 SNAP-25

N-term.
SNAP-25
C-term

Yeast Snc2 Sso1 Sec9 N-term. Sec9 C-term.
Plants VAMP72* Syp1 SNAP-33

N-term.,
NPSN

SNAP-33
C-term., Syp7

Endosomes
and/or
TGN

Mammals VAMP7 Syntaxin 16 Vti1B Syntaxin 6
Yeast Nyv1 Tlg2 Vti1 Tlg1
Plants VAMP71 Syp2 Vti1 Syp5

Golgi
Mammals Ykt6 Syntaxin 5 Membrin Bet1
Yeast Ykt6 Sed5 Bos1 Sft1
Plants Ykt6 Syp3 Membrin Bet1

ER
Mammals Sec22 Syntaxin 18 Sec20 Use1
Yeast Sec22 Ufe1 Sec20 Use1
Plants Sec22 Syp8 Sec20 Use1
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5.2.2.1 SNAREs that function in exocytosis at the plasma membrane

In mammalian cells, the most well-studied SNARE complex is that which functions in exo-
cytosis at the presynaptic membrane of neuronal synapses. The crystal structure of the exocytic
SNARE complex of mammalian neuronal cells composed of the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin 1A, the
Qbc-SNARE SNAP-25B, and the R-SNARE Synaptobrevin 2 (Sutton et al., 1998) (Figure 5.1).
Similar findings were reported for the exocytic SNARE complex of yeast cells (Katz et al., 1998)
composed of the Syntaxin 1 orthologues Sso1/2 (Aalto et al., 1993), the SNAP-25 orthologue
Sec9 (Brennwald, 1994), and the putative Synaptobrevin orthologue SNC1/2 (Protopopov et al.,
1993). The counterparts of these exocytic SNAREs in plant cells appear to be the Qa-SNARE
PEN1 (Syp121) (Collins et al., 2003), the Qbc-SNARE SNAP-33, and the R-SNARE VAMP72
(Kwon et al., 2008). In plant cell cytokinesis, the role of PEN1 in the exocytic SNARE complex is
filled by the cytokinesis-specific inparalogue KNOLLE (SYP111) (Lauber et al., 1997). For sim-
plicity, herein orthologous plasma membrane-specific Qa-SNAREs will be referred to as SynPM,
as previously (Dacks and Doolittle, 2004). Also, the Qb-SNARE NPSN and Qc-SNARE Syp7 in
combination are functionally similar to the Qbc-SNARE SNAP-33 (El Kasmi et al., 2013) (see
below for further discussion).

The exocytic R-SNAREs are of particular interest here, due to their unclear origins which are
addressed in this study. In mammalian cells, Vesicle Associated Membrane Proteins (VAMP)s 1 to
5 appear to be entirely or partially specific to exocytosis, and these are all brevins lacking the Lon-
gin domain present in the canonical R-SNAREs Sec22, Ykt6, and VAMP7 (Filippini et al., 2001).
The synaptobrevins VAMP1 and VAMP2 are specific to regulated secretion in neuronal cells, hav-
ing been first identified on synaptic vesicles (Trimble et al., 1988; Baumert et al., 1989; Elferink
et al., 1989). Similar specificity was seen for a homologue in Drosophila (Sudhof et al., 1989).
Also, VAMP3 (cellubrevin) was shown to function similarly to VAMP1 and 2 but in non-neuronal
cells (McMahon et al., 1993). Specificity of VAMP3 for function in exocytosis was demonstrated,
despite trafficking through endosomes (Link et al., 1993). VAMP4 localizes to and functions at
the TGN/EE in addition to synaptic vesicles due to a dileucine motif that mediates interaction
with the Adaptor Protein 1 complex for inclusion in clathrin-coated vesicles (Bethani et al., 2009;
Steegmaier et al., 1999; Peden et al., 2001). However, VAMP4 does play a role in exocytosis in
neural cells (Raingo et al., 2012). VAMP5 is somewhat specific to muscle tissue, and localizes to
the PM (Zeng et al., 1998). The exocytosis-specific brevin R-SNAREs in yeast SNC1 and SNC2
are putative fungal orthologues of mammalian VAMPs 1 to 5 (referred to herein collectively as
synaptobrevin) (Protopopov et al., 1993). However, the exocytic R-SNARE of plants, VAMP72,
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is not orthologous to the exocytic R-SNAREs of metazoa and fungi (synaptobrevins) (Sanderfoot,
2007), and this is also discussed in greater detail below.

5.2.2.2 SNAREs that function at the trans-Golgi network, endosomes, or lysosomes

In yeast cells, SNARE complexes mediating fusion at early endosomal/TGN membranes are
composed of the Qa-SNARE Tlg2 (an orthologue of Syntaxin 16), the Qb-SNARE Vti1, the
Qc-SNARE Tlg1 (orthologue of Syntaxin 6) (von Mollard et al., 1997; Abeliovich et al., 1998;
Holthuis, 1998; Brickner et al., 2001). Endosomal SNARE complexes in yeast may alternatively
contain the Qa-SNAREs Pep12 or Vam3 in place of Tlg2, which are specific to the prevacuolar
compartment (PVC) and vacuole, respectively (Becherer and Jonest, 1996; Wada et al., 1997).
Also, Syn8 (a Syntaxin 8 orthologue) is functionally redundant with Tlg1 (Lewis and Pelham,
2002) while Vam7 (another Syntaxin 8 orthologue) acts in place of Tlg1 at the vacuole (Wada
and Anraku, 1992; Sato et al., 1998; Cheever et al., 2001). The R-SNARE Nyv1 (orthologue of
VAMP7) functions in fusion at the vacuole in yeast (Nichols et al., 1997; Reggiori et al., 2000),
and the exocytic R-SNARE Snc1/2 can function in fusion at early endosomal/TGN membranes
(Holthuis, 1998; Reggiori et al., 2000) as it cycles continuously between these membranes and the
PM (Lewis et al., 2000).

In mammalian cells, the situation is more complex due to the abundance of metazoa-specific
inparalogues of endosomal SNAREs (Kienle et al., 2009) which results in many SNARE com-
plexes of different and often overlapping composition. SNARE complexes mediating fusion at the
TGN and early endosomes contain the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin 16 (Syn16), the Qb-SNARE Vti1A,
the Qc-SNARE Syntaxin 6 and one of several R-SNAREs including VAMP3 and VAMP4 (Bock
et al., 1997; Mallard et al., 2002; Kreykenbohm, 2002). While VAMP3 and VAMP4 may have
some activity at the early endosomes, in general VAMPs 1 to 5 are more specific for exocyto-
sis as described above (section 5.2.2.1). In contrast, VAMP7 (also known as tetanus-insensitive
VAMP) and VAMP8 function primarily at endosomes; VAMP7 localizes to the TGN/EE and late
endosomes, and is necessary for traffic from the late endosome to lysosome (Advani et al., 1999).
SNARE complexes mediating fusion at the late endosome and lysosome contain the Qa-SNARE
Syntaxin 7, the Qb-SNARE Vti1B, the Qc-SNARE Syntaxin 8, and the R-SNARE VAMP8 (Mul-
lock et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1997; Antonin et al., 2000). A crystal structure of this second
endosomal SNARE complex was reported (Antonin et al., 2002), and it confirmed overall simi-
larity/homology to the crystal structure of the exocytic SNARE complex that was reported earlier
(Sutton et al., 1998). For simplicity, herein orthologues of the endosomal Qa-SNARE, such as
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Syntaxin 7 and Vam3, will be referred to as SynE, as previously (Dacks and Doolittle, 2004).
Endosomal SNAREs in non-opisthokont eukaryotes are similar to those in yeast and mammals.

In the amoebozoan Dictyostelium discoideum, a SNARE complex composed of SynE, Vti1, Syn8,
and VAMP7 mediates fusion at endosomal organelles including macropinosomes (Bogdanovic
et al., 2000, 2002; Bennett et al., 2008). At the TGN/early endosome of Arabdiopsis thaliana

cells, SNARE complexes are composed of the Qa-SNARE Syp41 (a Syn16 orthologue), the Qb-
SNARE Vti12, the Qc-SNARE Syp61 (a Syn6 orthologue), and the R-SNARE VAMP71 (Bassham
et al., 2000; Sanderfoot et al., 2001; Sanderfoot, 2007; Drakakaki et al., 2012). At the vacuole
of A. thaliana, a complex has been identified composed of SYP22 (a SynE orthologue), VTI11,
SYP51 (a Syn8 orthologue), and VAMP727 (Sato et al., 1997; Ebine et al., 2008; Sanderfoot, 2007;
Uemura et al., 2010). VAMP727 is a seed plant-specific member of the VAMP72 group of VAMP7
orthologues in A. thaliana, as defined by Sanderfoot (2007). Other members of this VAMP72
group function in secretion in A. thaliana (Ebine et al., 2008), and so the role of VAMP727 at the
vacuole in seed plants appears to be an exception among embryophytes, especially as the VAMP72
orthologue VAMP72B in the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha localizes to the plasma membrane
(and partially to the TGN/EE) (Kanazawa et al., 2016). On the other hand, VAMP71 paralogues
are specific to the vacuole in both A. thaliana and M. polymorpha (Carter et al., 2004; Uemura
et al., 2004, 2005; Kanazawa et al., 2016).

Importantly, herein trans-Golgi networks, early endosomes, late endosomes, and lysosomes are
combined in a single “endosomal” SNARE category (Table 5.1). The rationale for this is based on
extensive overlap between sets of SNAREs that function at these different organelles. In addition,
as reviewed previously by Lam et al. (2007), plant cells appear to have a combined trans-Golgi
network/early endosome (TGN/EE). The key observation supporting this is that endocytic vesicles
appear to be delivered directly to the trans-Golgi region (Viotti et al., 2010). Similar observations
have been made in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Day et al., 2018) and in the
apicomplexan parasite Toxoplasma gondii (Jackson et al., 2013). Even in mammalian cells, which
appear to have somewhat distinct EE and TGN, an orthologue of the Qb-SNARE Vti1 (Vti1A)
(Mallard et al., 2002) and the Qc-SNARE Syn6 (Simonsen et al., 1999) localize to and function at
both organelles. It is important to consider that metazoa exhibit a greatly expanded set of SNAREs
(metazoan inparalogues) particularly endosomal SNAREs (Kloepper et al., 2008). With this in
mind, specificity of metazoan inparalogues of ancient SNARE family members for either the EE
or TGN may indicate that the distinction between EE and TGN is a lineage-specific elaboration of
the membrane trafficking system. For example, there are inparalogues of SynE, Vti1, Syn6, and
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VAMP7 in both metazoa and embryophytes (Sanderfoot, 2007; Dacks et al., 2008). Consequently
SNARE evolution is unlikely to be informative for distinguishing between evolutionary scenarios
including distinctions between the TGN and EE that may have been present in the LECA or prior
to the LECA.

Distinctions between SNARE complexes that function at TGN/EEs and recycling endosomes
(REs), late endosomes (LEs), or lysosomes are also not of particular interest for the current study,
because there do not appear to be eukaryotic outparalogues within every SNARE family that are
specific to these organelles. The Qa family contains SynE, which appears to be more specific to late
endosomes and lysosomes in contrast to the TGN/EE-specific Qa-SNARE Syn16 (Becherer and
Jonest, 1996; Wada et al., 1997; Mullock et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1997; Sato et al., 1997). Simi-
larly, the Qc family contains Syn8, which appears to be specific to late endosomes and lysosomes
as well in contrast to the TGN/EE-specific Qc-SNARE Syn6 (Wada and Anraku, 1992; Sato et al.,
1998; Antonin et al., 2002). However, there does not appear to be pairs of eukaryotic R-SNARE
or Qb-SNARE outparalogues with comparable differentiation in specificity for early vs. late endo-
somes/lysosomes. Instead, VAMP7-related R-SNAREs seem to fulfil roles at both late and early
endosomes and in exocytosis at the plasma membrane, although different paralogues play distinct
roles in specific eukaryotic lineages (this is discussed further below). Also, orthologues of the Qb-
SNARE Vti1 clearly function at both the TGN/EE and late endosomes and lysosomes/vacuoles
(von Mollard et al., 1997; Holthuis, 1998; Mallard et al., 2002; Antonin et al., 2002; Sanderfoot
et al., 2001). To our knowledge, no SNAREs have been found to be specific to REs, also sometimes
referred to as the Endosomal Recycling Compartment (ERC). Also, the evolutionary conservation
and origins of REs is somewhat unclear, with some eukaryotes including plants and budding yeast
apparently lacking distinguishable REs (Singh and Jürgens, 2018; Day et al., 2018).

Moreover, the specificity of SynE and Syn8 orthologues for late endosomes may be questioned.
Syntaxin 13 a metazoan inparalogue of SynE related to Syntaxin 7 does not localize to late endo-
somes, but is instead restricted to early and recycling endosomes (Prekeris et al., 1998), thus ob-
scuring the specificity of SynE orthologues for late endosomes or lysosomes. Also, while Syntaxin
8 has been identified as a component of late endosomal SNARE complexes (Antonin et al., 2002),
it also appears to localize to both early and late endosomes in mammalian cells (Prekeris et al.,
1999; Subramaniam et al., 2000). Similarly, the yeast orthologue of Syntaxin 8 appears to be func-
tionally redundant with the early endosome/TGN Qc-SNARE Syn6 (Tlg1) (Lewis and Pelham,
2002). And, the plant orthologue of Syntaxin 8, Syp51, appears to function at both the TGN/EE
and at the prevacuolar compartment (Sanderfoot et al., 2001). These observations indicate a close
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evolutionary relationship between these organelles that perhaps fits well with the observed matura-
tion of late endosomes and subsequently lysosomes from TGN/EE in diverse eukaryotes (Murphy,
1991; Stoorvogel et al., 1991; Maniak, 2003; Scheuring et al., 2011).

5.2.2.3 SNAREs that function at the Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum
In contrast to the complexity of endosomal SNAREs, the Golgi and ER SNAREs in different

eukaryotes appear to be less complex, with fewer inparalogues identified in metazoa and em-
bryophytes (Kienle et al., 2009; Sanderfoot, 2007). In mammals, yeast, and plants, the Golgi
SNARE complex is composed of orthologues of the Qa-SNARE Syn5, the Qb-SNAREs Membrin
or Gos28, the Qc-SNARE Bet1, and the R-SNARE Ykt6 (Newman et al., 1990; Banfield et al.,
1995; Subramaniam et al., 1996; Lupashin et al., 1997; McNew et al., 1997; Hay et al., 1998;
Zhang and Hong, 2001; Shorter et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002; Volchuk et al., 2004; Tai et al., 2004;
Uemura et al., 2004; Kanazawa et al., 2016). Similarly, the ER SNARE complex is composed
of orthologues of the Qa-SNARE Syn18, the Qb-SNARE Sec20, the Qc-SNARE Use1, and the
R-SNARE Sec22 (Lewis, 1997; Hay et al., 1998; Hatsuzawa et al., 2000; Uemura et al., 2004;
Kanazawa et al., 2016). The ER R-SNARE Sec22 can function in ER-Golgi transport, fusing with
Golgi-localized Q-SNAREs (Newman et al., 1990; Paek et al., 1997; Parlati et al., 2000), but also
functions in homotypic fusion of ER membranes (Lee et al., 2015b).

5.2.2.4 Challenges to organelle-specificity of SNAREs
The relevance of SNARE proteins to organelle evolution with reference to an OPH mode of

evolution is clearly predicated on consistent maintenance of organelle-specificity among SNARE
family members throughout eukaryotic evolution. Thus, examples of SNARE promiscuity pose
a potential challenge to this relevance. In the original formulation of the OPH, relevant protein
families were explicitly identified as those that are specificity-encoding (Dacks and Field, 2007;
Dacks et al., 2008).

A spectrum of opinions exists in the field of membrane trafficking research regarding the role of
SNARE proteins in encoding organelle specificity of membrane traffic. This is a key issue, because
the existence of organelles in the membrane trafficking system depends on some proteins but not
others reaching them through the trafficking system. The multiplicity, functional similarity, and
organelle-specific localizations of SNAREs is consistent with the view that specificity of SNARE-
SNARE interactions are sufficient to govern specificity of membrane traffic. This view has been
termed the SNARE hypothesis (Söllner et al., 1993b; Rothman, 1994; Rothman and Warren, 1994),
and is supported by in vitro assays which examined which combinations of yeast SNAREs are suf-
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ficient to mediate fusion of proteoliposomes (McNew et al., 2000a; Paumet et al., 2004) as well
as some in vivo experiments (Yang et al., 2008). On the other hand, some researchers argue that
SNAREs themselves do not confer any specificity to membrane fusion (Brandhorst et al., 2006).
This view is supported by studies examining the interaction of SNARE domains in vitro, which
suggest general promiscuity of SNARE-SNARE iteractions (Fasshauer et al., 1999; Yang et al.,
1999). Also, some studies that examined the fusion propensities of proteoliposomes with various
SNARE protein compositions suggest at least partial promiscuity as well (Brandhorst et al., 2006;
Furukawa and Mima, 2014). Moreover, mammalian endosomal and exocytic SNAREs have been
known to mix in endosomal membranes and bind non-specifically in vivo, only forming specific in-
teractions with the organization of membrane contact sites (Bethani et al., 2007). Indeed, as noted
above, several SNAREs especially of the R-SNARE family are known to function in multiple dif-
ferent SNARE complexes in vivo. For example, the Golgi R-SNARE Ykt6 can compensate for the
loss of the ER SNARE Sec22 in yeast, as demonstrated by in vivo experiments (Liu and Barlowe,
2002). In fruit fly cells, Ykt6 plays a role in membrane fusion at the PM as well (Gordon et al.,
2017). Specificity of membrane traffic in vivo likely involves coordination of a variety of factors of
which specificity of SNARE-SNARE interactions may be just one. SM proteins and vesicle tethers
including golgins and multisubunit tethering complexes appear to encode specificity in combina-
tion with SNAREs (Shorter et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2007; Laufman et al., 2013; Kraynack et al.,
2005; Koike and Jahn, 2019; Koumandou et al., 2007).

While SNAREs appear to be only partially responsible for encoding organelle-specificity, their
overall conservation nevertheless supports their relevance to investigation of organelles via an OPH
mechanism. SNAREs do not exhibit a pattern of frequent neofunctionalization, with SNAREs
switching specificity to different organelles. Instead, the literature to date supports at least a general
conservation of SNAREs specific to the ER, Golgi, endosomes, or PM, as discussed above (sections
5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2, and 5.2.2.3). For example, there are no orthologues of ER or Golgi SNAREs that
have acquired specific localization and function at the PM or endosomes, or vice versa. While some
SNAREs, especially R-SNAREs have trafficking itineraries that may span multiple organelles,
their primary organelle specificities tend to be conserved among different eukaryotes.

One reason for the maintenance of multiple organelle-specific SNAREs in most eukaryotes,
despite the potential interchangeability of SNAREs in fusion complexes may simply be that ad-
ditional features are necessary for maintaining localization to different organelles for organelle-
specific functions, making existence of organelle-specific SNAREs integral to maintenance of dis-
tinct organelle identities. It may be that the diversity of SNAREs exist more due to the need for
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differential sorting of the SNAREs themselves. While SNAREs rarely exhibit cytosolic sorting
motifs (Jahn and Scheller, 2006), properties of the tail-anchors of Q-SNAREs have been impli-
cated in mediating differential sorting within the membrane trafficking system (González Montoro
et al., 2017; Quiroga et al., 2013; Rayner and Pelham, 1997; Watson and Pessin, 2001). The longin
domains of R-SNAREs are responsible for differential sorting as well (Martinez-Arca et al., 2003;
Uemura et al., 2005). An alternative possibility is that organelle-specific SNAREs are required due
to their differing abilities to bind organelle-specific tethering complexes. In any case, the reason for
the existence of organelle-specific SNARE paralogues is not of primary importance for relevance
to the OPH, and conservation of organelle-specific localization/function among orthologues is all
that is required as a premise for this study as discussed further below.

5.2.3 Unresolved questions regarding the early evolution of SNAREs

Considering the overall conservation of function among SNARE orthologues of different eu-
karyotes, SNARE proteins offer potential for phylogenetic trees that are particularly informative
for organelle evolution under an OPH paradigm (see Figure 1.5B). However, SNARE evolution
has been incompletely reconstructed. While extensive phylogenetic analyses have been performed
for the Adaptor complex subunits (Hirst et al., 2014), and the Rab family of GTPases (Elias et al.,
2012), investigation of the SNARE superfamily has been more limited.

SNARE protein phylogenetics poses several challenges that must be approached with caution
to avoid placing too much confidence in reconstructed phylogenetic tree topologies. A priori, the
structure of SNARE proteins inherently limits the phylogenetic information that the sequences
may contain. SNAREs are relatively short proteins (although not as short as Rab GTPases), with
SNARE domains being approximately 60 amino acids long (Fasshauer et al., 1998). Also, SNARE
domains are coiled-coil domains, and as such may contain less phylogenetic signal, as considerable
similarity is observed even between non-homologous coiled-coil domains. Also, considering the
uncertain and potentially rapid origin of the eukaryotic membrane trafficking system given a lack of
extant organisms representing intermediate states, the time between gene duplications giving rise to
organelle-specific SNAREs of extant eukaryotes may have occurred in rapid succession, meaning
that most of the sequence evolution would have occurred after diversification of SNARES, thereby
obscuring the deep relationships of interest. However, the considerable branch support found in
previous studies indicating evolutionary relationships between eukaryotic outparalogues within the
Qa, Qb, Qc, and R families (Murungi et al., 2014; Arasaki et al., 2015; Venkatesh et al., 2017)
does suggest that inferences regarding pre-LECA SNARE evolution may be possible.
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Prerequisites to such inferences include establishing a complete set of eukaryotic outparalogues
for each SNARE family, and determining the relationships between these SNAREs by analysis
of sequences from a diverse sampling of eukaryotes. Recent advances in SNARE phylogenet-
ics include identification of the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin 17 as an additional eukaryotic outparalogue
(Arasaki et al., 2015), and confirmation of the Qb-SNARE NPSN and Qc-SNARE Syp7 as eukary-
otic outparalogues as well (Venkatesh et al., 2017). However, open questions remain, particularly
regarding the evolution of exocytic SNAREs which appear to have evolved dynamically compared
to other SNAREs. First, the relationships between the Qb and Qc SNARE domains and members of
the Qb and Qc SNARE families, respectively, are unclear. Second, several studies have suggested
the existence of an additional eukaryotic R-SNARE outparalogue with a role in exocytosis repre-
sented by the mammalian R-SNARE synaptobrevin (Kloepper et al., 2007), but no phylogenetic
evidence for this has been found.

Therefore, herein we attempt to determine the origin of the Qb and Qc SNARE domains of
Qbc SNAREs, determining that the phylogenetic placement of their SNARE domains within the
Qb and Qc SNARE families are likely as sister to the NPSN and Syp7 clades, respectively. This
supports the hypothesis that NPSN and Syp7 have ancestral functions in exocytosis, similar to Qbc
SNAREs. Next we examine the evolution of putative orthologues of vertebrate synaptobrevins,
and find significant phylogenetic evidence for orthology of sequences from diverse eukaryotes
with synaptobrevins.

Building upon these findings, we consider possible implications of SNARE evolution, for the
early evolution of the eukaryotic endomembrane system. Cell biologists have hypothesized sce-
narios for the evolution of the endomembrane system of eukaryotic cells for over half a century,
with the hope of providing a unifying theory for the cell biology of the endomembrane organelles
of extant eukaryotes. However, it was aptly noted early on by de Duve and Wattiaux (1966) that,
“It is obviously not possible to marshal any meaningful evidence either for or against a theory
of this sort.” This view has remained valid until now, despite an abundance of hypotheses being
proposed over subsequent decades (de Duve, 1969; Blobel, 1980; Jékely, 2003; de Duve, 2007;
Cavalier-Smith, 2009; Gould et al., 2016). The primary reason for this is the absence of any extant
organisms providing information on intermediate stages between complex eukaryotic cells and
much simpler prokaryotic relatives. Nevertheless, evolution of the SNARE protein superfamily
promises potential for differentiating between scenarios of endomembrane evolution, and we ex-
plore this possibility by attempting to determine the relative timing of the gene duplications giving
rise to organelle-specific eukaryotic SNARE outparalogues within each SNARE family.
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5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 SNARE domains of Qbc SNAREs are monophyletic and are closely related to NPSN
and Syp7

Qbc-SNAREs have long been thought to be derived through fusion(s) of a Qb SNARE with
a Qc SNARE (Fukuda et al., 2000), but the origins of the SNARE genes that were fused remain
unclear. As noted by Sanderfoot (2007), there is some possibility that Qbc-SNAREs originated
independently in Opisthokonts and Archaeplastida. This suggestion was based on the findings of
Dacks and Doolittle (2001), who performed similarity searches for SNAP-25-like Qbc-SNARES
in a small sampling of eukaryotes and did not identify any Qbc-SNAREs in eukaryotes other than
Homo sapiens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Arabidopsis thaliana. Such a distribution would
imply that if the LECA possessed an ancestral Qbc-SNARE, then it was lost at least five times
independently (depending on the phylogenetic placement of Discoba and Metamonada), account-
ing for apparent absences in Giardia, Trypanosoma, Dictyostelium, Chlamydomonas, Porphyra,
Plasmodium, Theileria, Phytophthora, and Entamoeba which were reported by Dacks and Doolit-
tle (2001). Given these results, and assuming that fusion of a Qb SNARE with a Qc-SNARE to
form a Qbc SNARE capable of functioning in membrane fusion is not far less probable than a
gene loss event, a scenario involving independent origins of Qbc-SNAREs would indeed be more
parsimonious as it would involve three evolutionary events instead of five. In any case, we address
both the question of Qbc-SNARE monophyly and also the question of which Qb and Qc SNAREs
the respective SNARE domains of Qbc-SNAREs may be most closely related.

As explained, the taxonomic distribution of Qbc-SNAREs is relevant to inferring their mono-
phyly or independent origins. Since the analysis of Dacks and Doolittle (2001) many more ge-
nomic sequence data have become available, and additional proteins with the Qbc-SNARE topol-
ogy have been identified. First, both (Yoshizawa et al., 2006) and (Kloepper et al., 2007) inde-
pendently reported identification of Qbc-SNAREs in diverse eukaryotes including Trypanosoma

cruzi, Dictyostelium discoideum, Cryptosporidium, and Plasmodium. Also, both Kloepper et al.

(2007) and Schilde et al. (2008) independently identified Qbc-SNAREs in the ciliates Paramecium

tetraurelia and Tetrahymena thermophila. Kloepper et al. (2007) further identified Qbc-SNAREs
in Theileria and Ostereococcus. Sanderfoot (2007) identified Qbc-SNAREs in the chlorophyte
algae Chlamydamonas and Volvox. Also, Venkatesh et al. (2017) identified Qbc-SNAREs in the
genomes of the kinetoplastids, Trypanosoma grayi and Bodo saltans, in addition to Trypanosoma

cruzi. Considering this abundance of SNAREs with the Qbc-SNARE topology identified by their
similarity to Qbc-SNAREs of opisthokonts and plants, independent origins of Qbc-SNAREs as
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suggested by Sanderfoot (2007) becomes considerably less parsimonious even without support
from phylogenetic analysis.

To identify Qbc SNAREs in our sampling of genomic and transcriptomic data, we scanned
SNARE domain-containing sequences against a database of SNARE family-specific Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs), retaining those that retrieved an HMM constructed from selected reference Qbc
SNAREs with the highest score (see methods). Next, we aligned positive hits for Qbc SNAREs
and visually confirmed alignment of both SNARE domains among the sequences. These methods
were successful in retrieving Qbc-SNAREs from taxonomic groups in which they were previously
identified where our taxonomic sampling overlapped. We also identified Qbc-SNAREs in addi-
tional taxa including Phytophthora sojae, Porphyra umbilicalis, Naegleria gruberi, Bigelowiella

natans, and Emiliania huxleyi (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 1). We did not identify any
Qbc-SNAREs Entamoeba, and did not search Giardia, so Qbc-SNAREs remain unidentified in
these parasites, as reported by Dacks and Doolittle (2001). These observations further support the
hypothesis that Qbc-SNAREs, where present, are conserved from the LECA and not independently
derived. However, there appears to be high levels of divergence among the identified Qbc-SNARE
sequences, perhaps leaving the question of their origins somewhat unresolved.

To determine the evolutionary relationships of constituent SNARE domains of Qbc-SNAREs
among diverse eukaryotes to each other and to Qb and Qc SNARE family members, we aimed
to extract representative N-terminal Qb and C-terminal Qc SNARE domains from Qbc SNAREs
(termed SNAPN and SNAPC, respectively (Kloepper et al., 2007)) and analyze them separately
in the context of their respective SNARE family phylogenies. Previously published phylogenetic
analyses of the Qb and Qc SNARE families include NPSN and Syp7 clades (Venkatesh et al.,
2017), establishing an important prerequisite to exploring all possible phylogenetic relationships
of the SNAPN and SNAPC domains within these families. Based on sequence similarity, NPSN
has been suggested to be closely related to the SNAPN domain of Qbc SNAREs and also to
Vti1 (Kloepper et al., 2007). Functional equivalence or similarity between NPSN/Syp7 and Qbc
SNAREs has even been proposed previously based on apparent conservation of NPSN and Syp7 in
eukaryotes without obvious Qbc homologues (Yoshizawa et al., 2006; Sanderfoot, 2007). A strong
functional basis for predicting a close evolutionary relationship between NPSN and SNAPN, and
between Syp7 and SNAPC exists as well and are discussed below (5.3.2). However, to our knowl-
edge, no evidence from phylogenetic analyses has been reported.

To perform phylogenetic analysis of SNAPN and SNAPC sequences, we first aligned Qbc
SNARE sequences to visually identify and extract both the SNAPN and SNAPC subsequences
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separately. These Qbc sequences included metazoan homologues of human SNAP-25, archaeplas-
tid homologues of Arabidopsis thaliana SNAP-33, as well as Qbc SNAREs identified by Venkatesh
et al. (2017) in kinetoplastids. The SNAPN and SNAPC sequences were then respectively aligned
to previous alignments of representative sequences of Qb and Qc SNAREs (Venkatesh et al., 2017).
These two alignments were then analyzed similarly for the alignments without the SNAPN or
SNAPC sequences (Venkatesh et al., 2017). Also, to find the best trees that are consistent with
the prior classification of the canonical Qb and Qc SNAREs, we constrained clades containing the
previously identified orthologues. We performed several rounds of phylogenetic analysis, selecting
for relatively short-branching sequences from a broad taxonomic diversity.

The resulting tree topologies indicate that SNAPN and SNAPC domains are closely related to
NPSN and Syp7, respectively, as predicted (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). The Qb analysis supports the
monophyly of SNAPN sequences with significant prior probability and bootstrap support (Figure
5.3). In an unconstrained analysis, the monophyly of SNAPN sequences was supported by a prior
probability of 0.93, but a bootstrap percentage of only 26 (see Appendix A chapter 5 Figure S1).
Prior probability branch support for the clade containing NPSN and SNAPN is low (0.58 out of 1.0)
and bootstrap support is marginal at 49% (Figure 5.3). In contrast, support for the clade containing
NPSN, SNAPN, and Vti1 is much more robust, thus we can confidently place SNAPN within the
clade containing NPSN and Vti1, and there may be two potentially viable alternatives involving
placement of SNAPN as sister to Vti1 or as sister to the clade containing Vti1 and NPSN.

In the Qc analysis, support for monophyly of all SNAPC sequences included was below the sig-
nificance threshold (only a prior probability of 0.56, and bootstrap percentage of 42) (Figure 5.4).
However, a strong prior probability of 0.92 supported the monophyly of SNAPC sequences from
metazoans, embryophytes, and the cryptophyte Guillardia theta. This monophyletic relationship
was supported by a prior probability of 0.98 in in an unconstrained analysis as well (see Appendix
A chapter 5 Figure S2). Full prior probability support for the clade containing Syp7 and SNAPC is
seen (prior probability of 1.0) and the bootstrap support is significant as well (73%) (Figure 5.4).

Taken together, these phylogenetic results for SNAPN and SNAPC domains suggest that Qbc-
SNAREs identified across eukaryotic diversity are monophyletic, with the SNAPC domain clearly
showing a close relationship to Syp7, and the SNAPN domain clearly showing a relationship to
NPSN and Vti1, but somewhat higher affinity for NPSN. A caveat to these results is that both of
these phylogenies are arbitrarily rooted. So, if the true placement of the roots were on the NPSN
or Syp7 clades, for example, then SNAPN and SNAPC would be no more closely related to NPSN
and Syp7 than any other Qb or Qc SNAREs. The evolution of Qbc-SNAREs is discussed further
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in the following section.
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Figure 5.3: Phylogenetic analysis of Qb SNAREs and the N-terminal (Qb) SNARE domain
of identified Qbc SNAREs (SNAPN). SNAPN sequences were appended to a previous align-
ment of Qb SNAREs from from a broad sampling of eukaryotes (Venkatesh et al., 2017) (see
Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 2). Branch support values are from MrBayes (posterior prob-
ability, maximum 1.0 with 0.8 generally being considered the minimum significant value) and
RAxML (nonparametric bootstrap values, maximum 100 with 50 generally being considered the
minimum significant value). Clades containing previously classified orthologues (Venkatesh et al.,
2017) were constrained in this analysis, and the branch supports for constrained clades are shown
in parentheses. The MrBayes topology is shown, arbitrarily rooted on the clade containing ortho-
logues of Sec20. The amino acid substitution models specified for this analysis were Mixed for
MrBayes, and LG4X for RAxML. Support for grouping of N-terminal Qb domains (SNAPN) of
Qbc SNAREs with Vti1 and NPSN is strong. The prior probability for the clade containing NPSN
and SNAPN is low, while the bootstrap percentage is marginal. SNAPN sequences here include
representatives from Metazoa, Archaeplastida, and Kinetoplastida.
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Figure 5.4: Phylogenetic analysis of Qc SNAREs and the C-terminal (Qc) SNARE domain of
identified Qbc SNAREs (SNAPC). SNAPC sequences were appended to a previous alignment of
Qc SNAREs from from a broad sampling of eukaryotes (Venkatesh et al., 2017) (see Appendix A
chapter 5 Alignment 3). Branch support values are from MrBayes (posterior probability, maximum
1.0 with 0.8 generally being considered the minimum significant value) and RAxML (nonparamet-
ric bootstrap values, maximum 100 with 50 generally being considered the minimum significant
value). Clades containing previously classified orthologues (Venkatesh et al., 2017) were con-
strained in this analysis, and the branch supports for constrained clades are shown in parentheses.
The MrBayes topology is shown, arbitrarily rooted on the clade containing orthologues of Use1.
The amino acid substitution models specified for this analysis were Mixed for MrBayes, and LG4X
for RAxML. Prior probability support for grouping of C-terminal Qc domains (SNAPC) of Qbc
SNAREs with Syp7 is strong (full support), and the bootstrap percentage is significant. SNAPC
sequences here include representatives from Metazoa, Archaeplastida, and Kinetoplastida.
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5.3.2 Ancestral NPSN, Syp7, and Qbc SNAREs most likely functioned in exocytosis at the
plasma membrane

Previous characterization of NPSN and Syp7 orthologues of plants strongly suggests they have
ancestral roles in exocytosis at the PM similar to the Qbc SNAREs of plant, mammalian, and yeast
cells. First, it was suggested based on sequence similarity of NPSN and Syp7 to Qbc SNAREs
that these are ancestral PM SNAREs (Sanderfoot, 2007). Subsequent experimental work with
Arabidopsis cells confirmed that NPSN11 and Syp71 (plant-specific inparalogues of NPSN and
Syp7) form a complex together with a PM syntaxin-related Qa-SNARE, KNOLLE, and together
are functionally redundant with a Qbc-SNARE, AtSNAP-33 (Zheng et al., 2002; El Kasmi et al.,
2013). These functions appear to be important for formation of the cell plate during plant cell
division. Also, in Arabidopsis NPSN localizes to the PM, while Syp71 appears to localize to
both the ER and PM (Uemura et al., 2004; Suwastika et al., 2008), although expression by the
endogenous promoter rather than transient over-expression results in primarily PM localization
(Suwastika et al., 2008). Also, it would be very un-parsimonious for NPSN and Syp7 to have an
ancestral function at a non-PM organelle and then simultaneously acquire a coordinate functional
redundancy with AtSNAP-33 at the PM/cell plate in plants.

The phylogenetic relationships revealed between NPSN and the SNAPN domain (Figure 5.3),
and between Syp7 and the SNAPC domain (Figure 5.4) further suggest that an ancestral function
for these SNAREs similar to the plant orthologues. However, hypotheses regarding conservation
of NPSN and Syp7 localization and function among extant eukaryotes may only be tested by
experimentation. Characterization of SNAREs in mammalian and yeast model systems has not
provided any insight into this, due to the loss of both NPSN and Syp7 in both Metazoa and Fungi
(Venkatesh et al., 2017). To our knowledge, the only relevant previously reported results are a
localization of a Syp7 orthologue in Trypanosoma brucei, which indicates localization near the
posterior face of the nucleus, however the authors described this result as “equivocal” (Murungi
et al., 2014). Further work in a different model system would provide further justification for
inference of an ancestral function of NPSN and Syp7 at the PM.

Therefore, to investigate the ancestral function of NPSN and Syp7 further, I worked with Prof.
Robert Kay and Dr. Gareth Bloomfield at the MRC-Laboratory of Molecular Biology (for six
weeks) to attempt a preliminary characterization of NPSN and Syp7 in the amoebozoan Dic-

tyostelium discoideum. D. discoideum is a tractable and relevant non-plant cell biological model
system in which to function of NPSN and Syp7 for the following reasons: First, it possesses both a
homologue of NPSN (Dictybase ID DDB G0285365) and of Syp7 (DDB G0289063) (in contrast
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to animals and fungi, as well as other ancestral SNAREs and trafficking proteins (Venkatesh et al.,
2017). Correspondingly, it also possesses a complete array of ancestral organelles (with the excep-
tion of the flagellum). Second, it is a member of the supergroup Amoebozoa, which is distantly
related to plants, and sister to the Opisthokonta (see Figure 1.3).

To examine the localization of NPSN and Syp7 in D. discoideum, we overexpressed chimeras
of both of these proteins tagged at the N-termini with either Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) or
monomeric red fluorescence protein (mCherry). The results for NPSN are somewhat consistent
with a plasma membrane localization (Figure 5.5), while the results for Syp7 show retention on
internal membranes, potentially ER membranes (Figure 5.6). These results are somewhat compa-
rable to localizations of overexpressed GFP-tagged NPSN and Syp7 in plant cells (Uemura et al.,
2004). Interpretation of these results is problematic due to likely issues arising from overexpres-
sion of the reporter constructs and the relatively large size of the fluorescent protein tags compared
to the SNARE proteins (both approximately 25-30 kD). Thus, these results are inconclusive so far,
particularly in the case of D. discoideum Syp7.

Further work is needed to follow up on these results, and is possible using existing tools for
experimentation with D. discoideum. Localization of endogenous NPSN and Syp7 could be inves-
tigated by tagging the endogenous loci with an epitope tag such as Hemagglutinin Antigen (HA)
using existing integration vectors for knock-in (Mukai et al., 2016). Or, better yet, by growing
anti-serum against the cytosolic domains of the endogenous proteins. To confirm ER localiza-
tion, co-localization immunofluorescence analysis could be performed with ER markers such as
GFP-tagged Protein Disulphide Isomerase, as previously (Monnat et al., 2000). Co-precipitation
experiments could also be done to identify which SNAREs form heterotetrameric complexes with
NPSN or Syp7, as has been done for Arabidopsis thaliana cells (El Kasmi et al., 2013). In this case
the prediction would be that NPSN and Syp7 would be found in the same SNARE complex, and
that a PM Qa-SNARE (DDB0233589 and/or DDB0233590) would also be a member of the same
complex. Another approach would be gene knockdown. Blockage of SNARE-mediated exocytosis
at the plasma membrane in D. discoideum results in a readily observable phenotype with enlarged
contractile vacuoles (Zanchi et al., 2010), and methods are available for RNAi gene knockdown
(Martens et al., 2002; Friedrich et al., 2015). So, knockdown of NPSN or Syp7 could be per-
formed to test the prediction of exocytic function. However, Dictyostelium discoideum possesses
two Qbc-SNAREs (DDB0237970 and DDB0214988), which could perhaps compensate for the
loss of NPSN or Syp7. One of these genes has been named cspA (which encodes for culmination
specific protein 37D) (Loughran et al., 2000), although the function of neither of these genes has
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been experimentally characterized. For this reason simultaneous knockdowns of NPSN or Syp7
and these Qbc-SNAREs might have to be performed to see a clear phenotype, as was the case for
NPSN11, Syp71, and SNAP-33 in A. thaliana cells (El Kasmi et al., 2013).

While it is possible that NPSN and Syp7 orthologues in D. discoideum or other eukaryotes
have different localizations and functions than those in Arabidopsis thaliana, the leading hypoth-
esis remains that the functions of these proteins in A. thaliana represent ancestral, conserved pan-
eukaryotic functions. Additional suggestive evidence for this is that the expression profile of NPSN
and Syp7 genes over the lifecycle (development of aggregative multicellular stalks) of both D. dis-

coideum and Dictyostelium purpureum are comparable (Parikh et al., 2010). Also, the mechanism
by which Syp7 is exported from the ER in A. thaliana cells suggests an additional reason why the
overexpressed GFP-tagged Syp7 localized primarily to the ER in A. thaliana cells: Endogenous
Syp7 forms a complex with NPSN11 and the Qa-SNARE KNOLLE in the ER before export to
the Golgi (Karnahl et al., 2017). If a similar mechanism occurs in D. discoideum, then this export
mechanism could be oversaturated by the overexpression of Syp7 chimeras, resulting in a small
proportion successfully exiting the ER, as was observed when GFP-Syp71 was overexpressed in
A. thaliana (Uemura et al., 2004).

Considering work on the localization and function of NPSN and Syp7 orthologues to date, to-
gether with the findings in Section 5.3.1, the simplest hypothesis for the evolution of NPSN, Syp7,
and Qbc SNAREs involves functional redundancy of NPSN/Syp7 and Qbc SNAREs followed by
replacement of NPSN/Syp7 function entirely by Qbc SNAREs in some lineages, as previously
suggested (Sanderfoot, 2007). The phylogenetic results herein suggest a more detailed scenario:
prior to the divergence of extant eukaryotic lineages (i.e., at a time point predating the LECA) a
duplicate of an NPSN-encoding gene fused with a duplicate of a Syp7-encoding gene, resulting in
a cytosolic Qbc SNARE capable of mediating fusion through binding the same Qa and R SNARE
bound by NPSN and Syp7 (as is the case in plants (El Kasmi et al., 2013)). Also, redundancy
of Qbc SNAREs with NPSN/Syp7 may partially explain the coordinated loss of both NPSN and
Syp7 independently in Metazoa and Fungi (Sanderfoot, 2007; Kienle et al., 2009; Venkatesh et al.,
2017).
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Figure 5.5: NPSN reporters localize primarily to the plasma membrane. Dictyostelium
discoideum AX2 cells over-expressing GFP or mCherry reporter constructs were generated using
standard cloning methods, extrachromosomal vectors with G418 resistance markers, and transfor-
mation by electroporation. Cells were visualized using a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope. Cells
were grown in either axenic media, buffer containing Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteria, or nutrient-
free starvation buffer for 2 hours. Starved cells have entered the aggregation stage of the Dic-
tyostelium lifecycle, and the end-to-end streaming activity shows concentration of fluorescent sig-
nal at the uropod. Scale bars are 5µm.
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Figure 5.6: Syp7 reporters localize primarily to intracellular membranes, potentially includ-
ing the endoplasmic reticulum. Dictyostelium discoideum AX2 strains over-expressing GFP or
mCherry reporter constructs were generated using standard cloning methods, extrachromosomal
vectors with G418 resistance markers, and transformation by electroporation. Cells were visual-
ized using a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope. Scale bars are 5µm.
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5.3.3 Phylogenetic analysis confirms that the complete set of ancestral SNAREs includes an
orthologue of the R-SNARE Synaptobrevin

As mentioned above, in mammalian, yeast, and plant cells, certain R-SNAREs are more spe-
cific to exocytosis while others are more specific to endosomes (see section 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2).
However, Sanderfoot (2007) showed that the exocytosis-specific (VAMP72) and endosome-specific
(VAMP71) R-SNAREs in plants are inparalogues of an ancestral VAMP7-like R-SNARE. This
raises the possibility that the counterparts of these VAMP7-related SNAREs in mammalian and
yeast cells are also inparalogues, and that the LECA possessed a single R-SNARE for fusion at
both the PM and endosomes. However, previous similarity search-based analyses suggested that
the exocytosis-specific synaptobrevin-like R-SNAREs of mammalian cells (VAMP1 to 5) and yeast
cells (Snc1 and 2) have orthologues in diverse eukaryotes including Amoebozoa and ciliates, but
not plants (Yoshizawa et al., 2006; Kloepper et al., 2007). Putative orthologues of this R-SNARE
were identified in genomes representing Holozoa, Fungi, Amoebozoa, and ciliates (Kloepper et al.,
2007). However, no phylogenetic analyses supported these findings.

The function of putative synaptobrevin orthologues outside of opisthokonts is unknown, how-
ever work has been done to localize some of these proteins. A PhD thesis by Margaret Clotworthy
from the laboratory of Robert Kay reported localization of a putative synaptobrevin as well as
a VAMP7 orthologue in Dictyostelium discoideum using overexpression of N-terminally tagged
chimeric proteins (Clotworthy, 2005). The results therein suggest localization of synaptobrevin to
small vesicles and the plasma membrane and exclusion of VAMP7 from the plasma membrane and
localization instead to larger internal organelles (Clotworthy (2005) figure 21). The VAMP7 lo-
calization is consistent with another study showing localization of VAMP7 to endocytic organelles
(Bennett et al., 2008). Moreover, the R-SNAREs previously identified as synaptobrevin ortho-
logues in the ciliate Paramecium tetraurelia (Kloepper et al., 2007), Syb8-1, Syb9-1, Syb10-1, and
Syb11-1, generally appear to localize to either the plasma membrane or early food vacuoles/phago-
somes, but not to contractile vacuoles (Schilde et al., 2010, 2006; Plattner, 2010; Kissmehl et al.,
2007). This is perhaps consistent with conservation of Synaptobrevin orthologues in the Diaphoret-
ickes branch of the eukaryotic tree, with comparable functions to those in the Amorphea, which
includes opisthokonts and amoebozoans.

Nevertheless, strong (phylogenetic) evidence for orthology of these secretory R-SNAREs has
remained elusive, and it is possible that these putative Synaptobrevin orthologues are simply
lineage-specific paralogues of VAMP7. In any case, such a scenario appears to have occurred in the
evolution of plant SNAREs. Analyses of archaeplastid SNAREs suggests that the plant R-SNARE
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VAMP72 represents a plant-specific paralogue of VAMP7 (Sanderfoot, 2007), and Arabidopsis

thaliana inparalogues localize to the plasma membrane (Uemura et al., 2004) and are involved in
secretion, forming a complex with a plasma membrane Qa-SNARE, and the Qbc SNARE SNAP33
or a combination of NPSN and Syp7 (Kwon et al., 2008; El Kasmi et al., 2013). It has been sug-
gested that this function is somewhat analogous to the function of Synaptobrevin (Kwon et al.,
2008). The latest attempt to classify R-SNAREs lacking longin domains from diverse eukaryotes
resulted in little resolution of this issue, but did show some evidence for grouping of the human
brevins VAMP1, 2, 3, and 5 with Saccharomyces SNC1 and SNC2 (Venkatesh et al., 2017).

To address the question of whether synaptobrevin originated prior to the divergence of eukary-
otes we first analyzed the putative Synaptobrevin orthologues identified by Kloepper et al. (2007).
The topology identified by bayesian analysis places putative VAMP7 and synaptobrevin ortho-
logues in separate clades (Figure 5.7), consistent with the classifications reported by (Kloepper
et al., 2007). However, the prior probability for this bifurcation is marginal at 0.77 out of 1.0, and
the bootstrap percentage was only 22.

The ambiguous results of this analysis prompts further investigation with different methods.
Topology testing offers a means to test whether alternative phylogenetic hypotheses may be re-
jected as less likely than others, with measures of statistical significance (Goldman et al., 2000).
An advantage of topology testing is that a priori hypotheses, such as the pre-LECA versus lineage-
specific origins of putative synaptobrevin orthologues, may be explicitly tested. Various topology
tests including the Approximately Unbiased (AU) test (Shimodaira, 2002) are widely used in many
types of phylogenetic analyses. Examples of applications include testing for mitochondrial vs.
non-mitochondrial origins of eukaryotic genes (Hug et al., 2010), testing alternative hypotheses
for the branching order of early metazoan lineages (Whelan et al., 2015), and testing the hypoth-
esis that peroxisomes have a bacterial (endosymbiotic) origin (Gabaldón and Capella-Gutiérrez,
2010).

Thus, to specifically test the hypotheses that these putative synaptobrevin orthologues have
a common pre-LECA origin distinct from that of VAMP7, or are lineage-specific inparalogues of
VAMP7, we performed AU tests to compare the best ML tree against the best ML trees found when
constraints were applied (as indicated in Figure 5.7 C and D). The best ML tree for independent
origins of the putative synaptobrevin orthologues in ciliates, Metazoa, Fungi, and Amoebozoa was
rejected with a P-value below a significance threshold of 0.05. However, the best ML tree involv-
ing independent origins of synaptobrevins in ciliates and amorphea (i.e., an ancestor of Metazoa,
Fungi, and Amoebozoa, but not ciliates) was not rejected, thus leaving open the possibility of
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independent origins of putative synaptobrevin orthologues.
Also, we noticed that a defining feature of Synaptobrevin orthologues outside of Opisthokonta

seems to be a residue other than Arginine (R) at the zero layer position in the domain, usually
an Aspargine (N) (Figure 5.8). This pattern could contribute to uncertainty in distinguishing
opisthokont Synaptobrevin orthologues as orthologous to non-opisthokont Synaptobrevin ortho-
logues (assuming they are in fact orthologous). The arginine residue of Snc does not appear to
be essential in a yeast SNARE complex (Katz and Brennwald, 2000). Also, the P. tetraurelia

Synaptobrevin orthologues contain longin domains, and are thus not “brevins”. This suggests
that absence of a longin domain may not be a shared ancestral feature of putative synaptobrevin
orthologues. Instead, the longin domain may be lost several times independently, as suggested
previously (Venkatesh et al., 2017).

To further investigate the origins of putative synaptobrevin orthologues, we analyzed amor-
phean R-SNAREs and pan-eukaryotic R-SNAREs. An alignment of representative amorphean R-
SNAREs yielded support for distinct VAMP7 and synaptobrevin clades both including sequences
representing the amoebozoan Dictyostelium purpureum, the holomycotan Fonticula alba, as well
as metazoa and fungi (Figure 5.9). The synaptobrevin clade includes the human proteins VAMP1
to 4. This result further refutes the hypothesis of independent origins of synaptobrevin-like R-
SNAREs within Amorphea. An alignment of representative R-SNAREs from pan-eukaryotic taxa
similarly yielded prior probability support for distinct VAMP7 and synaptobrevin clades (although
bootstrap support is marginal) (Figure 5.10). The synaptobrevin clade includes sequences rep-
resenting the additional taxonomic groups Archaeplastida, SAR, Haptophyta, Cryptophyta, and
Metamonada, but not Discoba. However, support for in inclusion of opisthokont sequences in this
clade was only seen when all opisthokont synaptobrevin sequences but those from the holomy-
cotans F. alba, Rozella allomyces, and Paraphelidium tribonemae were removed (also seen in
Figure 5.9). This perhaps reflects divergence of opisthokont synaptobrevin orthologues.

The lack of conservation of the central arginine residue seen in putative non-opisthokont synap-
tobrevin orthologues (Figure 5.8) is consistent among those observed in more inclusive align-
ments of Syb sequences classified with high confidence (Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5
Alignment 6). Also, most of the identified Synaptobrevin orthologues from across eukaryotes
do contain longin domains detectable using InterProScan https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/

search/sequence-search (Figure 5.10). This indicates that synaptobrevin orthologues are not
all brevins, confirming that this is not a defining feature of such orthologues. However, inspec-
tion of the sequence alignments reveals much lower levels of conservation in the longin domain
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of synaptobrevin orthologues in comparison to VAMP7 orthologues. These considerations, loss
of longin domains and conservation or secondary acquisition of a central arginine residue in
opisthokont synaptobrevin orthologues, may account for the relatively low phylogenetic affinity
of opisthokont synaptobrevin orthologues for non-opisthokont orthologues.

The above analyses included all R-SNAREs with the exception of Tomosyn (Figures 5.9 and
5.10). As mentioned above, tomosyn is a non-canonical R-SNARE domain containing protein. In
addition to the SNARE domain, tomosyn contains a characteristic large domain on the N-terminal
side of the SNARE domain, which makes tomosyn much larger than canonical SNAREs (Pobbati
et al., 2004). In mammalian cells tomosyn forms non-fusogenic SNARE complexes with plasma
membrane Qa-SNAREs and SNAP-25, forming a tetrameric coiled-coil structure highly similar
to that of the functional exocytic SNARE complex (Hatsuzawa et al., 2003; Pobbati et al., 2004).
The role of tomosyn appears to be in regulating exocytosis (Hatsuzawa et al., 2003; Pobbati et al.,
2004; Williams et al., 2011). N-terminal domain of tomosyn is involved in binding to the syntaxin
N-terminus, while the C-terminal R-SNARE domain binds to the Q-SNARE domains inhibiting
formation of fusogenic SNARE complexes (Yu et al., 2014). In addition, Amysin is a vertebrate-
specific paralogue of Tomosyn (Scales et al., 2002). Both Tomosyn and Amysin bind Syntaxin 1a
and SNAP-25 forming non-fusogenic SNARE complexes in place of VAMP2 (synaptobrevin 2)
(Scales et al., 2002).

The interaction of tomosyn and amysin with exocytic SNAREs is consistent with and indica-
tive of a close evolutionary relationship between these proteins and Synaptobrevin (specifically
VAMP2). Also, Tomosyn orthologues have previously been readily identified in diverse eukary-
otes (Yoshizawa et al., 2006; Sanderfoot, 2007; Kloepper et al., 2007). Thus, to investigate the
potential relationship between synaptobrevin and tomosyn, we first identified positive hits for to-
mosyn among our similarity search results (as for synaptobrevin and Qbc orthologues). We aligned
these sequences and extracted the SNARE domains using a reference SNARE domain alignment
as a guide (Fasshauer et al., 1998). We then added these tomosyn SNARE domain sequences to
the alignment used for the analysis shown in Figure 5.10, and performed phylogenetic analyses
as before. The resulting topology, arbitrarily rooted on the clade containing orthologues of Ykt6
and Sec22, indicates that Tomosyn orthologues branched sister to synaptobrevin orthologues in
the tree of pan-eukaryotic R-SNAREs (Figure 5.11). Non-parametric bootstrap support for this
relationship is insignificant, similar to the results shown above for phylogenetic placement of the
SNAPN and SNAPC domains (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This is likely due in part to the absence of
homologous positions extending beyond the SNARE domains of tomosyn sequences in the align-
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Figure 5.7: Phylogenetic analysis of previously reported Synaptobrevin and VAMP7 ortho-
logues. Previously reported synaptobrevin and VAMP7 orthologues (Kloepper et al., 2007) were
aligned for phylogenetic analysis (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 4). (A) MrBayes topol-
ogy showing both posterior probabilities and bootstrap percentages from IQ-tree nonparametric
bootstrap analysis with 100 pseudoreplicates. The prior probability of 0.77 for monophyly of the
putative Synaptobrevin orthologues is marginal, while the bootstrap percentage of 22 is insignif-
icant. (B) Diagram of the phylogenetic hypothesis suggested by the topology found in (A), and
suggested previously(Kloepper et al., 2007), that the putative Synaptobrevin orthologues form a
monophyletic clade to the exclusion of VAMP7 orthologues. (C) Diagram of an alternative hy-
pothesis in which Synaptobrevin orthologues are lineage-specific inparalogues of VAMP7 arising
independently in Amorphea and ciliates (or some ancestor of P. tetraurelia that is not an ancestor
of Amorphea). (D) Diagram of an alternative hypothesis in which putative Synaptobrevin ortho-
logues are lineage-specific inparalogues of VAMP7 in Metazoa, Fungi, Amoebozoa, and ciliates.
The hypotheses represented by (C) and (D) were tested against the topology shown in (A) and
(B) using the same sequence alignment as for (A) with an Approximately Unbiased (AU) test.
The hypothesis represented in (D) was rejected with a p-value of 0.0025, which is below the stan-
dard significance level of 0.05, suggesting that the putative Synaptobrevin orthologues are not all
lineage-specific inparalogues of VAMP7. However, the hypothesis shown in (C) was not rejected,
as the p-value was a marginal 0.0595, leaving the question of whether Synaptobrevin originated in
a common ancestor of Amorphea and ciliates unresolved.
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Figure 5.9: Phylogenetic analysis of amorphean R-SNAREs supports monophyly of putative
Synaptobrevin orthologues. (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 5) Node support values
are from MrBayes (posterior probability, maximum 1.0 with 0.8 generally being considered the
minimum significant value) and IQ-TREE (nonparametric bootstrap values, maximum 100 with
50 being the minimum significant value). The MrBayes topology is shown, arbitrarily rooted on
the clade containing orthologues of Sec22 and Ykt6. The amino acid substitution model used for
this analysis is LG+G4. Significant support was found for a clade containing the Homo sapiens
proteins VAMP1, 2, 3, and 4, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein SNC2, as well as putative
orthologues of synaptobrevin from other amorphean taxa including the amoebozoan Dictyostelium
discoideum.
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Figure 5.10: Phylogenetic analysis of R-SNAREs shows that a Synaptobrevin-like SNARE
was present in the ancestor of eukaryotes. (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 6) Node
support values are from MrBayes (posterior probability, maximum 1.0 with 0.8 generally being
considered the minimum significant value) and IQ-TREE (nonparametric bootstrap values, maxi-
mum 100 with 50 being the minimum significant value). The MrBayes topology is shown, arbi-
trarily rooted on the clade containing orthologues of Sec22. The amino acid substitution model
used for this analysis is LG+G4. Significant support was found for the monophyly of sequences
from across eukaryotes falling into four clades of canonical R-SNAREs including one composed
of orthologues of Synaptobrevin. Due to difficulty in classification, metazoan and yeast Synapto-
brevin orthologues were not included in the alignment for this analysis. Nevertheless, Synapto-
brevin orthologues from the holomycotans Fonticula alba, Rozella allomyces, and Paraphelidium
tribonemae, also included in Figure 5.9, are included in this supported pan-eukaryotic clade of
synaptobrevin-orthologues.
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Figure 5.11: Phylogenetic analysis of pan-eukaryotic R-SNAREs suggests that
Synaptobrevin-like SNAREs are related to the regulatory R-SNARE domain-containing pro-
tein Tomosyn. (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 7). Node support values are from MrBayes
(posterior probability, maximum 1.0 with 0.8 generally being considered the minimum significant
value) and IQ-TREE (nonparametric bootstrap values, maximum 100 with 50 being the minimum
significant value). The MrBayes topology is shown, arbitrarily rooted on the clade containing or-
thologues of Sec22 and Ykt6. The amino acid substitution model used for this analysis is LG+G4.
Significant prior probability support was found for the placement of Tomosyn as sister to synapto-
brevin.
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5.3.4 Distibution of synaptobrevin orthologues across the eukaryotic tree

To further explore the extent of conservation of synaptobrevin orthologues among eukaryotes
we attempted to specifically identify synaptobrevin orthologues in predicted peptide sequences
for all genomes sampled using similarity searching methods. However, synaptobrevin ortho-
logues are in many cases not readily classifiable by pairwise or HMM-based similarity search-
ing methods. For example, many of the sequences classified as Synaptobrevin orthologues in
Figure 5.11 do not retrieve either Homo sapiens or Saccharomyces cerevisiae synaptobrevin ortho-
logues as top BLASTP hits among predicted proteins for those organisms: Monocercomonoides

exilis MONOS 5707, Cyanoptyche gloeocystis CAMPEP 0196652376, Cafeteria roenbergensis

CAMPEP 0117710538, Chondrus crispus XP 005717971.1, and Goniomonas avonlea comp4141
9 c0 seq1 6 ORF10 240 (Table S2). These inconsistent results may be due to the presence of lon-
gin domains in non-amorphean synaptobrevin sequences or overall sequence divergence. Next, we
attempted to classify synaptobrevin orthologues using hidden markov models (HMMs). Nine out
of the nineteen Syb sequences from the highly representative dataset for the analysis in Figure 5.10
were classified as VAMP7 instead of synaptobrevin by the online HMM-based SNARE domain
classification tool on the SNAREDB website provided by Kloepper et al. (2007). These include
Micromonas pusilla 122911, Thalassiosira pseudonana 263742, Pavlovales sp. 934490, and Tri-

mastix marina 4462. We were also unable to produce HMMs that distinguished reliably between
Syb and VAMP7 orthologues among diverse eukaryotes (not shown). Thus, although HMM-based
classification may be accurate in the case of most SNARE sequences, distinguishing between or-
thologues of synaptobrevin and VAMP7 appears to be problematic. It may be that synaptobrevins
in Metazoa and Fungi are difficult to classify as orthologues of the other non-VAMP7 R-SNAREs,
because synaptobrevins have diverged in these lineages. Such divergence might be due in part to
changing selective pressures associated with the loss of NPSN and Syp7.

While similarity searching is largely inconclusive, the phylogenetic analyses performed here
identify synaptobrevin orthologues in a diverse sampling of taxa in which they have never been
suggested to exist including Holomycota (e.g., Fonticula alba), stramenopiles (e.g., Thalassiosira

pseudonana), metamonads (e.g., Monocercomonoides exilis), chromerids (e.g., Chromera velia),
red algae (e.g., Chondrus crispus), green algae (e.g., Micromonas pusilla), glaucophytes (e.g.,
Cyanoptyche gloeocystis), cryptophytes (e.g., Goniomonas avonlea), haptophytes (e.g., Pavlovales

sp.), and hemimastigophorids (e.g., Spironema sp.) (Figures 5.9 and 5.11). These findings confirm
that synaptobrevin orthologues originated prior to the LECA.

We did not identify synaptobrevin orthologues in all genomes or transcriptomes sampled. How-
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ever, it is difficult to confirm losses of synaptobrevin orthologues, as they may simply be difficult
to classify as in the case of metazoan and fungal orthologues. However, potential independent
losses may have occurred conspicuously in ancestors of Embryophyta and of Discoba. Interest-
ingly, inparalogues of VAMP7 arising in the early evolution of embryophytes and in kinetoplastids,
a subgroup of discobids, have been identified previously (Sanderfoot, 2007; Murungi et al., 2014).
It may be that these inparalogues accomodate for the loss of synaptobrevin orthologues.

5.3.5 Unrooted SNARE family phylogenies favour a limited set of scenarios for organelle
evolution

The OPH posits essentially that the evolutionary history of endomembrane organelles in the
membrane trafficking system may be inferred from phylogenies of membrane trafficking protein
families with organelle-specific family members (Dacks and Field, 2007; Dacks et al., 2008). As
discussed above, each of the four SNARE families are relevant for making such inferences, due
to the organelle specificity of their members. In this section we consider whether the unrooted
SNARE family phylogenies are consistent with basic predictions of the OPH, and find that they
are overall. Therefore, we consider in detail what specific scenarios might be distinguishable
based on evidence from SNARE phylogenetics (including both unrooted and rooted phylogenies)
and then how these scenarios may relate to scenarios previously proposed in the literature.

A preliminary prediction of the OPH is that the topologies of relevant membrane trafficking
protein family phylogenies will be essentially topologically similar with respect to the organelle
specificities of the family members. The four unrooted pan-eukaryotic SNARE family trees, now
including R-SNAREs, are comparable in that each contains clades of SNAREs specific to either
the ER, Golgi, endosomes, or PM. While a phylogenetic tree with two or three clades of inter-
est can only yield one topology of the branches connecting these clades of interest, a tree with
four clades may yield one of three alternative topologies. Therefore, a SNARE family tree with
clades representing four or more family members may yield three or more distinct topologies that
describe the deep evolutionary relationships between the family members, suggesting the possibil-
ity of conflict between the SNARE family topologies. When compared in this way, however, the
four SNARE family phylogenies presented in the preceding sections are consistent with respect
to the organelle-specificities of the family members (see Figure 5.12), which is consistent with a
preliminary prediction of the OPH with respect to protein families involved in the origin of novel
organelles 1.5. In each case the (putative) PM and endosome SNAREs (Qa: SynPM and SynE;
Qb: NPSN, SNAPN, and VTI1; Qc: Syp7, SNAPC, Syn8, and Syn6; R: Tomosyn, Synaptobrevin,
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and VAMP7) branch together to the exclusion of ER and Golgi SNAREs.
Moreover, in the case of the R and Qb phylogenies, SNAREs functioning at each of the four

membranes form monophyletic clades, with clades representing the Golgi SNAREs Membrin and
Gos28 being sister clades, and the synaptobrevin and tomosyn clades branching sister to each other
as well. In the case of the Qa and Qc families, however, clades containing orthologues of eukaryotic
outparalogues that function at endosomes do not form monophyletic clades. Instead, clades repre-
senting the Qa SNAREs Syn16 and SynE are paraphyletic, and the same is true for the Qc SNAREs
Syn6 and Syn8. Furthermore, the paraphyletic branching orders of these endosomal Qa and Qc
SNAREs are inconsistent with respect to their specificities to sub-populations of endosomes. That
is, the relative placements of the early endosomal SNAREs (Syn16, and Syn6) and late endosomal
SNAREs (SynE and Syn8) are reversed in their respective family trees. These inconsistencies may
challenge interpretation of SNARE evolution in terms of the OPH. Nevertheless, considering the
overall similarities between the SNARE family topologies, and that these inconsistencies were not
found in the Qb and R SNARE families, we determined to continue further investigation.

While these results so far are mostly consistent with potential intepretation of SNARE evo-
lution via OPH-type scenarios, these SNARE family trees are unrooted (arbitrarily rooted in the
figures shown above: Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.10) as they have no outgroup. This means that when a set
of outgroup sequences is added to the tree the branch leading to the resulting additional clade could
be placed at any of the five deep branches in the unrooted SNARE family tree. Moreover, if the
different SNARE families have different placements for their roots, then they would be topolog-
ically different, making interpretation in terms of the OPH difficult if not impossible. Therefore,
placing the root of each SNARE family tree is critical for drawing inferences to the evolution of
membrane trafficking organelles.

Given the split separating ER and Golgi SNAREs from PM and endosomal SNAREs in each of
the unrooted SNARE family trees, five basic possibilities for the rooted tree of any SNARE family.
Figure (5.13) illustrates how these five alternative rootings might relate to different scenarios of
organelle evolution. In generating the scenarios shown in Figure 5.13, a minimal set of assumptions
were made, which are necessary to make meaningful inferences regarding early endomembrane
evolution from SNARE family phylogenies. These are implied by the OPH as it was originally
conceived (Dacks and Field, 2007; Dacks et al., 2008), but are considered explicitly here. Each
of these assumptions is essentially based on the principle of parsimony. To our knowledge, with
the partial exception of the fourth assumption as discussed below, there is currently no evidence
that conclusively invalidates these assumptions. Violations of these assumptions would render any
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alternative SNARE tree topology consistent with all alternative scenarios for early endomembrane
evolution, or at least a much larger proportion of alternative scenarios.

These minimal assumptions are as follows:

1. No types of membrane fusion events among vesicles or organelles in the membrane traffick-
ing system (such as fusion of an endomembrane with the plasma membrane) occurred by a
non-SNARE-mediated process after the origin of the first fusogenic SNARE complex. That
is, SNARE complexes did not diversify only to supplant an already complex set of fusion
machineries.

2. The function or functions of the first fusogenic SNARE complex included membrane fusion
at the plasma membrane.

3. In cases where SNARE complexes differentiate from a PM-localized SNARE complex, the
ancestral SNARE complex functioned at the PM rather than at an endomembrane organelle.
This is why, for example, in Figure 5.13C, D, and E a second endomembrane organelle does
not appear until the second of the three stages shown.

4. Following the first differentiation of SNARE complexes, the evolutionary histories of both
SNARE-encoding genes and the organelles at which they act can be accurately described by
topologically identical strictly bifurcating trees.

5. Complete SNARE complex differentiation is required for differentiation of membranes/or-
ganelles. That is, to be considered a differentiated and distinct from other organelles/mem-
branes an organelle/membrane must have a dedicated complete set of four SNARE proteins
that are specific to it.

We note, however, that assumption 4 cannot be strictly valid in fact, because the four SNARE
families each contain more than four eukaryotic out-paralogues, and only four types of organelles
are considered (including the PM). Also, the inconsistent, paraphyletic branching of endosomal
SNAREs in the Qa and Qc SNARE families, described above (section 5.3.5), implies further viola-
tion of this assumption. Nevertheless, we argue that resulting discrepancies between the phylogeny
of SNAREs and the phylogeny of the organelles considered may be explained by exceptional cases
of neofunctionalization (e.g., in the case of Tomosyn) or subfunctionalization among SNAREs
which function at different sub-structures or sub-populations of organelles (e.g., in the case of the
Golgi-localized Qb-SNAREs Membrin and Gos28).
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Another possible exception to assumption 4 would be co-option of SNARE paralogues to the
outer membrane of endosymbiotic organelles for fusion of vesicles with these organelles or fusion
of endosymbiont-derived vesicles with membranes of the endomembrane system. Perhaps the best
characterized example of this is the localization of the Qa-SNARE Syntaxin 17 (Syn17) to the
mitochondrial outer membrane, concentration in mitochondria-derived vesicles (MDVs), and role
in fusion of these vesicles with late endosomes/lysosomes in mammalian cells (McLelland et al.,
2016). While MDVs perform important functions (Sugiura et al., 2014) and an orthologue of
Syn17 was present in the LECA (Arasaki et al., 2015), Syn17 performs a diversity of functions in
mammalian cells including autophagosome-lysosome fusion (Itakura et al., 2012) and regulation
of mitochondrial fission (Arasaki et al., 2015), and neither the localization nor function of Syn17
orthologues have been characterized in other eukaryotes. Thus it is currently unclear whether
the role in MDV fusion was acquired during the early evolution of the eukaryotic endomembrane
system. Another potential example of post-LECA co-option of a SNARE to an endosymbiotic
organelle is an Oryza sativa (rice) VAMP7 orthologue R-SNARE VAMP714, which has been
suggested to partially localize to chloroplasts (Sugano et al., 2016).

Assumption 4 listed above also excludes two possibilities for organelle origin of which there are
no confirmed instances to our knowledge. First is organelle mergence. This type of event becomes
potentially relevant when considering the evolution of eukaryotes possessing membrane trafficking
systems with apparently secondarily reduced complexity. However, in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, it is more parsimonious to assume that FECA to LECA evolution involved only
increases in membrane trafficking complexity, which is a corollary to assumption 4 above. Second
is the origin of organelles as intermediates between two progenitor organelles, with the resulting
novel organelle being equally closely related to the two original organelles. Such an event would
perhaps be biologically plausible as an elaboration on a process of maturation from one organelle
type to another, but phylogenetic relationships between the resulting organelles would be best
represented by a multifurcating tree topology, or perhaps a network.

All the possible scenarios consistent with the above assumptions and with the supported un-
rooted SNARE family topologies observed are shown in Figure 5.13. This, again, excludes two
thirds of all possible topologies for the relationships between the endomembranes in question. For
example, because there is no Golgi plus endosomal SNARE clade in the unrooted topologies, none
of the scenarios shown in Figure 5.13 involve differentiation of endosomes and Golgi from an
ancestral endosomal/Golgi organelle. Thus, the unrooted topologies alone already refute a consid-
erable number (10) of distinct scenarios that would be consistent with the above assumptions.
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While the minimal assumptions listed above are necessary to draw meaningful inferences re-
garding the evolutionary relationships between organelles from SNARE protein phylogenies, they
are not sufficient to determine whether any of the scenarios in Figure 5.13 favours or refutes var-
ious previously proposed scenarios for the early evolution of the endomembane system and the
overall process of eukaryogenesis which were mentioned in the introduction (see section 1.4 and
discussion below). No assumptions are made regarding the function or origin of the first internal
membranes to be fused in a SNARE-dependent manner to the PM, or of any evolutionary inter-
mediate internal organelles. This means that the scenarios proposed cannot be strictly consistent
or inconsistent with the alternative hypotheses regarding the origin of the first endomembrane or-
ganelle, even hypotheses of endosymbiotic origins of such an organelle. In particular, the first and
fourth assumptions do not to exclude such possibilities a priori. An important corollary to this
is that the scenarios described above do not necessarily allow inference of the function of vari-
ous progenitor organelles by assigning them functions equivalent to the extant organelles that may
have been derived from them. For example, the “ER/Golgi/Endosome” in Figure 5.13A may have
performed a function similar to the ER or to endosomes, or perhaps some combination.

However, additional considerations regarding the number or magnitude of evolutionary steps
required for alternative hypotheses to accommodate the evolutionary relationships between or-
ganelles shown in Figure 5.13 may provide insight into these issues. It is more parsimonious to
assume lower rates of evolution of organelle functions. For example, shifting of protein machinery
for membrane protein synthesis and insertion (which acts at the ER in extant cells), machinery for
post-translational protein glycosylation (which acts at the Golgi in extant cells), or machinery for
intralumenal acidification and protein degradation (which acts at late endosomes and lysosomes
in extant cells) from one already differentiated organelle to another would be major events which
could be expected to occur very few times if any during the course of endomembrane evolution. For
this reason, it is simplest to assume that intermediate organelles that pre-dated differentiation events
performed at least some of the functions performed by the resulting differentiated organelles.

With the above considerations in mind, comparisons between the alternative scenarios shown
in Figure 5.13 and previously proposed scenarios for the early evolution of eukaryotes and of their
endomembrane system may be considered. One of the major differences between prokaryotes and
eukaryotes, beyond the prominence of endomembranes is that translocons and associated ribo-
somes are not localized to the plasma membrane (cytosolic membrane in the case of gram-negative
bacteria) but on internal membranes (the ER in extant eukaryotes). Most previously proposed
scenarios suggest that the first endomembrane organelle possessed translocons (and associated ri-
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bosomes) on the cytosolic face of its membrane (de Duve and Wattiaux, 1966; de Duve, 1969;
Blobel, 1980; Jékely, 2007; Cavalier-Smith, 2009; Gould et al., 2016). Even in the case of the
scenario proposed by Gould et al. (2016), that the first endomembrane organelle was formed from
mitochondrial-derived vesicles, localization of translocons to an internal organelle is one of the
earliest steps. This would be most consistent with scenarios A and B (and potentially E) (Figure
5.13A, B, and E), as these scenarios involve the ER of extant eukaryotes being derived from the
initial endomembrane organelle, and thus not requiring relocation from the plasma membrane after
diversification of endomembranes.

It was noted first by Blobel (1980) that, assuming the initial endomembrane organelle was
ER-like, endosomes could be subsequently derived from either this first organelle or indepen-
dently from the PM. These alternatives are represented by the scenarios in Figure 5.13 A and
B. Phagotrophic origins of eukaryotic endomembranes were proposed by de Duve (1969) and
Cavalier-Smith (2009). Cavalier-Smith (2009) further posited a phagocytic vacuole with translo-
cons as the initial organelle followed by differentiation into a dedicated phagosome/endosome and
a nuclear envelope/ER-like secretory organelle, which is most consistent with the scenario in Fig-
ure 5.13A and not B.

Hypotheses of early endomembrane evolution most consistent with remaining scenarios, C, D,
and E, depicted in Figure 5.13 have received little if any attention, and are perhaps less intuitively
appealing. Moreover, the Golgi-first scenario may be biologically implausible or unparsimonious
considering the flow of the secretory pathway from the ER through the Golgi to endosomes and
the PM. However, all of these scenarios are viable alternatives in the sense that they may be sup-
ported or refuted by rooted SNARE family phylogenies given the assumptions described above.
Thus SNAREs offer a means to corroborate aspects of the most prominent scenarios for early
endomembrane evolution by evaluating them against alternatives.
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Figure 5.12: The SNARE trees are all consistent with the same unrooted topology of the
tree with respect to the organelles at which the proteins act. The topologies of the SNARE
family trees overlaid here are based on those from phylogenetic analyses of individual SNARE
families (see Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S3-S5), and the hypothetical ancestral
functions discussed in the introduction (5.2.2).
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Figure 5.13: Scenarios of early eukaryotic endomembrane organelle evolution implied by
alternative rootings of the SNARE family phylogenies. The top portion of each panel shows
one alternative rooting of the SNARE family phylogenies with respect to the organelle specifici-
ties of the SNAREs represented by each clade (endosome is abbreviated as “End.”). The bottom
portion of each panel shows three consecutive intermediate stages of endomembrane organelle evo-
lution. The first stage shown is the first differentiation of an original ancestral SNARE complex
(except for panel B, because two subsequent duplications may have occurred simultaneously in
this case). The second and third stages represent events occurring with subsequent SNARE com-
plex duplications. Large circles represent the PM, while small circles represent endomembrane
organelles. Distinct SNARE complexes are indicated by the groups of short parallel lines. Dashed
double-ended blue arrows indicate endomembrane/SNARE complex differentiation events. See
main text for discussion of the assumptions upon which these inferences are based. A. One pri-
mordial organelle differentiates to produce entire endomembrane system. B. Endosomes derived
independently from the PM after the ER/Golgi. C. Endosomes derived independently from the
PM before the ER/Golgi. D. Golgi derived first and independently from the PM. E. ER first, then
Golgi, then endosomal SNAREs derived from plasma membrane SNAREs.
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5.3.6 Placing the root of each SNARE family phylogeny

The unrooted phylogenies of SNARE families do not indicate the relative order/timing of gene
duplications giving rise to eukaryotic outparalogues, because rooting on different clades would im-
ply conflicting scenarios (Figure 5.13). Rooting of phylogenetic trees with confidence requires an
appropriate outgroup of homologous sequences. Each of the SNARE families could be rooted on
any combination of sequences of SNAREs from any one or more of the remaining three SNARE
families, due to their homology and uncertain relationships between SNARE families. However,
ideally the rooting of each SNARE family should be evident in the topology of a SNARE su-
perfamily phylogeny. Previous attempts to determine the topology of the SNARE superfamily,
including rootings for each family, have yielded little evidence for the rooting of any SNARE fam-
ily. Kloepper et al. (2007) suggest that secretory (PM) SNAREs represent the earliest branches
in each SNARE family. However, their phylogenetic analysis of Qa, Qb, Qc, and R SNARE
sequences from 11 eukaryotes do not support this hypothesis (see Kloepper et al. (2007) supple-
mentary information). The more extensive sequence data sampled in this study, and the advances
in phylogenetics of Qbc SNAREs and synaptobrevins detailed above suggest potential for placing
the root of SNARE families with more confidence.

To investigate the rooting of each SNARE family tree, we analyzed the SNARE superfamily
phylogeny. To construct a SNARE superfamily sequence alignment, we assembled alignments of
representative sequences that yielded relatively well-resolved unrooted phylogenetic trees for each
SNARE family. This included Qa, Qb, and Qc SNARE alignments which yielded similar phyloge-
netic results to previous work, but with updated taxon sampling (see Appendix A chapter 5 Figures
S3-S5, and Alignments 8-10) (Arasaki et al., 2015; Venkatesh et al., 2017). We excluded the non-
canonical SNAREs from each family: Tomosyn, Syn17, and Qbc SNARE domains SNAPN and
SNAPC. It is most parsimonious to assume that these originated relatively late in SNARE evo-
lution, and these are divergent so not as informative. Altogether 364 SNARE sequences were
included in the full superfamily alignment (76 Qa, 108 Qb, 97 Qc, and 83 R SNAREs). The
alignment was trimmed to include only positions representing the SNARE domains, using a ref-
erence alignment as a guide (Fasshauer et al., 1998). Homology of positions outside this region
was not obvious. ML analysis was performed (with 100 non-parametric bootstraps) using IQ-
TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015). Branches within clades of orthologous pan-eukaryotic SNARE fam-
ily members recovered previously using more inclusive trimming (see Figure 5.10 and Appendix
A chapter 5 Figures S3-S5) were constrained to reduce the tree space and also prevent introduction
of long-branch attraction artefacts. The resulting SNARE superfamily phylogeny indicates rooting
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of the R, Qb, and Qc families on the respective clades representing PM SNAREs (synaptobrevin,
NPSN, and Syp7) (Figure 5.14). In contrast, the Qa family is rooted on the branch separating ER
and Golgi SNAREs from PM and endosomal SNAREs, but bootstrap support for this rooting is
marginal.

While the topology shown in Figure (5.14) favours rooting of at least three out of the four
SNARE families on PM SNAREs, support for rooting of the Qa-SNARE family is insignificant,
suggesting that this family may be relatively less informative for this analysis, and/or that the
Qa-SNARE family has a different evolutionary history than the other SNARE families. Thus we
performed a similar analysis excluding Qa SNAREs and updating the best-fit amino acid substitu-
tion model. The resulting consensus of bootstrap topologies shows the same topology of the Qb,
Qc, and R families, rooted on their respective PM family members (Figure 5.15). In this analysis
the bootstrap percentage for rooting of the Qc family, 40%, is insignificant, and is lower than 58%
found in the previous analysis (Figure 5.14). This discrepancy may indicate sensitivity to model
selection and/or conflicting phylogenetic signals present in the selected Syp7 sequences. However,
support for the Qb and R family rootings is relatively strong. The relatively higher bootstrap sup-
port for the rooting of the Qb and R SNARE families in both Figures 5.14 and 5.15 indicate that
these rootings are more likely to represent the true rooting than the less well-supported rootings
for the Qa and Qc families.

The somewhat ambiguous results of these phylogenetic analyses prompted us to explicitly
test a priori rooting hypotheses using a topology testing approach. As discussed in the previous
section (5.3.5), five alternative rootings of each SNARE family are possible, and hypotheses in-
volving consistent rootings of all four SNARE families (with respect to the organelle-specificities
of SNAREs on either side of the root) are of particular interest. For topology testing, we used the
same sequence alignments as for the analyses shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. We constructed tree
topologies for constraining ML searches to find the ML trees representing each of the hypothe-
ses shown in Figure 5.13 (for all four SNARE families simultaneously), as well as the ML tree
without rooting constraints. Importantly, as noted in the previous section, the Qa and Qc SNARE
phylogenies include paraphyletic endosomal SNARE clades, which implies that there are more
possible rootings for these families. However, for simplicity, in the constraint trees for endosomal
rooting hypotheses we made these paraphyletic clades monophyletic in contrast to the topologies
found in previous analyses. Again, in each constraint tree branches within clades of orthologous
pan-eukaryotic SNARE family members recovered previously using more inclusive trimming (see
Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S3-S5) were constrained to reduce the tree space
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and also prevent long-branch attraction.
In the topology test on the alignment including all four SNARE families (Table 5.2 Test 1), the

ML tree topology without rooting constraints was the same as shown in Figure 5.14 (Qa family
rooted on branch separating ER and Golgi SNAREs from PM and endosomal SNAREs), but the
tree with the highest log likelihood was the ML tree obtained with the ER root constraints. The
difference in log likelihood between these two trees, however, was small. The AU test P-values
for Test 1 suggest that the hypotheses involving rooting all the SNARE families on endosomal
SNAREs or all on Golgi SNAREs may be rejected, as less likely than the ER rooting hypothesis.
Also, the ELW confidence values indicate 96% confidence that the true topology is represented
by the ER or PM rooting hypotheses or the ML tree with no rooting constraints, which indicates
rejection of the middle, Golgi, and endosome rooting hypotheses by the ELW analysis.

Somewhat different results were observed in the topology test on the alignment without Qa-
SNAREs (Table 5.2 Test 1). In this case, the ML tree topology without rooting constraints differed
from the consensus of bootstrap topologies shown in Figure 5.15, as the Qc family was rooted on
the clade containing orthologues of the ER SNARE Use1. The AU test P-values for Test 2 suggest
that the hypotheses involving rooting all the SNARE families on endosomal SNAREs, all on ER
SNAREs, or all on Golgi SNAREs may be rejected as less likely than hypothesis represented by
the rootings in the ML topology without rooting constraints. The ELW confidence value in Test 2
for the middle rooting hypothesis is only 0.0378, again suggesting rejection of this hypothesis by
the ELW method but not the AU test.

Taken together, the results of these SNARE superfamily analyses suggest that the Qa-SNARE
family may have a different rooting compared to the other families, and placement of the roots may
be sensitive to outgroup selection and/or model selection. To further investigate these possibilities,
we analyzed alignments composed of all combinations of two SNARE families. For this analysis,
we subdivided the SNARE superfamily alignment used for the analyses above into separate align-
ments for the six SNARE family pairings. We analyzed these alignments using both bayesian and
maximum likelihood approaches. Also, we constrained the monophyly of previously recovered
clades representing orthologues of eukaryotic outparalogues (though not the internal branches of
these clades). The phylogenetic tree for the analysis of Qa-SNAREs with Qb-SNAREs is shown
in Figure 5.16, and the results of all of these phylogenetic analyses are summarized in Table 5.3
(also see Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S6-S11).

The results of these pairwise rooting analyses do not refute the root placements suggested by
the previous analyses for the Qb, Qc, or R families. Significant bootstrap support is found for
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rooting of Qb-SNAREs on NPSN and of Qc-SNAREs on Syp7, and alternative rootings for the
Qc-SNAREs and R-SNAREs were not supported (Table 5.3). However, in this analysis significant
prior probability and bootstrap percentage support was found for rooting of Qa-SNAREs on the
ER Qa-SNARE Syn18 (Figure 5.16 and Table 5.3). This contrasts with the rooting on the clade
containing both Syn18 and Syn5 in Figure 5.14. However, rooting of Qa-SNAREs on Syn18 is
consistent with the results of the topology test for the alignment shown in Figure 5.14, Test 1 in
Table 5.2, in which the hypothesis involving rooting all the SNARE families on ER-specific family
members was not rejected.

There are multiple ways in which these analyses might be further optimized for resolution of
SNARE family rootings. A future direction for this work would be to apply the AU test without
RELL approximation of boostraps, as this approximation may cause increased sensitivity of the
results to low amounts of data and model misspecification(Hasegawa and Kishino, 1994; Goldman
et al., 2000). This may be done using the CONSEL program(Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 2001).
Another approach may be selection and use of amino acid substitution models which may more ac-
curately model the evolution of SNARE domains. The differences in ML topologies and bootstrap
support for the Qc family in analyses with different models may suggest sensitivity to model selec-
tion. Development of more accurate amino acid substitution models is an active area of research,
with new models continuing to be published (Braun, 2018; Chi et al., 2018). SNARE domains are
a type of coiled-coil-forming domain, and coiled-coils have been found to evolve differently than
other protein domains due to unique evolutionary constraints on structure, suggesting the need for
non-standard models (Surkont and Pereira-Leal, 2015). In addition, there is potential for use of
substitution models optimized for rooting phylogenetic trees (Williams et al., 2015).

Sequence selection is another aspect to this analysis that may be optimized further potentially
allowing more confident phylogenetic inferences. A minority of the sequences in the analyses
shown in both Figure 5.14 and 5.15 had exceptionally long branches. This is may be due to di-
vergence within the SNARE domain sequences that was not evident in the single-family SNARE
analyses. The existence of these long branches in the trees may make likelihood estimations less
accurate. Also, we attempted to maintain a high-level of pan-eukaryotic taxonomic representa-
tion in the dataset, but this may be less important for examining relationships between eukaryotic
outparalogues than for establishing pan-eukaryotic orthology, which was an important goal of the
single-family SNARE analyses (Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.10). Accordingly, since all established
eukaryotic out-paralogues are represented among Amorphea and Diaphoretickes, and considering
that many sequences from Discoba and Metamonada appear to be divergent, a reduced dataset with
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only sequences from Amorphea and Diaphoretickes may contain higher phylogenetic signal and
thus yield more informative results.

Taken together, the results of the phylogenetic analyses (Figures 5.14, 5.15, and 5.3) and the
topology tests (Table 5.2) favour the hypothesis that divergence of PM SNAREs from SNAREs
that eventually differentiated into endosomal, Golgi, and ER SNAREs was the first major event in
the evolution of the SNARE superfamily after the origin of the first functional SNARE complex (as
shown in Figure 5.13A). A consensus of the supported SNARE family rootings in these analyses
indicates the PM rooting, as the Qb, Qc, and R SNAREs are consistent and only the Qa SNARE
family suggests a rooting on the ER clade. Other possibilities are not supported so far. Consider-
ing the topology test results, the alternative hypothesis that each SNARE family is rooted on the
“middle” branch (Figure 5.13B) is not rejected here. Hypotheses involving contrasting rootings of
the Qa and/or Qc families are also not rejected. In addition, we found no support for rooting of
any of the SNARE families on Golgi or endosomal SNAREs, and both of these hypotheses were
rejected by both topology tests, so at the very least the hypotheses represented in Figure 5.13C and
D are rejected here.

The rooting of the Qa SNAREs on the branch separating endosomal and PM SNAREs from ER
and Golgi SNAREs in the tree without rooting constraints contrasts with the rooting of the other
SNARE families on PM-localized SNAREs (Figure 5.14). The hypotheses involving rooting of all
SNARE families on either the PM representatives or on the “middle” branches separating PM and
endosomal SNAREs from ER and Golgi SNAREs would be simpler to interpret (Figure 5.13 A and
B), and were not rejected by the topology tests. However, a coherent interpretation of implications
for endomembrane evolution may be possible, even assuming the rootings shown in Figure 5.14
are correct. The overall scenario may be as shown in Figure 5.13A, as suggested by the supported
rootings of the Qb, Qc, and R SNARE families, and the contrasting rooting of the Qa SNARE
family may be explained by a single Qa-SNARE functioning at both the PM and an endomembrane
organelle until after the first differentiation of endomembrane organelle. This would perhaps not be
surprising considering several examples of homologous membrane trafficking protein complexes
with different functions but partially overlapping sets of subunits. For example, in most eukaryotes
the β subunits of Adaptor Protein (AP) complexes AP-1, which functions at endosomes, and AP-
2, which functions at the PM (Markus Boehm and Juan S. Bonifacino, 2001; Dacks et al., 2008;
Teh et al., 2013; Yamaoka et al., 2013). However, this would perhaps require relaxing the fifth
assumption listed in section 5.3.5.

Another challenge in interpreting these results, which was noted in the preceding section as
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well, is that in the case of the Qa and Qc families, clades containing orthologues of eukaryotic
outparalogues that function at endosomes do not form monophyletic clades (Figure 5.12). Consid-
ering that the analyses performed here seem to suggest overall that PM rootings are likely, it may
be interesting to consider what the paraphyletic branching of endosomal SNAREs in the Qa and Qc
families might indicate assuming this is the case. One possibility is that late endosomes and lyso-
somes began to differentiate from an initial endomembrane organelle prior to the differentiation of
an ER/Golgi organelle. However, further work is needed to investigate this possibility.
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Figure 5.14: Phylogenetic analysis of the SNARE superfamily suggests all but the Qa-
SNAREs are rooted on clades representing plasma membrane-localized family members.
Alignments of representative sequences from the Qa, Qb, Qc, and R SNARE families were as-
sembled into a SNARE superfamily alignment (see Appendix A chapter 5 Alignment 11). The
non-canonical SNAREs Syn17, Tomosyn, and Qbc SNAREs were excluded. Positions in the align-
ment representing amino acid residues outside of the homologous SNARE domains were trimmed
out of the alignment. Using this alignment, IQ-TREE was used to perform ML searches on 100
bootstrap pseudoreplicates, and the consensus of bootstrap tree topologies is shown. Branches
within clades representing eukaryotic outparalogues identified in previous family-specific analy-
ses (see Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S3-S5) were constrained to reduce the
tree search space to informative topologies. In the resulting topology the subtrees representing the
R, Qb, and Qc SNARE families are rooted on the plasma membrane-localized family member:
Synaptobrevin, NPSN, and Syp7, respectively. In contrast, the Qa subtree is rooted on the branch
separating the ER and Golgi Qa-SNARE clades (Syn18 and Syn5) from the PM and endosomal
Qa-SNARE clades (SynPM, SynE, Syn16). Support values for unconstrained branches are shown
as bootstrap percentages. The bootstrap support for the rooting of the Qa subtree is marginal (50
is generally considered the minimum threshold for signficance). See Table 5.2 Test 1 for testing of
alternative rooting hypotheses.
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Figure 5.15: Phylogenetic analysis of the R, Qb, and Qc SNARE families suggests rooted
on clades representing plasma membrane-localized family members. As for Figure 5.14,
alignments of representative sequences from the Qb, Qc, and R SNARE families were assembled
into a SNARE superfamily alignment. The non-canonical SNAREs Syn17, Tomosyn, and Qbc
SNAREs were excluded. Positions in the alignment representing amino acid residues outside of
the homologous SNARE domains were trimmed out of the alignment. Using this alignment, IQ-
tree was used to perform ML searches on 100 bootstrap pseudoreplicates, and the consensus of
bootstrap tree topologies is shown. Branches within clades representing eukaryotic outparalogues
identified in previous family-specific analyses (Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S3-
S5) were constrained to reduce the tree search space to informative topologies. In the resulting
topology the subtrees representing the R, Qb, and Qc SNARE families are rooted on the plasma
membrane-localized family member: Synaptobrevin, NPSN, and Syp7, respectively. Support val-
ues for unconstrained branches are shown as bootstrap percentages. The bootstrap support of 40%
for the rooting of the Qc subtree on the Syp7 clade is insignificant (50 is generally considered
the minimum threshold for significance). See Table 5.2 Test 2 for testing of alternative rooting
hypotheses for this dataset.
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Table 5.2: Topology tests of alternative root placements for SNARE family phylogenies. The
same alignments as for Figures 5.14 and 5.15 was used as input for topology tests as described in
the Methods. Constraint tree topologies were constructed to represent alternative rooting hypothe-
ses for the SNARE family trees within the superfamily tree as indicated (e.g., all SNARE families
rooted on the respective plasma membrane (PM)-localized family members). Branches within
clades representing eukaryotic outparalogues identified in previous family-specific analyses were
constrained to reduce the tree space. Maximum Likelihood (ML) trees obtained for each of these
alternative topology constraints were compared and tested separately for the two datasets using the
best-fit substitution models (LG+F+G4 for Test 1 and LG+F+R4 for Test 2). Approximately Un-
biased (AU) tests (Shimodaira, 2002) with RELL bootstrap approximation (Kishino et al., 1990)
as well as calculation of Expected Likelihood Weights (ELW) among the alternative hypotheses
(Strimmer and Rambaut, 2002) were performed using IQ-TREE. These confidence values are dis-
tributed among the alternatives for each test and sum to a total of 1.0. In Test 1, the ML tree
topology without rooting constraints was the same as shown in Figure 5.14 (Qa family rooted on
branch separating ER and Golgi SNAREs from PM and endosomal SNAREs), but the tree with
the highest log likelihood (logL) was the ML tree obtained with the ER root constraints. The dif-
ference in logL between these two trees (ΔL) was small. The AU test P-values (p-AU) for Test
1 suggest that the hypotheses involving rooting all the SNARE families on endosomal SNAREs
or all on Golgi SNAREs may be rejected, as less likely than the ER rooting hypothesis, with the
standard significance threshold of ≤0.05. The ELW confidence values (c-ELW) indicate 96% con-
fidence that the true topology is represented by the ER or PM rooting hypotheses or the ML tree
with no rooting constraints. In Test 2, the ML tree topology without rooting constraints differed
from the consensus of bootstrap topologies shown in Figure 5.15, as the Qc family was rooted on
the clade containing orthologues of the ER SNARE Use1. The AU test P-values for Test 2 suggest
that the hypotheses involving rooting all the SNARE families on endosomal SNAREs, all on ER
SNAREs, or all on Golgi SNAREs may be rejected, as less likely than the ML topology without
rooting constraints. The ELW confidence values indicate in this case 96% confidence that the true
topology is represented by the ML tree with no rooting constraints or the PM or middle rooting
hypotheses, but the confidence for the middle rooting hypothesis is less than 0.05.
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Test 1 (Qa, Qb, Qc, and R)
Root constraints logL ΔL c-ELW p-AU Result

ER -35648.619 - 0.5513 0.5998 Accept
None -35651.041 2.422 0.3150 0.6216 Accept
PM -35653.126 4.508 0.0973 0.1986 Accept

Middle -35660.198 11.579 0.0237 0.1162 Accept
Endosome -35663.885 15.266 0.0055 0.0386 Reject

Golgi -35667.821 19.202 0.0072 0.0276 Reject

Test 2 (Qb, Qc, and R)
Root constraints logL ΔL c-ELW p-AU Result

None -27837.959 - 0.4607 0.6895 Accept
PM -27838.067 0.108 0.4596 0.5813 Accept

Middle -27843.583 5.624 0.0378 0.0664 Accept
Endosome -27844.674 6.715 0.0204 0.0483 Reject

ER -27849.143 11.184 0.0046 0.0113 Reject
Golgi -27865.980 28.021 0.0170 0.0238 Reject
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Figure 5.16: Phylogenetic analysis of the Qa and Qb SNARE families. An alignment was gen-
erated by removal of Qc-SNARE and R-SNARE sequences from the superfamily alignment used
in Figure 5.14. Constraint tree topologies were constructed to only constrain the monophyly of
previously identified orthologous sequences within the Qa-SNARE and Qb-SNARE families (see
Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S3 and S4). The best-fit substitution model used for this analysis
was LG+F+R5. Consistent with the analyses shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, significant support is
found for rooting of the Qb-SNARE family on the NPSN clade. However, in this analysis signifi-
cant support is also found for rooting the Qa-SNARE family on the Syn18 clade, in contrast to the
topology shown in Figure 5.14. See Table 5.3 for results of analyses with alternative combinations
of SNARE family sequences.
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5.4 Conclusions and future directions

Our phylogenetic analyses of Qbc SNAREs indicate a close relationship with the SNAREs
NPSN and Syp7, favouring an ancestral function of these canonical SNAREs in exocytosis. Also,
phylogenetic analysis of the R-SNARE family confirms that synaptobrevin orthologues in extant
eukaryotes are inherited from the last common ancestor of eukaryotes. Building upon these results,
phylogenetic analysis of the SNARE superfamily so far favours scenarios of early endomembrane
evolution involving origin of the widely conserved endomembrane organelles of extant eukary-
otes from a single progenitor organelle which may have been ER- and/or endosome-like. The
evidence also favours endosomes originating prior to differentiation of the Golgi and ER. While
some alternative rooting hypotheses were not conclusively rejected here, further analysis of the
SNARE superfamily involving more aggressive selection of sequences to optimize for higher phy-
logenetic signal may yield more conclusive results. In addition, further phylogenetic analyses of
additional protein families with paralogues specific to the ER, Golgi, endosomes, and PM may
refute or confirm the results herein if they yield contrasting or consistent topologies with respect
to the organelle-specificity of paralogues. Further work is also needed to clarify the timing of
the differentiation between the Golgi and ER relative to the differentiation between early and late
endosomes/lysosomes, for which we argue SNAREs provide little information.

5.5 Methods

5.5.1 Taxonomic sampling and genomic data sources

A broad sampling of 112 genomes and transcriptomes from eukaryotes was assembled from
varous public databases (See Table S1). Lineages represented include the most species-rich taxo-
nomic groups of eukaryotes Metazoa, Holozoa, Amoebozoa, Metamonada, Discoba, Stramenopiles
Alveolates and Rhizaria (SAR), Haptophyta, Cryptista, and Archaeplastida. Emphasis was placed
on less divergent, more complete representative species/genomes for example, parasitic lineages
were not sampled extensively, but genomes that are known to have evolved relatively slowly such as
spotted gar and alligator were included (Braasch et al., 2016; Green et al., 2014). Transcriptomes
from the MMETSP project were used to increase sampling particularly from among amoebozoans
and cryptophytes (Keeling et al., 2014). In addition, previously classified Synaptobrevin and
VAMP7 sequences were downloaded from the SNAREDB website http://bioinformatics.

mpibpc.mpg.de/snare/snareMainPage.jsp (Kloepper et al., 2007).
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5.5.2 Similarity searching

Predicted peptide sequences for each sampled genome or transcriptome were searched with
HMMER 3.1b1 (hmmsearch) (http://hmmer.org Eddy (1998)) using a general SNARE domain
HMM constructed from reference SNARE sequences, including those from previous studies for
Qa SNAREs (Arasaki et al., 2015) as well as Qb and Qc SNAREs (Venkatesh et al., 2017). Align-
ments for constructing HMMs were generated using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) with de-
fault parameters. Hits retrieved with an E-value less than or equal to 0.05 were searched against
a database of HMMs with specific HMMs for Qa-SNAREs, Qc-SNAREs, Qb-SNAREs, Qbc-
SNAREs, R-SNAREs, and Tomosyn using HMMer (using the hmmscan program in the HMMer3
package). The top hit HMM was used to classify sequences into one of these categories. Se-
quences that did not retrieve a family-specific SNARE HMM with an evalue less than or equal to
0.05 were discarded. Also, each positive hit was used as a query to search in the predicted proteins
of Homo sapiens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Arabidopsis thaliana using the BLASTP algo-
rithm in the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)+ software package (Camacho et al.,
2009). A detailed summary of the results of all of these sequence similarity searches is provided
in (Table S2). Scripts that were used for running these similarity searches are available here:
https://github.com/laelbarlow/amoebae (Larson et al., 2019). These scripts make use of
Python libraries including Biopython (Cock et al., 2009).

5.5.3 Phylogenetic analysis

Sequence sets for phylogenetic analysis of each SNARE family were generated initially from
top BLASTP hits for sequences from previous reference alignments of Q SNAREs (Arasaki et al.,
2015; Venkatesh et al., 2017) and from previously annotated reference sequences for R-SNAREs.
Alignments were constructed using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) then positions/sites were
trimmed to include only positions displaying potential homology. Amino acid substitution models
were selected for each trimmed alignment using ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017), and
the best-fit model according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Posada and Buckley,
2004) was used for phylogenetic analyses (by default). Initially, several rounds of Maximum Like-
lihood (ML) phylogenetic analysis were performed using IQ-TREE version 1.6 (Nguyen et al.,
2015) specifying 1000 ultrafast bootstraps to estimate branch support (Minh et al., 2013). Be-
tween subsequent rounds of analysis, divergent sequences were manually identified for removal
to improve resolution and in some cases alternative representative sequences added to increase
taxonomic representation.
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Final ML phylogenetic analyses were run with IQ-TREE specifying 100 non-parametric boot-
strap pseudoreplicates to quantify bootstrap percentage support for branches, with 50% generally
being considered the minimum threshold for significance. Also, for more thorough tree-searching
and calculation of posterior probabilities for branches, MCMC tree searching and bayesian anal-
ysis were was performed using MrBayes version 3.2.6 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). For
all bayesian analyses, two MCMCs were run for 10 million generations or until the standard de-
viation of splits frequencies reached 0.01, indicating convergence between the two chains, and
a burnin percentage of 25 was used to exclude highly unlikely topologies from the bayesian
analysis. A bayesian posterior probability of 0.8 (out of 1.0) was considered the threshold for
significance. Phylogenetic analyses were run either on clusters provided by Compute Canada
(www.computecanada.ca) or on the CIPRES webserver (Miller et al., 2010).

The alignment for the SNARE superfamily analyses was constructed by aligning SNARE
family-specific sequence alignments to each other by specifying the ’-profile’ option when run-
ning MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004). This preserved the quality of each alignment, preventing
introduction of alignment errors. It was ensured that the positions representing the zero layer of the
SNARE domains in each sub-alignment were aligned at the same position. An alignment identical
to a definitive SNARE domain reference alignment (Fasshauer et al., 1998) was used as a guide
for trimming all positions representing residues outside of the SNARE domains.

For topology testing, alternative topologies with polytomies were constructed as described in
the Results and Discussion (5.3) to constrain IQ-tree tree searches (with the same input alignment)
to find the best ML trees representing hypotheses of interest. Scripts were written for manipulation
of tree topologies to construct constraint trees. These scripts make use of Python libraries including
the Environment for Tree Exploration (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2010, 2016), and are available here:
https://github.com/laelbarlow/amoebae. IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015) was used for ML
searches with the ’-allnni’ option for more thorough tree searching, and the best ML tree of five
runs was used in each case (specified using the ’–runs’ option). Approximately Unbiased (AU)
tests (Shimodaira, 2002) were performed using IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al., 2015). In addition, the
Expected Likelihood Weights method was used to calculate confidence in the alternative hypothe-
ses using IQ-TREE, as this approach may be relatively robust against model miss-specification
(Strimmer and Rambaut, 2002). For both of these tests, 10,000 resamplings were performed using
the Resampling Estimated Log-Likelihood (RELL) method (Kishino et al., 1990) as implemented
in IQ-TREE.
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5.5.4 Plasmid construction
The NPSN gene (DDB G0285365) was amplified from Dictyostelium discoideum AX2 ge-

nomic DNA using PCR. The forward (5’) primer (5’-GCAGTCAGATCTATGGCCGATTTACA
AGAAAATG-3’) contained an additonal BglII restriction site, and the reverse (3’) primer (5’-CT
GACGACTAGTTTATTGGGTTGAACCAGTAACAT-3’) contained a SpeI restriction site. Due
to an apparent lack of complexity in the flanking regions of the Syp7 gene (DDB G0289063), this
gene could not be amplified by PCR so the coding sequence was synthesized by Invitrogen. These
products were ligated into into non-integrating (extra-chromosomal) expression vectors Veltman
et al. (2009), amplified using Escherichia coli DH5α, and verified by sanger sequencing. Specif-
ically, we used the plasmids pDM1207 (for N-terminal Green Fluorescent Protein chimeras) and
pDM1208 (for N-terminal mCherry chimeras), which drive overexpression of chimeras with the
actin15 promoter and drive expression of a G418 resistance cassette with the cofillin A promoter.

5.5.5 Dictyostelium AX2 cell culture and transformation
Cells were cultured at 22◦C suspended in liquid HL5 media Ashworth and Watts (1970) in

an orbital shaker at 180 revolutions per minute. Amoebae were transformed via electroporation
as described previously (Gaudet et al., 2007). For this, 3x107 cells were harvested from liquid
culture at a density of approximately 1-5x106 cells/ml (log phase) by centrifuging at 300g for 3
minutes, resuspended in H50 electroporation buffer and put on ice. For each transformation, 5μg
of plasmid DNA was pipetted into a sterile 1mm electroporation cuvette (at 4◦C), to which 100μL
of cell suspension (also at 4◦C) was added. This mixture was electroporated using a Bio-Rad gene
pulser electroporator with the following settings: Exponential voltage curve, 750 volts, 25 micro
Farads, and ∞ Ω resistance. Two pulses were applied to the cells with 5 seconds between pulses.
The cuvette was then set on ice for 5 minutes, and then the electroporated cells were incubated
in HL5 media in petri dishes at 22◦C overnight. Transformants were then selected using G418 at
10μg/mL.
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Chapter 6

General discussion

6.1 Potential lack of phylogenetic signal

Attempts to reconstruct evolutionary relationships between genes that diverged early in eu-
karyotic evolution, including those detailed in the preceding chapters, vary considerably in the
extent to which they achieve robust answers. Gene homology provides no guarantee whatsoever of
sufficient conservation of phylogenetic signal for reconstruction of all deep relationships between
homologues. Despite this, phylogenetic analyses of membrane trafficking proteins with organelle-
specific functions is often successful at classifying homologous sequences as orthologues of spe-
cific eukaryotic outparalogues. This makes sense given the relatively recent shared ancestry of
these orthologues, as well as frequent conservation of function from the LECA to extant eukary-
otes. The analyses of the synaptobrevin-related R-SNAREs and the SNAPN and SNAPC domains
of Qbc-SNAREs presented in Chapter 5 are examples of low but arguably sufficient phylogenetic
signal for determining orthology of paralogues from diverse eukaryotes (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
Moreover, it is not always necessary to perform a phylogenetic analysis, as similarity searches
and/or manual inspection of sequence alignments often allows conclusive classification of ortho-
logues. For example, phylogenetic analysis is often not necessary to classify adaptins as ortho-
logues of specific Adaptor Protein complex subunits, as seen in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.2 and
Larson et al. (2019) Figure 2). Also, phylogenetic analysis is generally not necessary to distin-
guish between SNAREs of different families (e.g., R-SNAREs vs. Qa-SNAREs) (see Appendix A
chapter 5 Table S2).

Although to my knowledge there are no established methods to conclusively determine a pri-

ori whether a sequence alignment contains enough information to determine the true topology of
relationships between eukaryotic outparalogues, there is reason to suspect that this is unlikely for
any given membrane trafficking gene/protein family. One reason is that analyses including phy-
logenomic analyses have been unable to reach a consensus regarding the relationships between
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the major lineages of eukaryotes: Amorphea, Metamonada, Discoba, and Diaphoretickes. And,
these lineages diverged at a later time point than did paralogues of interest in the SNARE protein
families, suggesting higher levels of phylogenetic signal should be present. An approach based
on minimizing gene duplication and loss events (gene tree parsimony) taken by Katz et al. (2012)
suggested that the tree of eukaryotes is rooted on Opisthokonta. A phylogenomic analysis of mito-
chondrial and related alphaproteobacterial genes found support for placement of the root between
Amorphea and a clade containing Discoba and Diaphoretickes (although Metamonada was not rep-
resented) (Derelle and Lang, 2012). He et al. (2014) found support for rooting the eukaryotic tree
on Discoba (although Metamonada was not represented). Perhaps the best justified analysis infer-
ring a root of the eukaryotic tree to date is that of Derelle et al. (2015), who performed a re-analysis
of the dataset used by He et al. (2014) as well as additional mitochondrial genes and finding sup-
port for a root between Amorphea and a clade containing Diaphoretickes and Discoba (similar to
Derelle and Lang (2012)), but again did not include sequences from Metamonada. More recent
analyses support the monophyly of the Diaphoretickes, Discoba, Metamonada, and Amorphea
clades, but does not provide evidence for a root placement (Brown et al., 2018; Lax et al., 2018).
Another reason to predict low levels of phylogenetic signal is the potential for very short times-
pans between consecutive gene duplications that produced paralogous gene/protein families. This
uncertainty is supported by the absence of most membrane trafficking proteins, such as SNAREs,
in the closest archaeal relatives of eukaryotes Klinger et al. (2016b), as well as a lack of extant
organisms representing intermediate stages of membrane trafficking evolution.

6.2 Alignment quality and sequence selection

If phylogenetic analysis is to be performed, the strength of phylogenetic signal depends on
the quality of the input multiple sequence alignment, and selection of homologous sequences for
inclusion in alignments can affect the tree topology inferred and branch supports calculated. The
analyses including sequences from the Qc-SNARE family presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis
illustrates a lack of consistency between the topologies inferred from analyses with different se-
lections of outgroup sequences. For example, in the analyses of the Qc-SNARE family alone, the
Syp7 (and SNAPC) clade was sister to the Syn6 clade (Figure 5.4 and Appendix A chapter 5 Fig-
ures S2 and S5). However, the topologies of the Qc-SNARE subtrees in all of the analyses where
sequences from other families were included were incompatible with this topology, and all suggest
instead that Syp7 is sister to the ER SNARE Use1 if the Qc-SNARE subtree were unrooted (Fig-
ures 5.14 and 5.14 and Appendix A chapter 5 Figures S7, S9, and S11). Significant support for this
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alternative topology was not found, but this perhaps suggests the presence of conflicting phyloge-
netic signal in the SNARE domain subsequences compared to the additional sequence positions
included in the Qc-SNARE-only analyses.

Phylogenetic analyses of AP, COPI, and TSET complexes shows inconsistencies among the
topology of relationships between eukaryotic outparalogues revealed by alternative sequence se-
lections as well. The topologies for the phylogenetic tree of the AP (1-5) and COPI complexes
reported by Hirst et al. (2011) (their figure 6) and a very similar analysis by Hirst et al. (2014)
(their figure 4A) that included subunits of the TSET complex both show significant support for
all internal branches. Thus both of these studies might be interpreted in terms of the OPH in an
attempt to make inferences regarding organelle evolution. However, these two analyses resulted in
incompatible topologies: The analysis by Hirst et al. (2011) shows the AP-3 complex as sister to
the clade comprising AP-1, 2, and 4, while the analysis by Hirst et al. (2014) shows AP-5 instead
as sister to this clade (in other words the branches leading to AP-3 and AP-5 switched positions in
the tree). Hirst et al. (2014) did find considerably higher posterior probability and bootstrap sup-
port for their topology, but Hirst et al. (2011) found significant support as well (prior probability
0.93 and bootstrap percentage ≥57).

Another example is the analysis of holomycotan AP complexes in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In
that case, analysis of AP complexes 1 to 4 resulted in highly significant exclusion of microsporidian
sequences from both the holomycotan AP-1 and AP-2 clades, which if interpreted literally would
imply that these sequences are neither AP-1 nor AP-2 sequences (see Figure 2.4 and Barlow et al.

(2014) Figure 4A). When AP-3 sequences were removed, however, then the microsporidian se-
quences were only significantly excluded from the AP-2 clade (see Figure 2.5 and Barlow et al.

(2014) Figure 4B), and in this case the authors agreed that the dataset with fewer sequences yielded
the more informative results (although this is not conclusive). So, phylogenetics of AP, COPI, and
TSET complexes illustrates that in some cases addition of a new clade of homologous sequences,
as well as a few minor changes to the taxonomic sampling from which homologues were used,
may be all that is required to drastically change what deep phylogenetic relationships seem to
be supported. This also illustrates that posterior probabilities and bootstrap percentages may not
be sufficient to indicate the robustness phylogenetic results for relationships between eukaryotic
outparalogues.

These examples of the effect of sequence selection in determining both the level of branch
support and topology of phylogenetic results suggests the need for analysis of multiple datasets to
identify sensitivity to outgroup selection (the approach taken in Chapter 5 of this thesis), as well as
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systematic approaches to sequence selection. In any case, some subset of homologous sequences
must be selected, because alignments with large numbers of protein sequences tend to be poor
quality due to accumulation of alignment errors (Sievers et al., 2013). The challenge of select-
ing sequence data is an emerging problem in this area of research that has arisen due to increases
in computational resources making analysis of many alternative datasets (alignments) somewhat
more feasible, and increases in the number of sequenced genomes and thus homologous sequences
available. In an analysis of eukaryotic outparalogues with pan-eukaryotic taxon sampling the num-
ber of homologous sequences identified can be quite large. For example, the similarity searches
performed in Chapter 5 identified 4,504 SNARE sequences among the 113 genomes and transcrip-
tomes queried (Appendix A chapter 5 Table S2). While the approach taken in Chapter 5 was based
on manual sequence selection over several iterations of phylogenetic analysis, sequence selection
is a formidable task and there are several methods of systematic sequence selection that may be
useful for further work.

Random selection and analysis of multiple subsamples of sequences is one approach that has
been implemented previously with some success (Sloutsky and Naegle, 2016). This would provide
some indication of the extent to which support for certain backbone topologies is dependent on
sequence selection, and whether the majority of possible subsamples result in different topologies
than that resulting from a manually selected subsample (or a systematically selected sample of
short-branching sequences). A drawback of this approach is that it is computationally intensive,
due to the requirement for analysis of potentially thousands of alternative alignments. For exam-
ple, in Chapter 5 the alignment of R-SNARE sequences that yielded support for a pan-eukaryotic
synaptobrevin clade included 83 sequences, and the number of canonical R-SNARE sequences
identified in the similarity searches was 1,017 (see Figure 5.10 and Appendix A chapter 5 Table
S2). Given that the formula to calculate the number of k-element subsets of an n-element set is

n!
k!(n−k)! (see Mazur (2010) pg. 9), the number of possible selections of 83 sequences from 1,017
total sequences is 3.29x10123. This is rather astronomical, especially considering that the optimal
number of sequences to select might be in a range of numbers. Also, random selection of se-
quences does not take into consideration that highly divergent sequences may be less informative
for phylogenetic analysis than other sequences.

Another approach to sequence selection, which has been applied to inferring relationships be-
tween eukaryotic outparalogues is a method based on pairwise maximum likelihood distances
calculated from a multiple sequence alignment (Elias et al., 2012). This method has been termed
Scrollsaw, and was first applied to analysis of the Rab family of small GTPases (Elias et al., 2012).
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Scrollsaw is intended to select the least divergent, most informative representative sequences for
analysis, and works by identifying sets of sequences among eukaryotic supergroups that show
shortest distances (most sequence conservation) from a matrix of pairwise distances between se-
quences. These pairwise distances are measures of the evolutionary distance between each unique
pair of sequences in an alignment given a model of amino acid substitution, and are calculated
by phylogenetics software packages such as RAxML and IQ-TREE for generating initial start-
ing trees for maximum likelihood analysis (Stamatakis, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2015). This method
was successful in identifying subsamples of Rab protein sequences that result in relatively higher
bootstrap proportion and posterior probability values supporting some deep branches of the Rab
family tree including support for a clade containing several Rabs with endocytic functions, and
a clade containing several Rabs with exocytic functions (Elias et al., 2012). A very similar ap-
proach was taken by (Gabernet-Castello et al., 2013) in analysis of the Tre-2/Bub2/Cdc16 (TBC)
Rab GTPase-activating proteins. In this case, however, more highly conserved sequences were
identified by their higher rank among BLAST search results using representative sequences from
model systems as queries. This was successful in finding phylogenetic support for several clades
containing multiple eukaryotic TBC outparalogues. The main advantages of these Scrollsaw meth-
ods is that selection of sequences is systematic and reproducible, in principle, and computationally
efficient due to reliance on distance-based methods (Pardi and Gascuel, 2016).

However, in both of these studies that used Scrollsaw, multiple rounds of phylogenetic anal-
ysis and visual/manual selection of divergent proteins for removal were still required to resolve
the phylogenies (Elias et al., 2012; Gabernet-Castello et al., 2013). Also, while Scrollsaw may be
advantageous for many analyses, an inherent limitation of Scrollsaw is its dependence on infor-
mation yielded from pairwise distances. For example, in the analysis of R-SNAREs in Chapter 5,
I detailed extensive differences between similarity search results (both pairwise BLAST searches
and profile methods) and the results of my phylogenetic analyses, which are based on searches for
tree topologies with high likelihood or probability given models of sequence evolution and consid-
ering all the sequences in an alignment. Also, trees generated using the same R-SNARE alignment
(as for the analysis in Figure 5.10) as input but using a neighbor-joining algorithm, BIONJ imple-
mented in IQ-tree (Gascuel, 1997; Nguyen et al., 2015), that clusters sequences based on pairwise
ML distances did not yield a topology indicating a relationship between Opisthokont synapto-
brevin orthologues and non-opisthokont synaptobrevin orthologues. Thus Scrollsaw would likely
not be useful for identification of sequence sets representing synaptobrevin orthologues in both
opisthokonts and non-opisthokonts.
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Another alternative approach to sequence selection which is systematic and selects for more
informative sequences is to perform iterative rounds of phylogenetic analysis and apply specific
criteria for identification of sequences for removal from subsequent rounds of analysis based on
phylogenetic results. This approach was taken in Chapter 3 for identification of duplication events
in the individual AP, COPI, and TSET subunits (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4 as well as Larson et al.

(2019) Figures 3 and 4). This was successful particularly in identifying redundant and highly di-
vergent sequences for removal. This method was implemented in the AMOEBAE script toolkit,
as described in Chapter 3, and can be applied via the ’amoebae auto prune’ command. Conve-
niently, this allows identification of long-branching and taxonomically redundant sequences based
on quantitative criteria and generation of alignments with these sequences removed in a single au-
tomated step. While the limited scope of the analyses performed in Chapter 3 may partially account
for success of this method, it may be useful for future analyses aimed at resolving relationships
between eukaryotic outparalogues.

6.3 Efficient classification of additional sequences

Phylogenetic classification of particular protein sequences within the SNARE superfamily and
other protein families is of practical value for formulating hypotheses about their roles in the func-
tioning of particular eukaryotic cells. For example, it might be useful to know whether a VAMP7-
like R-SNARE in the genome of a particular parasitic eukaryote is orthologous to VAMP7 or
synaptobrevin, as this might lead to different predictions for experimental work. However, even
the most comprehensive phylogenetic analyses do not include all available genomes, and com-
prehensive re-analysis of protein families with additional sequences is a considerable undertaking.
Also, there is a continual need to accurately classify genes encoding membrane trafficking proteins
in newly sequenced genomes. Ideally, a full re-analysis of protein family trees need not be done
in every study of genes/proteins that have not been previously classified. Several possibilities exist
using previous phylogenetic result efficiently, but these do not always yield accurate results for
distinguishing between orthologues of different eukaryotic outparalogues.

Due to the need for simplicity and computational efficiency, automated pipelines for protein
classification usually rely on pairwise sequence comparison or profile-based methods such as us-
ing Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) built from alignments of representative sequences. Such
a utility for classifying SNARE proteins was constructed and made available by Kloepper et al.

(2007) (http://bioinformatics.mpibpc.mpg.de/snare/index.jsp). This utility is capable
of accurately classifying many if not most SNARE protein sequences. However, my subsequent
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analyses revealed that this utility is not sufficient to classify all SNARE proteins. First, no HMM
was included to represent orthologues of the Qa-SNARE outparalogue Syntaxin 17, which I identi-
fied more recently (Arasaki et al., 2015). Moreover, (Kloepper et al., 2007) used HMMs of only the
SNARE domain sequences, but the transmembrane domains of Syntaxin 17 are more informative
for classification (Arasaki et al., 2015). Also, as detailed in Chapter 5, this utility does not yield
the same classifications of synaptobrevin orthologues that I identified using phylogenetic analysis
(see section 5.3.4), and this may be due to inherent limitations of HMM-based sequence classifi-
cation methods. Other similar pipelines include a Rab protein classifier constructed by Diekmann
et al. (2011), which allows rapid classification of Rab sequences, but again not to the level of detail
provided by comprehensive phylogenetic analysis (Elias et al., 2012).

To efficiently apply results of comprehensive phylogenetic analyses of eukaryotic outparalogues
of membrane trafficking proteins, future work should include development of automated pipelines
that yield more accurate and detailed results. It would be necessary for such methods to be based on
phylogenetic analysis rather than pairwise or profile-based comparisons, for the reasons described
above. One possibility would be to construct a pipeline that adds sequences to a reference align-
ment and performs a partially constrained phylogenetic analysis to increase efficiency by reducing
the number of possible tree topologies to be considered (the tree space).

6.4 Interpretion of the evolution of the dissimilar but functionally related golgin proteins

As argued above, homology of genes alone provides no guarantee of sufficient phylogenetic
signal for accurately inferring their phylogenetic relationships based on their primary DNA struc-
ture or the primary structure of the peptides they may encode. To take this idea one step further,
higher levels of sequence divergence could be expected to obscure evidence of homology, as in-
dicated by measures of sequence similarity, as well. As noted in the afterword of Chapter 4, the
golgin coiled-coil tethers with specificity for different subdomains of the Golgi do not show simi-
larity in their amino acid sequences, suggesting the possibility that they originated independently
in evolution and not from a single golgin that may have functioned in a primordial undifferentiated
Golgi. This contrasts with what might be predicted by the OPH (Dacks and Field, 2007), and what
is implied by the term “family” commonly being applied to this collection of proteins as a whole
(Witkos and Lowe, 2016). Indeed, origin from a single ancestral golgin would be more parsi-
monious than a scenario involving multiple independent origins of proteins with such comparable
structure and function.

Multiple golgin researchers have previously suggested that the lack of sequence conservation
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among golgins may be due to a lack of evolutionary constraints on their structure (Munro, 2011).
The coiled-coil domains of golgins appear to serve mostly as semi-flexible linkers between a motif
that anchors one end to a Golgi membrane, and a motif at the opposite end that binds to specific
vesicles (Oas and Endow, 1994; Yamakawa et al., 1996; Cheung et al., 2015). Considering this,
then function of golgins would be independent of sequence in the coiled-coil (except to the extent
that propensity for coiled-coil formation must be maintained). And, the N- and C-termini would
also be expected to be very different due to their role in attaching to specific proteins/membranes.

It is certainly more difficult to trace evolutionary history of proteins that share little or no
sequence similarity, but may not be impossible. A relevant example of remarkable absence of
sequence similarity has been observed in the vertebrate-specific coiled-coil tether protein Tetherin,
which tethers exosomes and viruses to the cell surface of vertebrate cells (Blanco-Melo et al.,
2016; Edgar et al., 2016). Orthologues of this protein share no evident sequence similarity among
vertebrates, but could be identified based on gene synteny and very general structural features (an
N-terminal transmembrane domain followed by a coiled-coil domain followed by a GPI anchor).
Similar investigations may be an interesting avenue of future research on golgin evolution, and
may aid in identification of novel lineage-specific golgins (or golgin-like proteins).

Although not always present, high levels of protein sequence conservation represent the best-
case scenario in terms of the impact of studies in the field of cell biology, allowing inference of
more direct relevance between model systems. Thus it makes sense to focus first on highly con-
served proteins. However, many examples exist of unstructured protein domains with important
functions (Tompa, 2002), and this is worth considering regarding the evolution and function of
golgins. If the function of proteins depends on being fundamentally disordered, then they could
be expected to have less highly conserved sequences among species. As mentioned above, golgins
appear to be at least partially flexible/disordered. While this may be important for the tethering
functions of golgins, other functions may be possible as well. Golgins form a dense protein matrix
surrounding each Golgi cisterna, at least in mammalian cells, and this matrix has been implicated in
maintaining the structure of the Golgi (Cluett and Brown, 1992), although as discussed in Chapter
4 no particular golgins have been identified as having a conserved role in maintaining Golgi struc-
ture (see Figure 4.4 and Barlow et al. (2018) Figure 4). A recent opinion piece proposed a new
model for explaining Golgi cisternal adhesion based on liquid phase separation generated by the
disordered domains of golgins (Rothman, 2019). This would be analogous to the liquid phase sep-
aration observed within the nucleus between the nucleolus and the remaining nucleoplasm (Feric
et al., 2016).
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This suggestion by Rothman (2019) of a primary role for disordered domains and numerous
very low-affinity protein-protein interactions in stacking the Golgi and mediating vesicle tethering
is coincidentally consistent with the findings regarding the evolution of golgins which we reported
in Chapter 4 of this thesis (see Figure 4.4 and Barlow et al. (2018) Figure 4). Also, this is consistent
with experimental work demonstrating that higher expression levels of certain golgins can compen-
sate for the loss of other golgins (Lee et al., 2014). Considering the evolution of golgins and these
possible functional mechanisms, a clear evolutionary prediction would be that all eukaryotes with
the typical complex stacked Golgi morphology (Mowbrey and Dacks, 2009) will possess abundant
semi-disordered coiled-coil proteins analogous (if not homologous) to mammalian golgins. So
far, a protein matrix similar to the mammalian Golgi matrix has been suggested to maintain the
structure of the plant Golgi (Hawes, 2004), but is less well-characterized.

6.5 General conclusions
The membrane trafficking system is an intricate, dynamic, and only partially understood com-

ponent of cell biology. It is essential to human health and the virulence of some of the most
terrifying pathogens. Overall, the results of the work presented herein contribute to development
of testable theories for the early evolution of the membrane trafficking system which are impor-
tant for unifying the cell biology of distantly related eukaryotes. These results indicate that the
adaptin, golgin, and SNARE proteins are each sources of information for deciphering organelle
evolution. The adaptins exhibit evolutionary patterns consistent with a close connection between
adaptin evolution and membrane trafficking evolution. The golgins reveal conservation reflecting
inferred ancient complexity of the Golgi apparatus. Analysis of SNARE proteins provided the first
phylogenetic tests of hypotheses that have been pondered in the field of cell biology for over half a
century. As more organelle-specific proteins are characterized experimentally as well as subjected
to evolutionary analysis, accumulating evidence will likely allow testing of more detailed hypothe-
ses to describe the evolutionary history of organelles and pathways in the membrane trafficking
system.
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Online supplemental material

Supplemental material is available for Chapters 2 to 5 online at the following URL: https://
drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OZhkDUgxF1T3lpw0jWPVS0QNwxZw-92U?usp=sharing
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